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THE BIRTHDAY OF THE KING
by Norwood Dale
beautiful setting for an attrac-

A

tive cantata.

Not too demanding

of soloists. Time, 40 minutes.

superb cantata for the average
choir. A quartet of solo voices, a
trio of women's voices, and an un-

arrangement for Alto,
and Bass complete the vocal

trio

usual

60 cents.

Price,

in the highest
by Alfred Wooler

hosanna
A

Tenor,

Time,

requirements.

THE

from the
STARS OVER BETHLEHEM
CHRISTMAS CANTATA FOR MIXED

PRESSER

VOICES
Music by Louise E. Stairs
Words by Elsie Duncan Yale
This delightful cantata will appeal to

CATALOG

Soprano, Alto,
Tenor and Bass, interspersed with
duets and trios. Time, 45 minutes.
Price, 75 cents. Words only, $2.00
per 100.

THERE WERE SHEPHERDS
Words by Elsie Duncan Yale
Music by Louise

A

most singable canata for the nonprofessional choir. Four solo parts
trio for women's voices, with

minutes. Price, 60 cents.

—

Words

by Louise

by

.

.

.

Text from hymn literand the Scriptures. Price, 60

solo voices.

ature
cents.

Words

M.

by Louise

an average choir and limited preparation time. Medium range, simple
ample opportunity for
rhythm
all

R.

Stults

THE INFANT HOLY

E. Stairs

delight to the choirmaster with

only, $2.00 per 100.

E. Stairs

Here's a chance to feature a good
alto in a solo with humming background. An amateur choir can perform this melodic cantata with
ease. S.A.T.B. solos, a trio for Soprano, Alto and Tenor, and a duet

Tenor and Baritone add
Time, 45 minutes.
Price, 60 cents.
for

inter-

est.

LET US ADORE HIM
by Lawrence Keating
Brahms, Wagner, Tschaikowsky,
Beethoven, Braga, Schubert and
Schumann all lend their music to
this simple invitation to adore the
King at Christmastime. Time, 40
minutes. Price, 60 cents.

COME

TIDINGS OF JOY
by Louise

E. Stairs

numbers well withthe capabilities of any average

Flowing, joyous
in

Opportunities for soloists.
Time, 40 minutes. Price, 60 cents.
choir.

Passages for men's voices and
women's voices enliven the interest
of this work as a whole. Many opportunities
duets,
Price,

for

soloists

in

solos,

and trios. Time, 45 minutes.
60 cents.

by Lawrence Keating

Price,

For

to the volunteer choir without soloists, for any of the solos may
be done by the entire choir in uni-

Solos for Soprano, Alto and
Baritone, with a recitative for the
Tenor. Five choruses for full choir,
a number for men s chorus or quarson.

tet,

and

a treble trio

complete the

cantata. Time, 45 minutes.
Price,

E.

AWAKENING

Of

Although this Christmas offering
for a soprano and alto chorus, it

by William Baines

not

A

splendid cantata for a mixed
chorus and Junior choir. Solo parts
are for Soprano, Alto and Bass.
Juniorchoirnumbers may be turned
into a Soprano solo. Time, 40 minutes. Price,

Price,

abilities of a

is

Junior

I:
75 Classic and Romantic compositions by
Bach, Beethoven, Chopin, Haydn, Liszt, Mendelssohn,
Mozart, Rubinstein, Schubert, Schumann, etc.

Volume

THE FESTIVAL OF THE NATIVITY

Volume

and compact cantata for

Junior

choirs.

Price,

60 cents.

Time,

chorusand awomen's chorus. Bright
and joyous numbers for the mixed
chorus. Any good choir will enjoy
this
cantata. Time, 40 minutes.

30 minutes.

R.

Volume V: 44 popular excerpts trom

M.

Offenbach, Gilbert

Stults

Volume

excellent cantata for two-part
chorus. Solos may be sung in uni-

son by the sections instead of
Time, 45 minutes.

by Mrs.

R. R.

Volume

an
inspiring musical setting. Time, 35
minutes. Price, 75 cents.

by C.

B.

WHAT OWNERS

SAY:

WONDERFUL

own

"My whole family are thoroughly enjoying it. It is a wonderful
musical education; a

beautiful Nocturnes and
Romances. I am sure there has
never been such a work pubMrs. M. Matthews,
lished.'
Clarkston. Mich.
'Tve never found a library
more beneficial tor teaching. All
my pupils, and other Sisters
teaching with me, enjoy if very
Sister Yves Romuch.
dolphe. Ecole Notre Dame,
Pittsfield, Mass.

OF ENJOYMENT

Glenn
—Mrs.compact,
nine

WORLD

packed

into

neat volumes.’’
L. Tabb, Hay-

den, Col.

man, Somerville,

PRESSER

SAY:

"Never have I seen such a collection of good music, or good
in so many ways for teaching.
Brilliant Concert numbers ; technical studies (pieces), together

—

Christmas cantata. Rob
Roy Peery's arrangement for threepart singing by the treble voice
section, or by the Junior choirs.
Excellent organ
accompaniment.
Time, 40 minutes. Price, 75 cents.

WHAT TEACHERS

to
a library like this. I'm getting
Miss
a great deal out of it."
F. A. Ellison, Hartford, Conn.

“IT'S

most

"I am delighted with the books,
and regard them as an outstand"
Adaline P. Hagaing value.

THEODOR

—including

Lies

PERFECTLY FLAT!

New

friends.

Send for

Jersey.

with

Musicians and teachers appreciate the ease of
playing and singing from these volumes. For
easy reading, the large 9" x 12 *4" pages are
printed in jet black on clear white paper. The
sturdy gold-stamped bindings give the music
there is no danger of slipping
secure support

—

.

.

—

bound to lie flat and stay open at any page.
With The Scribner Radio Music Library you
waste no time hunting for “that piece.” You
are rid, once and for all, of the exasperation of
tom pages, frayed corners, missing sheets, and
pages in wrong sequence.
Only

in

find these

to

The

Match Your Every Mood
Scribner Radio

Music Library can you

718 world-famous selections

pact, conveniently-arranged form.

in

such com-

Whether your mood

—

>

New York

Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania

ETUDE-OCTOBER
J

1949

17,

N. Y.

I

i

*
•

Please send me, FREE, your illustrated 40-page
brochure giving complete details about the famous 9volume Scribner Radio Music Library. This request
places me under no obligation whatsoever.

»

If
J

Name

under 21,

age,

please

I
I
1

Address

i

J

V/te Scribner Radio Music Library

Eio-49

Charles Scribner's Sons
Dept. ND, 597 Fifth Avenue

J

1

l

(Also published for Mixed Voices,

k'
z'

this

t

Zone No.

J

CO.

,

40-page illustrated
free booklet, simply mail the coupon to CHARLES SCRIBNER’S
SONS, Dept. ND, 597 Fifth Avenue, New* York 17, N. Y.

i

for classic, romantic, modern, sacred, or operatic
you’ll find a wonderful variety to please your
taste. The partial contents (above, left) give you just
is

music

We

mat cost.
To obtain

,

Music

FREE Book

an

this

And EACH PAGE LIES PERsliding..
FECTLY FLAT. For the volumes are specially

Hawley
of a

Space here does not permit
adequate description of
remarkable Library.
will therefore be glad to send
you, without obligation, an
interesting booklet telling how
you can own all this music
for just a fraction of its nor-

—

—

or

60 cents.
S.A.B.)

IX: 73 supplementary compositions

Women’s Voices

good arrangement

alone.

—

Each Page

VIII: 148 favorite songs of every character: concert, folk songs, light operas, college songs, ballads, etc.

popular

in

mod-

VII: Vocal selections, 26 from grand opera,
15 sacred songs, 15 Negro spirituals, 69 hymns.

THE CHRIST CHILD

A
Truman Wolcott

old standbys as well as

(or Junior Choirs)

uted solo parts. Time, 30 minutes.
Price, 60 cents.

J.

Dance Music,

some of the best and most representative examples of
contemporary popular dance music.

For Choirs of

PRINCE OF PEACE

light operas: Delibes,

Volume

60 cents.

Arnusicianly and dignified cantata.
Not too difficult, with well-distrib-

a faint idea of the hundreds of beloved old favorites
and thrilling new musical experiences in store for
you in these lovely volumes.
The volumes are carefully indexed for quick reference. Each volume includes a musical guide with
valuable biographical, historical, and critical information that makes the composers and their music
come alive with new beauty and meaning.
With your purchase of the Library, you get FREE
of extra cost—a specially constructed book rack, enabling you to keep the entire set in an attractive
group arrangement that you'll be proud to show your

!

Sullivan, others.

Volume

by

WORLD

Forman

VI:

&

Than 10c Each!

music Imagere’s an amazing value in
ine, 718 of your favorite compositions (all
beautifully printed and handsomely bound in a
library set) for less than lOtf each
Think of the endless hours of wonderful
music enjoyment this famous collection will
bring to your entire family. And think of the
convenience of having the world’s best-loved
music always at your fingertips permanently
bound in nine matched volumes. Yes, The
Scribner Radio Music Library brings you a lifeat one-sixth of the
time treasury of music
price you’d have to pay for the sheet music

ern. Waltzes, tangoes, etc.

An

Price,

Strauss,

IV: 47 grand opera selections by Verdi, Wagner,
Rossini, Saint-Saens, Rimsky-Korsakow, others.

soloists.

THE LIGHT OF THE

Rachmaninoff,

r

III:

Volume

THE KING COMETH
by

Modern works by Brahms, Debussy,

67 light w orks by Chaminade, Drigo, Gounod, Massenet, Poldini, Thome, others.

Volume

by Benjamin Loveland
Excellent numbers for solos, a men's

61

II:

Dvorak, Grieg, Paderewski,
Tschaikowsky, many others.

by William Baines
short

718 FaVOrite CompOsitionS- for Less
H
CONTENTS
PARTIAL

60 cents.

60 cents.

NEW-BORN KING

Beautiful Library

.

Time, 30 minutes.

choir.

A
THE

beyond the

is

Stairs

Short solos, duets, trios and choruses add variety and ease to this
excellent cantata. For the average
choir. Time, 45 minutes.
Price,

Now You Can Own This

For Two-Part Treble Voices

THE

The story of the Incarnation

by Louise

S. A. B.

by Louise E. Stairs
Arr. by Danforth Simonton
This effective arrangement is for
three-part mixed voices, (Soprano
and Alto, with Baritone ad lib.) or
two or two-part (S.A.) (Also published for mixed voices, S.A.T.B.)
Time, 45 minutes. Price, 60 cents.

by William Baines

by

60 cents.

mixed Voices

CHILD OF BETHLEHEM

60 cents.

HERALDS OF PRAISE

CALL OF THE STAR
by Lawrence Keating

A boon

THE CHILD OF BETHLEHEM
E. Stairs

WHILE SHEPHERDS WATCHED

Price, 75 cents.

THE LIGHT O'ER BETHLEHEM*
by Louise

60 cents.

for the average choir and
four soloists. Easy duets, a trio and
choruses. Words by Elsie Duncan
Yale. Time, 45 minutes.

The coming of our King is ably
heralded by these numbers for the
average mixed choir. Time, 45 minutes. Price, 60 cents.
(Also published arranged for Treble
Voices, Two-Part and Junior Choir.)

SONG OF BETHLEHEM
A

Easy to learn and sing. Solos, duets,
recitatives, and choruses folin pleasing variety.
Scriptural text interspersed with
hymns. Time, 40 minutes.

Produced

THE KING COMETH

75 cents.

E. Stairs

and a

Duncan Yale's texts, recall
Elsie
the miracle at Bethlehem. Time, 45

Hawley

Women's

Peery.) Price,

low each other

Price,

B.

published arranged for 3Voices by Rob Roy

(Also

MANGER PRINCE

trios,

TOWN

E. Stairs

50 minutes. Price, 60 cents.
only, $2.00 per 100.

60 cents.

by C.

Part

OF BETHLEHEM
LITTLE
by Lawrence Keating

For the busy choirmaster and the
average choir a tuneful Christmas

Cantata. Fifty minutes of good,
well-balanced music, with solos,
duets and choruses in the true devotional spirit of Christmas. Time,

THE CHRIST CHILD

by Louise

O

minutes.

30

60 cents.

Price,

Here's the cantata for a well-trained
choir with good soloists. Soprano,
Alto, Tenor, Baritone and Bass soloists are needed. Time, 45 minutes

THE

diffi-

culty. Solos are for

DIVINE

the volunteer choir. Solos for Soprano, Alto and Bass; two duets,
choruses for men s voices and for
women's voices. Text by Mattie B.
Shannon. Time, 45 minutes.
Price,

choir directors looking for Christ-

mas Music of easy to medium

MONARCH

by Lawrence Keating
Twelve unusual numbers; five for

J

City

(if

any)

State

Please give name and address of your music teacher
you are taking lessons.
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1

new
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“fniORY
METHOD 0 F MUS,c

'Yes, enthusiastic

music teachers, students, and parents agree that the
Electronic Memory Method of Music Instruction
speeds and improves music learning.
With the Electronic Memory Method, you get the
full benefit of recording as a teaching technique.

Musicians and Teachers acclaim
1

this

teacher’s studio.
a

reference during the

sessions.

very

Then

the

new

week
lesson

home

in
is

practice

recorded on the

same erasable wire.

method because:

The Webster-Chicago Wire Recorder "remembers”

—

the entire lesson every note that was played and
every word that was spoken goes into the student' s home.

Students have constant access to teacher’s demonstragetting many lessons for the price of one.

tion

W

ebster*
is recorded in its entirety on the
Chicago Wire Recorder, as it was played in the
The student uses this recording as

Each lesson

3

Students hear their own work as others hear
veloping a keen sense of self-criticism.

4

Develops good musicianship faster
aging progress, increased interest.

it

— de-

— through encour-

p*

Priced Within Reach of All Musical Families
Electronic Memory

.

.

-

5610 W. Bloomingdale Ave., Chicago

39,

III.

If,

Wire Recorder Quickly

through
music, her world becomes all the
richer. But let the Steinway be
her mentor! The Steinway’s inspiring qualities have made it the

To Webster-Chicago Corporation, Dept. S-10

The Electronic Memory is easy
to operate. Wire recordings
of lifelike fidelity may be
played over and over again or

5610 West Bloomingdale Avenue

erased by simply recording
over the same wire (assuring
very low upkeep). Both the

Instruction.”

recommended
use

in

Chicago 39,
Please send

Illinois

me

exclusive choice of the nation’s
leading music schools and thousands of piano teachers. No other
instrument has won so much
acclaim from so many discerning

booklet "The Key to Improved Music Study and

Name.

for the student’s

the home, and the studio

recommended
for the teacher, come complete
and ready to play

Model

musicians.

Street.

181,

The golden rewards
Zone

HOROWITZ
State.

uses the Steinway exclusively, as does virtually every great artist today: Balogh,

Brailowsky, Casadesus, Dorfmann, Ganz, Hofmann, Kapell, Kerr, Kreisler, Lateiner, Lehmann,

Guy &

Lois Maier, Mildner, Monath, Morsztyn,

Templeton, Toscanini, and many more.

.

.

of leading colleges use the Steinway.

.

.

may purchase

ETU DE-OCTOBER

1949

.

.

Ormandy, Artur Rubinstein, Serkin, Simonds,

ETUDE-OCTOBER

1949

will

find

of

owning

a Steinway far exceed any price
placed upon it. Young fingers
learn quicker from the sensitivity

of its Accelerated Action. A
keener sense of tone is developed
from knowing its glorious sing-

ing voice. Mastery comes easier.

And so perfect is the craftsmanship of the Steinway, so enduring its beauty that it will serve
for

many years. A Steinway costs

initially, but in terms of its
true value and abiding advantages, it is the most economical
of all pianos! For our helpful
booklet, “How to Choose Your
Piano,” write to Steinway & Sons,

more

Steinway Hall, 109 W. 57th Street,
New York 19, New York.

Over 1000 music schools and music departments

Illustrated is the beautiful Hepplewhite.

Now

you

a Steinway at terms to suit your individual convenience! Consult your local

Steinway representative. You

2

in her young awakening, the

child learns to look at life

Itself.

portable Model 180,

|

WEBSTER-CHICACO

.

The Webster-Chicago
Pays For

g

VrA* mm

ZjHt fcft« ^

—

him

listed in the classified

telephone directory.

H STEINWAY

THE INSTRUMENT OF THE

I

IMMORTALS

3

mm

Michigan Band in banjo formation for minstrel show routine,

Football

is

More than Touchdowns
By WILLIAM

D.

REVELLI

“King Football” is once again making his
perennial autumn visit to thousands of college and high school stadiums throughout our

These teams, each often numbering 140
players are skillfully drilled in their formations
and assignments, and like members of the

land; each week finds millions of enthusiastic
fans thrilling to the excitement, cheers, spirit

varsity

and glamour

of this great

American game.

Tes, Mr. Football has become the most colorful personality in the world of sports, for in
no other game can one witness the tumultuous
hysteria which accompanies a goal line stand,

touchdown pass, or eighty yard run, all of
which have become part of the gridiron.
But not all of the cheers and ovations be-

—

long to Mr. Football himself for football
has become more than end-runs, triple laterals
and touchdowns. “King Football” is unquestionably America’s No. 1 “glamour guy,” but
to a second set of “coaches” and “players,”
the annual opening of stadium gates brings the
busiest

and most

active

weeks of the year.

“plays” with precision, team-work and splitsecond timing. Just like the linesmen and
backfield men of the football team, they must

find the band conductor and his staff planning
various formations, themes, pageants and other
creations for the fall schedule of games. Every
available source is tapped for ideas and shows.

assume individual responsibility, memorize
“plays” and be prepared to execute them at
the command of their “quarterback.”
Yes, football has become more than touch-

holidays, radio, television, cities, industries,
science, transportation, sports, national problems, billboards, and other available sources

squad must be prepared to execute

downs, and the trumpet fanfare;
stepping, hip-strutting

entrance

drum major

of the colorful,

bandsmen stepping high

the high-

the snappy
smartly uniformed

to the

;

accompaniment

of their “fight song”; the goal toss; intricate

maneuvers; timely formations; dances, pageants and other marching-musical creations
have all become an integral part of the game.
That the gridiron performances of America’s outstanding football bands are contributing much to the color, spirit and interest of
the game is evinced by the increasing interest
of audiences throughout the nation.

Ralph Greenwasser, drum major of the
Miami Jackson Band, one of Florida’s
best, and his assistant, Richard Prickett.
6
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us have a “backstage” glance at the preparation that goes into the weekly programs.
Months preceding the opening kickoff we

let

Since the spectacular shows and the marching and playing of our school and college
bands have become such features of the game,

Song

hits,

movies, newspapers, world events,

and the material is selected.
There was a time when the band’s perform-

are observed;

of a few letter formations,
simple countermarching and the singing of
Alma Mater. However, the football fan of
is no longer content with such stereotyped
evolutions. Today, our football fan is much

ance consisted

the
’49

more discriminating. His curiosity has been
aroused and just as he is seeking new and
formations in the game itself, so is
he awaiting new gridiron maneuvers and evostartling

lutions

by our marching bands.

Once a subject, theme, pageant or show has
been approved, we are next confronted with
the choice of formations, proper sequence,
music, timing and continuity. Such planning
7

requires considerable foresight, for the best

can lead one astray.
Some few years ago the Michigan Band was
sent to the annual Ohio State-Michigan game
at Columbus, Ohio, as the guest of a manufacturer of automobiles. It occurred to the
writer that since the game was to be played
of ideas

with Ohio State and since our band
planned a formation as follows:

had

BUCK
I

for

the

Buckeye

state,

with but very

little

composing
maneuvering on the part of the men
directly between the
I, they might march
of our
U-C, and behold, here is the name
sent
automobile friends who have so kindly

the

game.
band performed the trick perfectthe
was never so completely proud of
an
band and myself. We had capitalized on
had
that
one
and
idea,
new
a
opportunity and
come as a complete surprise to the firm which
made the trip possible. But immediately upon
my return home from Ohio, which was at

us

to the

Well, the

ly.

I

a call from
approximately 2:00 A.M., I found
me.
Columbus, Ohio, awaiting
Hurry
Up Tost,
Fielding
Mr.
The late
and immortal
Michigan’s Athletic Director
wished to speak with me. The con-

THE FINE ART

coach,

of

like this:
versation went something

“Young man, do you realize that
the Big Ten
vour band violated the rules of
Mr. Yost:

this

afternoon?”

seems that

Silence. It

I

had overlooked

ruling which prohibits advertising

Ten gridiron

suppose

(I

it

is

to

PRACTICING

the

oil a Big
avoid the

thousands of possibilities which might occur,
such as advertisements on the backs of players
instead of the numerals now worn, or perhaps

BYRON

As

the yard lines could be used for such purposes;
also, the referee,

be

bandsmen and coaches might

might advertise hair tonic.)
Such ideas have been given every consideraBut it was a splendid formathen.
since
tion
straightest linos, most perfect spacing of
tion
any formation on any field. Yes, that BI 1CK
and

I

—

to

me

were made,
band would make them

the

was superb, and

it

occurred

better formations

that

when

Michigan

Designing the Charts
Once the production has been agreed upon,
next comes one of the major developments of
the performance; namely, the designing and
charting of the formations and maneuvers.

Each bandsman is assigned a specific number
and position in rank and file. The chart which
he receives must inform him of his exact location, assignment, direction of march and
other

pertaining

directions

steps, music, facings

to

and general

number

Properly designed charts require special

Conductor William D. Revelli

on plans for a game.

how to practice. Once a reasonable,
and concentrated habit of practicing has

learn

alert,

in
it is possible to accomplish
minutes what is normally held to require hours
outline,
I am
shall
I
methods
the
work.
By
of
able to organize my practicing so that it falls
within a maximum of about four hours a day.

To begin with an

and

over-all

ticing, I believe that

everything

—every

its

goal

make

is to

last single detail

notably,

of course;

that,

the

—

clear

that the
it

than

finger-control

meaning of those musical
But the music comes first!

that will release the
details.

First Procedures

later

In approaching a

new

piece,

then,

first

I

through, as a whole, to acquaint myself with this over-all concept of notes and
meanings. The next step is to learn the notes.
read

As

it

this task proceeds, individual

difficulties

(of technique or interpretation) present themand the next step is to take these parts

selves,

ness for the first drill.

Radio, press script and continuity are then

prepared and timed during band

drills.

Band

shows must be as carefully and accurately
timed as major radio broadcasts. There are
fifteen minutes between the halves and all
factors such as the time absorbed by teams
leaving and returning to the gridiron, time of
visiting bands, announcements, etc., must be

Now

that all is

prepared for our

venture to the practice field

college

bandsmen have

first drill,

where 130

reported. Daily drills

will average two hours for six periods per
week, for a weekly total of 1,560 hours. The
individual bandsman covers a minimum distance of three miles per drill, for a total of
390 per day, a minimum of 2,340 miles per
game or 100 miles more than a Streamliner

from Chicago to Los Angeles.
The Michigan Marching Band will partici-

travels

pate in eight

Dame and Iowa

Combined
Details were planned by telephone and
bands of Notre

University in pre-game formation.
correspondence, without rehearsal.

games

including

drills,

require a

minimum

this fall. Its total mileage,

pep sessions, and games

will

—

of 19,000 miles
a figure
not far from the total distance around the
globe. Who says football players make yardage? Tes, football is more than touchdowns.

ETUDE-OCTOBER
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them

until they

hold no further obstacles.
In final place comes the synthesis of all
that I have taken apart, together with the
shaping of the piece as a complete musical

whole

nuancing.
may
—meperhaps
(and here speak only
call this

I

For

for myself),

I

memory comes along
no conscious

taken into consideration.
let us

out of context and work at

make
memorize, but by the

with these steps.

effort to

I

time the final nuancing is complete, I usually know the work. This, I believe, is due to
a

combination of musical-memory, ear-mem-

I

sometimes

it,

analyzing

the source of difficulty.

When

I

have discovered exactly the thing

(or things!)

that gave

me

trouble,

I

isolate

them and work at them as special drills. Then
comes the time for repetition when the trouble-spot has been discovered and solved!

—

they
in

are,

these exercises have been written

—

one of two ways

either

they conform to

the needs of a special pair of hands, or they
are intended for the strengthening of all kinds
of hands. Neither system is really ideal, because no two pairs of hands are exactly alike.
Therefore, I have always found it wiser to
practice difficult passages from pieces as exer-

and to build my own exercises.
Passage work has the advantage of serving

cises,

one’s individual needs at any given

Thus

own

moment.

advise the young pianist to study his
hands, to find out exactly what his points
I

of weakness are, and to master them. If you
have a strong thumb and a weak fourth finger,
arrange for yourself a drill that will strengthen
the fourth finger and leave the thumb alone.
Let me analyze for you a few of the exercises I have developed. In playing chords,
for example, one must have perfect evenness
of pressure (or finger strength) in order to

produce

full

chord „1 sonority.

No

single finger

must stand out above the others; you want
the effect of a full chord. Now, in practicing
for this effect you will generally find that the
the fifth fingers are stronger than
the three middle ones and therefore in danger

thumb and

you an unbalanced chord.

of giving

sible nervousness.

To overcome this, I break the chord up into
two chords, playing the thumb and fifth finger
together and then playing the second, third,
and fourth fingers. By studying the sonorities
of the two sets of chords thus produced, I am
easily able to regulate the pressure of the
weaker fingers.
Bearing in mind that the purpose of technical practice is simply to make each finger
independently and separately (and equally!)

—

practicing,

it

is

easy,

keep on repeating
a troublesome passage over and over and over.
doubt that one ever really learns by this
I
method, however. The thing is to figure out
why the passage is troublesome in the first
to

place.

a matter of note sequence? Of fingerOf hand position? Of deficient tech-

Is it

ing?
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JANIS, whose Carnegie Hall
was a highlight of the 1948-49
concert season, began his studies with
Adele Marcus at the Chatham Square
Music School in New York. Vladimir
Horowitz was so impressed hy the youngster’s playing that he accepted Janis as

ilehut

his only pupil.

on formal exercises.

ory, and finger-memory. Once I am sure of
the sound, the “feeling,” and the harmonic
development, I can guide my fingers into their
proper places even in the presence of pos-

As to the details of
and not at all helpful,

BYRON

Altogether, I think, too much time is spent
No matter how excellent

concept of prac-

music has to reveal. There’s more to

skills

mimeographed, then stapled and put in readi-

nique? In troublesome moments,
study the music without playing

been formed,

of

and hours of planning, drawing
and numbering. However, they likewise save
hours of drill on the field.
Following the drawing and numbering of
the various designs, stencils are cut

most important task

pianist’s first and

The
is to

instructions.

plus hours

Assistant Jack Lee confer

it

utilized for advertising cereals, clothes, or

radios,

and

JANIS describes

Rose Heylbut

to

strong, here is another exercise that is helpful for chord playing. Strike the chord C,
E, G, B-flat, C. Strike it simply, naturally,
to get the feel of the notes.

Now

begin again and play it, as a complete
each time accenting a
five times
purpose of
the exercise is not to bring out equal sonority,
but to make each of the successive fingers

—

chord,

different finger. In this case, the

sound out above the

others.

Play the exercise legato, first very slowly
and then with moderately increasing speed;
then repeat, staccato.

I

know

of

no better

drill

for finger independence.

Again, in preparing to work at the first
Etude of Chopin, in C Major (and here let me
say that the Chopin Etudes are perfect exercises in addition to being splendid music),
one finds that a great hand spread is required.
Before practicing the Etude itself, therefore,
practicI make the necessary preparation in
ing spreading.

Using the range of notes from middle-C to
E in the octave above, I put my fifth
my fourth on the C above
middle C, my third on the G below, my second
on the E below, and my thumb on middle C.
Then I play those notes, each with its own

the

finger on the high E,

beginning with the fifth finger (high
E) and always returning to it before (or between) striking the others.
At first it may not be possible to hold the
finger,

Strengthen Fingers

fifth

finger

events,

—

that

later,
is

an

perhaps,

it

excellent

will!

In

exercise

all

for

strengthening one’s spread. In playing it, one
should accent each note and each finger as it
is

played.

A

cause of

much

percussive tone

(and of

of time) is the fairly common
habit of attacking chords, or forte passages,
from a height above the keys. How often we

much waste

9

have seen this sort of from-on-high preparation! It is a big mistake.
Because of the very structure of the piano,
playing

The

down from

a

“trick” (if “trick”

height
it

be)

distorts
is to

tone.

play right

on the keys and into the piano. Massive tone
results from the energy with which the key is
put down, and this energy must be controlled
by the fingers right on the keys, and never
it is important to remember
hand and finger motion is
hand strength comes from the

Here, perhaps,

that the source of

wrist;
wrist.

pre-suppose

strong fingers
Octave-playing

is

strengthening the wrist

a

a

strong

good means

of

—always remembering

that the knuckles should

form an arch and

that this arch must never be al'owed to fall.
This seems to bring us into the question of
finger

and hand positions! And

tremely

manage

control the proper

amount

of weight require

good piano and pianissimo

tones.

So watch

out for a well-curved nail-joint!

The other point
(because of

finger

fifth

that the

be
shorter length) should not

its

enorpianists, I find, realize the
espeof the fifth finger

Few

curved.

is

mous importance

from on high!

the wrist. All

strong, one cannot alone
also
sonorous forte tone, but one can
is

that joint itself

for

when

also,

makes the fingers strong;

joint

difficult

to

discuss

this

because

melodic,
cially in the playing of lyric, or
this
passages. Combined with proper pedalling,
fifth

finger

can

position so that

it

more times

in

can be used as much
one melodic phrase, always maintaining legato
with

effect,

hand

advantage that it sets the
dynamic gradations.
position is on the end of the hand
the

in position for

Since

its

and since

it is

is

ex-

flexible),

the

the

a pilot

might well be discussed.
All playing hands should keep the nail- joint
gently curved. Playing with a curved nail-

its

as three or

of

complete individuality of each pair of hands
that plays. Two important points, however,

shift

shorter (and hence more easily
fifth finger actually serves as

which brings the other

fingers safely

to

spe ed

so

however, the secret is not actual
as perfect articulation— the

speed and evenness, one must develop

a general technique

—

it is

impossible to

work

one cannot
them in general, for all pieces. In

for these qualities in

command

one piece

if

perfectly balanced sounding forth
clear, even,
on each note. Frequently a
of each finger
pianist gives the illusion of greater

master

actually uses, by the perfect
speed than he
quality, and tempo, he puts
evenness, in tone,

How

evenness,

For perfecting this

the

simple

Po *o+

is as good as any; it is
five-finger exercise
to play it with exactly
really quite difficult

the

same force and quality

in

all

of

All technical practice
at first,

later

working up

to

begin to

time to stop

show up.

That, then,

is

MANUSCRIPTS
An

let

yourself get flurried.

make

and come back to it later on.
your performance

the quality of

Neat, Legible Writing

Remember
is

fio

—Frederic Francois Chopin and Edgar Allan
Poe. Lives of the two
parallel course.

men

ran a curiously

Chopin was born near War-

HENRY

DUMARS

teachers today

How many
how

R.

ought to have gone on the stage.
whose parents were members of
a traveling stock company, also thought of
taking up an actor’s career and remained all
Poe, both of

dren.

his life passionately

in music,

devoted to the theatre.
Fortunes and misfortunes of the two immortals often ran side by side. The year 1827

was himself an accomplished

saw the completion of Chopin’s first published
work the Variations on La ci darem la mano
about which Schumann wrote his famous
review beginning, “Hats off, gentlemen

—

Chopin
Both became masters of expression
Poe in literature. Chopin the musician came from a clever and literary family
and wrote well himself. Poe the writer loved
to hear his wife play the harp or piano and
flutist.

All his

—

—

—

published work

displays an exceptional sense of
rhythm and word music.
Countess Maria Wodzinska was Chopin’s
fiancee. An early Poe sweetheart was Mary

genius!” In 1827 Poe’s

Devereaux; while his lifelong passion “his
was Sarah Elmira Royster, allost Lenore”
ways known to the poet as Myra. Each girl

twentieth century.

glimpse of the great world in 1828-29

gave up her sweetheart because of parental

he went to Berlin for a congress of scientists

objections.

headed by Alexander von Humboldt and encountered such nrr ical celebrities as Spontini,
Zelter and Mendelssohn.

writing

—

—

In physical appearance the two men were
Those who knew him spoke of Cho-

similar.

pin’s clear-cut profile,

high forehead, thin

lips,

—

first

appeared the volume called “Tamerlane
and Other Poems” one of the most eagerly
sought after treasures of book collectors in the

also

—

Chopin, brought up in Warsaw, had his

Poe, broil"

1

’!

up

in

Richmond,

left

first

when

for Bal-

tender

brown eyes, delicately formed hands
and pale complexion. The same description

timore in 1C29 to arrange for publication of
his second book of poems, “A1 Aaraaf.”

could apply to familiar portraits of Poe.
Both men suffered from frail health
and both died prematurely.
As boys, however, both were lively and fond
of games. Both had a fondness for private

In 1831 Chopin arrived in Paris, which was
to be his center of activities for many years.

10

In 1831

Poe

left

West Point

for

New York

Baltimore and the beginning of his
career as a writer and a magazine editor.
City, then

Poe married a cousin, Virginia Clemm,

in

Chopin began his famous liaison
with the novelist, George Sand. Poe’s wife
died in 1847; that same year George Sand
left the composer for good.
The year 1841 marked the high tide in the
careers of both. In 1841 Chopin’s success was
complete and his fame thereafter was undisputed. In the same year Poe entered upon the
most prosperous and important period of his
career as editor of Graham’s Magazine. It was
1836. In 1837

most productive period in the life of both
composer and author; thereafter both men’s
the

output

was handicapped by

stems .fo/effdowh
- make f/ais o/hqoe

to-r/qh t

up

make

ivith

c/istinct/y

1*° sma /f arcs and
space or on

//i

/me

Use ffyese symbols -tart
and more /eytb/e

copy enq ravers
rests /

show

my

bo hot

The despair and melancholy in “The
Raven,” Poe’s most popular poem, are felt by

music.

every reader of that work. The minor strain
that runs through so much of Chopin is

matched by the element of the morbid and
grotesque found throughout Poe’s writings.
Both men came from countries which, until
then, had produced few artists of international
Both received their warmest welcome
France. Poe, virtually re-discovered by his

stature.

countrymen generations after his death, influenced Baudelaire and other 19th century
French writers.
As though to put a final knot in the skein
of coincidence,

Poe died on October 7, 1849;
and Chopin, clear across the world, expired
less than three weeks
later on October 16.
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m srn

is

make

essential

The

blacker

you make the

notes,

notes
Ponot p /ace

important to keep a blotter under your
you write, to prevent natural oils from

soiling the paper.

Place your manuscript paper at a 45-degree

copy before you.
Before undertaking a manuscript, first pracmaking the various kinds of notes, rests,
clefs and other signs of musical notation. Be-

the

tice

gin with a quarter-note.

Place your pen between thumb and forefinger, allowing the last joint of your middle
finger to extend beyond the tip of your fore-

making
it

a cradle for

the pen.

easier to hold the

Some

pen between

and middle finger.
The penholder should not point over your

forefinger

shoulder, as in ordinary writing, but parallel
to the top and bottom of the paper.
Place your penpoint exactly on the line or
exactly in the middle of a space.

short stroke

from

left

Make

a quick,

to right, increasing the

pressure in the middle of your stroke and
releasing it at the end, making an oval note
speedily

and without

ETUDE-OCTOBER

spaces

/?sfr tr/rof ahoo e ahf bc/o*)

fits

as

copyists find

a

/r,

F/ A
,tJ

.

a special

slotted to
the point to spread. Some copyists prefer a
stub pen, others a flexible drawing pen.

finger,

poUm/y

keep s-fems tjprfqhfheavy—
make crossbars
F
/deep them

dots on //nes

your band best.
music penpoint,
distribute ink evenly and to allow

One company makes

It is

sfra/h

manuscript paper. Next, a bottle

the clearer they are.
Next find the pen that

hand

/hem t>o/d

matk' ends of

faint tepeats

make

S/icftt/y exa.yfeta/e

v

stems
oo not 'make crooked
s/oppq cross bars

division.
it

a/tetaH’ons

these important

Po nor stint

their stu-

regular studies in

him in understanding rhythmic
To make a fine manuscript,
to get the best

m/c

good music manuscript?
from an old-time theatre

to write a

and
oppos/r<? /be not <e

'

po not sc.HU/e

angle, right-hand corner up. If copying, stand

illness.

Both geniuses were often morbid. The biographer, Henry Bidou, speaks of “the agony,
the cries of appeal” to be found in Chopin’s

in

nrjth

over

irt/ /i

Pf/i /?/<£5=-

and found the training invaluable.
Aside from being a useful accomplishment,
copying helps the student’s reading and aids

ion that he

saw; the correct date has been established as
February 22, 1810. Poe was born in Boston
on January 19, 1809. Both were second chil-

Sira/ ft'/

your practicing!

dents

his

not

shaped by

I learned the art
musician, as part of

with

collaborated

note s or
crooked stents

sc.t?bb/e

the Secret of

music,

Chopin

use bo/c/ /ettens

Sma.// C 's for

Po not make openornotes
s/op
C/tcu/ar motion

Expert Reveals

When

a passage looks hopeless, stop playing! Leave

By NELSON YALJEAN

youngest sister in writing a one-act comedy
“The Mistake; Or The Pretended Rogue.”
One eminent Polish actor expressed the opin-

/sees

and correct them, before bad

habits have been carried over into the higher

the quality of

Oo not

the

speeds.

it

hot Scr/66/e

ob/itjoe

greater speed.

Everything seems easy when one plays slowly
—it is in the middle speed, however, that difficulties

fio

should be done slowly

Use

fines para/fe/

make

MUSIC

the

five fingers!

By

theatricals.

Start from* /op

ponot st*rt /eom bottom

Write

to

into all his notes.

STRANGE PARALLELS

Just 100 years ago, in 1849, death snuffed
out the brief spark of two short-lived geniuses

RIGHT WAY

WRONG WAY

much

And never

to port.

As

fast passages,

scribbling.

1949

To make the stem for your note, keep your
pen in the same position, drawing a fine line
with the edge of the pen. Avoid catching your
pen in the tooth of the paper by moving your

—

pen in only two directions left to right with
the point, and downward with the edge. Turn
the stem of the note up by starting above the
note and drawing to the right side of the note,

from the

it down by starting
of the note. Standard practice turns the stems
down on notes above the third line and up on

or turn

notes below the third

To make an
to

left side

line.

add a flag or tail
if two or more
them with a heavy
your pen and spreading

eighth note,

your quarter

note,

and

eighths are grouped, join
bar, using the point of

the pressure evenly.

are never joined.)

(For voice parts, notes
arcs with

Draw horizontal

your pen point for open-faced whole and

half-

going too far above or below the staff lines.
Leger lines, above and below the staff should
be kept parallel with staff lines, and should
be drawn prior to the notes.
Make a G clef sign by drawing a straight
line from above to below the staff, then by

wrapping around it a letter S, finishing the
sign
tail of the S on the G line. The bass clef
two
is merely an inverted letter C followed by
dots, one placed in the space above and one in
the space below the F line.
Flats, sharps and naturals should be placed
directly in front of the note affected. Time signatures are written as fractions with oblique
lines. Four-four time is written with a large

C,

and cut-time

(alia breve),

with a line run

through the C.

notes.

V

simplify your work, use the letter
(with a swish for a tail) to indicate a quarter
rest. The half rest is a straight bar above the

To

third line; the whole a bar
line; the eighth a small

Make the bars between measures in the same
way you make stems on notes, trying to keep
them uniform and upright, and trying to avoid

below the fourth

comma.

your ink dry, then
scrape the mark with a knife-blade, smoothing
surface later with back of your thumb nail.
From here, take your hat off to the engraver,
who must interpret what you have written.

To

correct a mistake,

let
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music in the

home have

contributed materi-

the loss of interest in string instruStates
ments. Musical education in the United
and
today is on a very high professional level,
ally

THE DILEMMA OF THE STRINGS

to

for our advanced
is no longer necessary
complete
students to journey to Europe to
in limtheir musical training. Scholarships
it

THE

NEW RECORDS

Is

our Shortage of Violins

ited

and Violas to be Permanent?

Read
released by Columbia Records
include a pair of astringent works from the
Two
Concerto for
Stravinsky’s
Thirties
Solo Pianos and Hindemith’s “Nobilissima
Yisione.”
The Stravinsky work, in that master’s most
acidulous style, leaps and skips about the
keyboard, only occasionally deigning to include anything savoring of melody. It is. expertly performed by the two pianists, Vitya
Vronsky and Victor Babin. Another Stravinsky work, his “Scherzo a la Russe,” completes the album.

this

challenging answer

—

in 1938.

a heavily-scored
work abounding in thick orchestral tone and
rather overpowering brass sonorities. Mr.
Ormandy and the Philadelphians perform it
with vigor and tonal splendor.
The album also contains Howard Hanson’s
“Serenade for Flute and Strings,” played by
the Philadelphia Orchestra, as its concluding

“Nobilissima Visione”

is

side.

•

many cases impossible. Little
children
or no provision is made for talented
a
are too young to leave home to attend
pool
conservatory, but whose parents are too
desirable and in

By PERCY OTT
The current shortage of qualified string
players has been blamed by many authorities
on high school bands. There is no doubt that a
high school band, with

is

the accompanist.
•

seem to overlook, howMost
ever, the fact that in Germany, for example,
where love for the fanfare of military bands
runs high, there have always been more than
enough qualified string players. The basic
reason music in the home.
Not only in Germany, but throughout most
European countries, music plays a predomi:

nant part in the family

of really

From

good music.
comes a natural

this

string musician.

The urge

•
Fritz Reiner and the Pittsburgh Symphony
have recorded for Columbia tue Mozart
“Haffner” Symphony in D Major (K. 385).
Mr. Reiner’s reading of the score is charac-

and done

Vox records currently are offering the first
recording ever released in this country of the
“Gloria Mass” by Antonio Vivaldi. The work
an important milestone in the evolution of
our musical art. Y ivaldi, founder of modern
violin technique, was held in high esteem by
his contemporaries, including a Leipzig
choirmaster named J. S. Bach. The “Gloria
Mass” is no less engaging musically than
other, more familiar works of Vivaldi.
The excellent Y7 ox recording was made in
Italy under the direction of Arrigo Pedrollo,
with Sylvana Zanolli, soprano, and Adalgisa
Giordano, mezzo-soprano, as soloists. The
orchestra is that of the Teatro Nuovo of
Yfilan, and the choruses are sung by the
Choral Academy of Lecco.
is

desire to

be a

to play is strongly

encouraged by the parents, and capable teachers are available at reasonable cost.

we

have more music in

nation, but most of
popular type that blares from
phonograph. In such an atmosphere, children fail to become impressed with
the grandeur of good music. If we want to
re-create living music in American homes we
must stimulate adult participation in duet,
trio, and quartet playing on string and woodwind instruments.
The radio, phonograph, and television have
become accepted household entertainment for
millions of our better class families; how-

the

Buffoons from Rimsky-Korsakov’s “Snegurochka” (“The Snow Maiden”). Both are
heard in spirited, well-paced performances.

energetic, well-paced
with admirable precision.
•

life of the people. In-

formal musicals, such as an evening of quartet

In the United States

Arthur Fiedler and the Boston “Pops” Orchestra hax e recorded for V ictor the familiar
“Triana” of Albeniz and the Dance of the

teristically

parades and fancy

of the authorities

“On Wings

Bay

its

drills, has decidedly more appeal to the average school child than would a string quartet.

playing, give youngsters an early impression

RCA-Y ictor offers the time-tested combination of Jascha Heifetz and Mendelssohn’s
of Song.” The result is a gratifying performance of this familiar work, with
Mr. Heifetz’ brilliant tone and sterling artistry much in evidence. Mozart’s Divertimento
No. 17, in D, is on the reverse side. Emanuel

it

homes than any other

is

of

the

the radio or

ever,

as

time moves along there will be a

gradual breaking

away from

these three

major

something more soulsatisfying. This moment may be much nearer
than we realize. If a permanent peace should
be established, people would no longer feel
the need for exotic and boisterous atmospheres
fireside

attractions to

to bolster their fear of

tomorrow: there would

and how else but
through music can the feelings of the soul he

be time to be tranquil,
expressed ?

“Bartered Bride” Overture of Smetana.
Another is the less frequently heard Dvorak
work, “The Golden Spinning Wheel.” Both
are played cleanly and effectively by Sir
Thomas and the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra.

sicians reaches maturity, the need for

Thomas Beeeham has made two recordings for RCA-V ictor, of works by Bohemian composers. One is the familiar
Sir

12

empha-

to hire a capable private instructor.

will by necessity
sized adult music instruction
quota.
level off into a normal

being placed on paying highstring players in our orchestras.

Great stress is
er wages to

But the attempt to attract more students to
the strings by offering larger financial inducewill never solve the problem. A first

ments

has a primary interest in music,

class student

The exorbitant prices paid for old Italian
publicized,
string instruments has been widely
with the unfortunate result that the average

make
family, which is continually trying to
ends meet, considers the acquisition of a fine
disviolin an impossibility. Consequently they
courage their children when they show an

many young students as
will in many instances

uct of talent, desire, years of serious study,
and considerable expense there are no short

their

—

cuts.

Teaching adults to play wood-wind instruments, however, is far less difficult than teaching them to play the violin or other string
instruments. There is no doubt that considerable revision of our present day teaching meth-

made

ods must be
reasonable

before we can expect any

progress

from

the

adult

string

With rare exception, no one ever became a
professional violin player who commenced his studies after 16 years of age. Most
first-class

of the world’s greatest violinists were finished

performers at that age. If

become

it is

impossible to

one commences
an early age, why do our string

a professional unless

to study at

teachers continue to use the same method for
the adult as they do for the child prodigy?
To insure his continued interest our adult

student must

order to

make

make

satisfactory progress.

this possible

sary to eliminate

all

it

will

In

be neces-

but the barest technical

requirements and proceed at an early stage to
develop the musical side of violin playing.

Technique for adult violin students can be
in scope, yet still provide sufficient
basic fundamentals so that moderate to diificult selections in the first three positions can
be played in artistic style.

limited

There should be no attempt made to teach
any adult beyond the fifth position unless he

To play "Trauby Schumann with a broad and noble

possesses exceptional talent.

merei

’

decidedly

more

satisfactory to the player and listeners alike than is the rendition of a
is

What

“poor violin”

more difficult selection in poor style and with
bad intonation.
As soon as the adult student has covered the
he should begin trio and
There is nothing in all string

basic fundamentals,

quartet playing.

music more stimulating and satisfving than
quartet playing by a group of amateurs.
Other factors besides the lack of living
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Thom*

month

Beecha,,,

for a tour «i the U„»te d

BBrSltOabeSwen^

the

student

them

to

tonal value
ues of old instruments so that the
be
and the antique, or historical, value can
instruplaced in their proper category. New
especially
due,
just
their
ments should be given
sional players

who

number

of profes-

are using instruments

made

by such contemporary American makers
Berger, Virzi, Moennig, and Weaver.

as

String instrument teachers in many of our
smaller communities have either to accept a
side-line activity such as part-time clerk in a
music store, or prepare themselves to teach
other musical instruments, in order that they
In many instances this is
entirely unavoidable but often the lack of students can be traced to the do-nothing policy

can meet expenses.

-of

the teacher.

and

To

goods we must advertise,
it is essential that our

sell

to get repeat orders

product suits the public. The music teacher
who takes an active part in the social life of
the community, always willing to perform
gratis if necessary, and who strives to organwho
ize small groups of ensemble players, and
appears with such groups in public whenever
possible,

will

rarely

fail

to

have

sufficient

patronage to make a decent living.
If we are to have a revival of string music,
:it

will

be essential that the music publishers

bring out easy to moderately
for string trios

and

quartets,
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the magnificent series of

made lately, I would first like
ask you what the future of the large or-

to

chestra

is.

Thomas:

Sir

It

depends entirely on the pro-

during
vision of good, nay, first-class music
1880 to
the next 20 years. Take the period

someone was
1920, when nearly every month
presenting us with an opera, a symphony, a
song or a piano piece. Today, there is very
coming our way, and unless
of
the near future produces a fresh group

little

of the sort

inspired
lose

much

will

gradually

of their interest in the old reper-

toire, especially if

of

players

composers,
it

includes certain periods

music from which we are mentally and

emotionally alienated.
of
Sir Osbert: What do you think the future
opera will be, both grand and otherwise?
deSir Thomas: The future of grand opera

pends entirely on the assured appearance of
singers of the front rank. This applies less to
chamber opera, which makes smaller demands
on first-class vocalists. And I think that in
the next 10 or 20 years opera will tend to
become more intimate for that reason. Already
there is a discernible trend in modern composers to write in a less heroic style than that
of the 19th century.

Do you

think that the standard of
If so, what do you think

singing has declined?

Qualified string players can be developed,
and string music can be revived if it can be
made acceptable to the people. To that end

THOMAS

records you’ve

Sir Osbert

possible.

should be

Hearing

Sir Osbert:

and introduce

graph record for study purposes is practical
and should be developed at the earliest date

efforts

^

Goes on Record

difficult pieces

short, practical study methods for the violin,
viola, and ’cello. The utilization of the phono-

our

SIR

.

for their lack of progress.
doesn’t know is that our

the large

,^."1." iuS

Sitales

he wag intervieWed at the
dialogue h.. been
BrUi.h .u.h.r. The following

taken from the transcription.

and
blame

the gospel truth

cause

<ri g L),

in-

average professional player uses an instrument
valued at around $400, and that a fine tone can
be produced only after much serious study.
The public should be re-educated in the val-

when we consider

students.

Sir
this

in our
terest in string music. The propaganda
musical literature on old violins is accepted by

and a secondary interest in the financial returns. A first class string musician is the prod-

tone

Once we have a real musical interest in the
home, our future supply of qualified string
players will be assured. If music is to be introduced into the homes on a large scale, the
adults are our most likely torch bearers. When
the family is once actively interested in music, the children will be given instruction at
an early age; and as this new crop of mu-

•

are available for our advanced

who

New albums

The Hindemith work, performed by Eugene Ormandy and The Philadelphia Orchestra, is a suite in three movements from the
ballet score, “St. Francis,” which Hindemith
wrote for the Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo

number

scholarships
students, but far too often these
student
provide for tuition only, requiring the
which
is most unjob,
to secure a part-time

:

should be done about it?
Sir Thomas: I think every man admits, and
particularly those whose business it is to discover and employ singers, that the standard
has declined. There are two careers only open
opera and the concert field.
to the singer

—

Opera, for reasons of the glamour interest
that

it

gave, attracted nine-tenths of the great
The invention of

singers of an earlier day.

the

of

gramophone, radio, and the discovery

means

an easier
the musical comedy, offered
The old-time
of livelihood for the artists.
one place
singer was content to remain in
owing to
Later,
months.
for three or even six
principally flyincreased facilities of motion,
three or
it possible to appear in

he found

ing,

inside seven
four different cities of Europe
days.

have in your
Sir Osbert: And all these causes
opinion affected the standard of singing?

Thomas:

Sir

Certainly. Vocal study,

in the 19th century

meant never

less

which

than

five

years of hard work, has become fragmentary
voices,
in the 20th. Thousands of promising
who venture into public life half-trained, are
immediately impaired or ruined after a few
years. Fifty years ago, in one country I could
less than 15 baritones
During the period 1942-49,
knowledge, this number had been re-

mention, there were no
of the first rank.
to

my

A

to two, or at the very highest, ten.
similar decrease in the quantity of fine and
adequately trained sopranos, contraltos and
tenors is the general lament and nightmare of

duced

every operatic impresario and conductor.
Sir Osbert: And what do you think of the influence of state subsidy, state control, on

music generally?

Thomas: So far as the arts are concerned,
and music in particular, which is the most

Sir

intangible of

them

all,

the general effect of

state control is that almost invariably

we

find

wrong people in charge of subsidizing
music from the public treasury.
Sir Osbert Sir Thomas, in conclusion I should
like to say for myself and for your admirers
that w e hope you will long continue to invigorate the art of music with your outspoken

the

:

T

comments, as well as by your admirable

art.
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So you want to be

TEACHER’S ROUND TABLE
Conducted by

MAURICE DUMESNIL,

an ARTIST!

Mus. Doc.

Eminent French-American Pianist,
Conductor, Lecturer, and Teacher

Up With

Keeping
That

girl

little

of you

the Joneses

practicing

is

ence

I

for from experiI say: do not worry,
and
can assure you that concentration

contortions are taking place as she struggles
with the music in front of her. Her mother interrupts her house cleaning and surges forth,

eliminate your trouble.

in hand:
you hurry and memorize
cross-hand piece I bought for you? It’s

on the
to get some rational ideas
Prelude,
meaning and interpretation of the first
de
Book One, of Debussy, known as Danseuses
consome
Delphes. Do the dances, or dancers, have
dances
with Greek dances, perhaps temple

don’t

the thing to
at

the party

just

leave

it

who knows

to her teacher,

of Apollo or

and

Slip

you can advise
I am writing to you
me on something which is worrying me tremendousfingers to do what I
ly. I cannot seem to train my
want them to do. I can’t play one piece without
in hopes that

and am beginning to wonder if I ever will.
never had a teacher until two years ago but could
read music fairly well from what I had taught myare so clumsy, they make very
self. My fingers
“slips”

I

stupid

slips

—always

in

a

different

place

piece. If you have any suggestions on
study, I would greatly appreciate them.

— (Miss)

J.

M.,

in

each

corrective

New

“Ode

rites?

Or

is

to a Grecian

— (Miss)

York.

One ought not to forget that the work done
home between lessons is as important, or
even more important, than the lessons them-

poems which lie had actually seen, read, or
visualized through his keen imagination.
The inspiration for “Delphic Dancers” came
to him as he contemplated, in the Musee du
Louvre in Paris, the frieze of a column found
in the ruins of Delphos and representing three
dancers. Their attitude suggesting slow motions of a great nobility and elegance made a
deep impression upon Debussy, and the result
was this beautiful Prelude which must be
played with dignity and reserve, almost clas-

a better feel of the keyboard. And
tell her to go about all of it slowly

much

but with

and

the wealth of tone coloring of

all

’

that in

your case

the culprit. Correct playing can always be secured by slowing down the tempo.
Liszt once said that even the most difficult
is

pieces can be read at sight and without mistakes “if one takes the tempo slowly enough.”

and by that

You ought
mean tremendously slowly, so that there is
absolutely no room for slips and wrong notes.
to practice slowly,

I

Also, both hands separately, then increasing
the tempo as you feel more and more secure.
It is important to take out single passages
(even two or three measures) and drill them

as

you would for technical

exercises; that

is,

with different rhythms and attacks, and transposition half a tone higher or lower, in order
to modify the approach and the position of

You
such

a

are not the only one to complain about
condition, and many other fellow

Round Tablers
14

are “in the same boat.”

To

all

Two

and

relaxation.

you

in

you

please

advance for the information.
(Mrs.) D. R. A., Ohio.

—

Here we are again with the “Trick Rhythm
(see the March 1947 issue of

Bugaboo”

have an adult student who is intelligent and
is handicapped by poor hand coodination. For several months she has practiced feeling
of the keyboard to find different keys and to make
certain skips with the eyes shut. She has also practiced hymns with hands covered, but her improvement is slow. Can you make any other suggestions
to help her, and do you believe that she may overcome her handicap in time?
(Mrs.) L. L-B., Texas.

—

your student is intelligent and musical,
as you say, I believe she will eventually overcome her handicap. It may take time, of
course, perhaps even a long time, but you can
help her a great deal by emphasizing the value
of patience and keeping her from becoming
If

discouraged.
suggest that in addition to skips, intervals,

and covered hands, you prescribe a very elementary diet of five finger exercises. Each
time she comes to your studio, write out two

The

fairly easy,

and

and the paragraph thus
Teacher’s Round Table).

I

musical, but

titled in

ETUDE

Playing three against two
there certainly
it

down. Here

is
it

is

a mathematical

way

me
if

it would be
the great music

that

to

have

a serious, experienced, practical manager visit
the institutions at regular intervals and acquaint the pupils who aspire to be concert or

operatic artists with some of the indispensable
details which they are sure to encounter when

they seek to gain a public.

Every manager’s office is thronged with aswho suddenly realize, after they have
of study, that they must have
down-to-earth advice on the business side of
presenting themselves to the public. But this
is something with which they should have bepirants

spent years

their student days. It
should not be left to the last moment. It cannot
even be outlined in a half hour discussion because there are so many phases which are extremely involved and take time and patience

come acquainted during

Against Three

explain the proper way, if
there is such, of playing three against two in Arabesque, No. 1 by Debussy? Does one have a choice
of ways to do this? There is no way to make it
come out mathematically correct, is there? Thank

the interpreter is capable.

I

the fingers.

flexibility

above all:
and safely,

which

Poor Coordination

have a strong “hunch

much

"Would

attention to pedaling

sically,

selves.
I

on the keyboard

one octave interval), then with one, two,
three, or even more octaves’ distance between
the two hands. All this should help her to get
(at

with

to

profitable investment

schools of our country would arrange

apply
or three different rhythms that she will
her next
to a few of them ami play for you at
lesson. Also: have her practice those simple
exercises at various heights

has often occurred

a very

in

at

speed

It

Correspondents with this Department are requested to
150 words
to
limit letters

this^composi-

Urn?
Oklahoma.

E. B.,

Yes, Danseuses de Delphes has a connection
with the dances of ancient Greece. In this, as
many other Preludes, Debussy has expressed musically the impressions awakened
in his mind by landscapes, scenes, paintings,

better

care.

Speed and

some other

tion just another

and watches over her progress with untiring
attention

L.

WAGNER

Jay Media

trying

nection

night.”

Mrs. Mother, a little discretion, please. If
you insist on “keeping up with the Joneses”
you can buy a larger and showier new car
than they purchased last week. But when it
comes to the musical welfare of your daughter,

am

f

that

put those show-offs in their place

tomorrow

as told to

Delphic Dancers

vacuum cleaner

“Why

CHARLES

by

hardly fail to
self-discipline in practicing can

and strange

to write

is:

to learn.

have spent years giving advice to aspirwho should have had that advice in a
music school. The worst affliction with which
a manager has to contend is the artist, and
sometimes a very capable young artist, who is
shadowed by a designing and maneuvering
parent who is willing to do anything on earth
to promote a child except to shut up. These
parents usually know far more than the manager and insist upon terms which put the
I

ants

brakes on the child’s career at the outset.

rrp
i

a

j
t

jpjetc.
a

(Note: the figures indicate beats,

not fingerings)

The above can be practiced with the hands
at one octave’s distance. One hand should play
piano, the other one forte in order to emphabetween the two parts. As
a preparatory exercise, one could even tap the
rhythm with the hands on a table, or a desk.
Most valuable also is the part devoted to that

size the difference

special difficulty in

Theodore Presser’s “School

for the Pianoforte.”

You

will find it

in the

Players’ Book, Volume III, Page 47. This book
can be secured through the publishers of this
magazine.
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I knew of one young woman pianist who
had remarkable chances. I had the very greatest hopes for her, but she was inhibited by a
father who was an insistent nuisance until I
threw up my hands in disgust. I often say,
after having managed several prodigies, that 1
will manage no more until I know the prodigy
has come into the world without parents.
The parents always commence the praise of
.a child, “Not because she is my daughter, but

because God has ordained her for greatness,
J am saying these things about her marvelous
genius.”

What is it that the manager can do for an
The first step is for the manager to be

artist?

inwardly convinced

that the prospective artist

ETU DE-OCTOBER
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—not

is

“real gold”

a

manager can take

The idea that
second rate performer

gold-plated.
a

or singer and by some alchemy known as publicity turn that person into an important musical figure is sheer nonsense. I am, of course,
thoroughly aware of the importance of the

kind of publicity, but it must be sincere,
constructive, and convincing. You
cannot manufacture great genius, or even talent, with paper and ink. In the long run, it is
the great combination of genius, ability, personality, appearance, and a kind of psychic
insight that leads to great success. I have never
had a press agent or a publicity man, per se,
right

truthful,

in

my

entire career, yet

eral artists

who have

I

have managed sev-

grossed

many

millions

of dollars.

During the fifteen years alone in which I
managed John McCormack, he grossed over
$5,000,000. When Galli-Curci first started to
sing at the Chicago Opera, she was glad to accept $1,000 a week for three performances a

she came under my management
as a concert star, she netted in four seasons
nearly $750,000. These artists, McCormack
and Galli-Curci, deserved all their great suc-

week.

When

only because they worked indefatigably
to cooperate with the demands of the public.
They were continually working up new and
interesting programs. They were not satisfied
with one or two programs which they repeated
cess

all

if

over the country. But they adapted themand the variety of pub-

selves to circumstances
lic

interest required.

This was because they were not merely
singers, but also superbly fine musicians.
Galli-Curci

was a concert pianist before she

ever started singing. John

McCormack

played

both the piano and the violin exquisitely. We
had many happy hours with Kreisler, Rachmaninoff and Thibault. Some of the most beau-

music I have ever heard was at the sesJohn had at his home with these men.
During the first World War, John McCormack
had a summer home at Royalton, Connecticut.
I once spent a week-end at a house party attended by Kreisler, Galli-Curci and McCormack. Galli-Curci sang numerous duets with
tiful

sions

Charles L. Wagner has managed a
large number of the great musical artists
of the world, including John McCormack, Mary Garden, Galli-Curci and
Walter Gieseking, as well as very successful tours for opera companies. His
practical advice on how to build a career is based upon years of valuable
experience.

McCormack

—

also

while the great violinist, Kreisler
played the piano ac-

a fine pianist

—

companiments amazingly.
deplore the fact that we do not devote
enough time to real career building. What
is the result? We have dozens of meteors instead of stars. A brilliant talent arises to a
I

great height like a rocket and in a few weeks
or months or seasons begins to sink down
into oblivion.

McCormack had

a

would-be

friend

who

“Why do you bother with
manager, Wagner? Your fame is so
great that you don't need him!
McCormack replied, “Wagner put me on a
pedestal and now I want him to keep me
there.” Once an artists has gained a high
position, competition becomes exceedingly
great and his career must be watched very
carefully so that his position can be mainonce said to him,
this

’

tained.

The concert situation in New York has
changed very materially in the last twenty
years. In former years we used to have three
or four concerts a week. If we ran one a day,

we thought

it

was remarkable.

Now we may

have four or more concerts a day. They even
have high-class midnight concerts starting at
12 o’clock on Saturday night I don’t know
where the artists all come from. Obviously the
old axiom of the “survival of the fittest” holds
true more than ever before. I do not give concerts in New York even if the artist agrees to
pay all the expenses and fees, if I am not
absolutely convinced that the artist stands a
very good chance of real success. WJiere the
situation is dubious, ( Continued on page 49)
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such interesting sketches
Mr. Taylor, through
research, has not
a large amount of
requiring

MUSIC LOVER'S BOOKSHELF
By

B.

MEREDITH CADMAN

his genius as a comdeprived his public of
most distinctive Ameriposer of some of the
orchestral compositions of
can operatic and
our time.

Unusual Orchestral Sketches
“AN EYE FOR MUSIC.” By

From Tin Pan

Alley to City Hall

“BEAU JAMES. The

Life

Jimmy Walker.” By Gene

and Times

of

The Viking

Press.

When Gene Fowler

ate at Albany.

writes a book, in his

publication.

No one

since 0. Henry,

about the astonishing Jimmy
Walker who, despite his shortcomings (and
they were many), was admired and loved for
his human outlook, his wit, and his extraordinary fighting strategy by the millions who
voted for him. To them, Jimmy Walker was
time his book

November

passed on in
multitudes in

as the daring, debonair,

man who,

well-groomed young

until his political downfall,

through the

New York

danced

picture like the spirit

of spring.

Perhaps you did not know that Jimmy was
a product of Tin Pan Alley and that it took

enormous effort to tear him away from his
Alma Mater and make him the mayor of New
York City, “the second most important political post in the United States.” He was not a
musician of parts, but he knew a good melody
when he wrote it, and he could write lyrics
wanted. Of his several songs writin collaboration with others, the best

am

known is
You Did

Will

You Love Me

in

time out to see

was filled with
Jimmy’s father’s longshoremen friends. Mike
O’Toole, an ex-pugilist, turned to a pal and
said:

“What’s this they’re playin’?”
“It’s thick in the

neighbor.

“Don’t

head ye are,” replied his
you know it’s Jimmy’s

0 59

song :

“I know Jim’s song,” answered O’Toole,
“but this sounds mighty slow-like.”
“It’s a

16

church you’re

in,

man,” came back

Walker of

nobody,” said Mr. Murphy, “and
you to treat flattery as you would
Pay no attention to either.”
Mr. Fowler’s chapter on Tin Pan Alley is

advise

“AMERICAN COMPOSERS TODAY.” By
Ewen.

David

Publisher,

A

Pages,

265.

Price,

The H. W. Wilson

$4.00.

Co.

written in the larger forms, stressing

particularly orchestral works. Seventy of the

composers included were born since 1900.
Some few of these have gained national recognition, but other names are rarely heard in
musical circles.

It

is,

however, valuable to

have sketches of their lives, as there are many
instances in musical history of men who were
not discovered until long after their deaths.

Broadcast

Price, $3.50. Publisher,

Algonquin Press, Boston.
Very rarely does one find an

artist

with a

makes both
The daughHumphrey’s inter of two musicians, Miss
clination naturally was to employ her artistic
drawing musical subjects. For ten
trifts in
years her career has been that of making
distinctive feeling for

words

that

enjoyable.
of these talents equally

sketches of great conductors and

members

of

their orchestras.

she has prepared very sensiAdded
tive word sketches of these musicians. For
instance, under a graphic action design of Dr.
to this,

Koussevitzky (who permitted Miss Humphrey
to have a chair in the orchestra and a suitable

drawing-board), she writes, “Attempting to
hurl the fervor of revelation into every chair.”
Her sketches with text were printed for years
in leading

ing

Boston papers. So much more

may be captured by

the artist’s

feel-

Hannikainen,

Szell,

Goossens,

MY

EARS.” By Deems

Pages, 288. Price, $3.00. Publisher,

this

book

This work

Simon

lightful short

A.

Hyatt-King.

through his able and well-focused radio talks
accompanying the Columbia Broadcasting
System’s Sunday Afternoon Concerts of the
New York Philharmonic-Symphony Orchestra. Oral comments are fleeting and ephemeral,
although they require accurate preparation
and research. Thousands of ETUDE readers
who have heard these informative and engaging talks have unquestionably wished to
have them in print, and will be glad to know
that they may secure them in three books,
“Of Men and Music,” “The Well-Tempered

and the latest, “Music to My Ears.”
would be impossible within the scope of an
review to include a description of the
forty-eight chapters with a range of interest
covering the whole contemporary field of the
symphony orchestra. The book makes delightful reading, but we have been wondering if

is

another in the series of de-

volumes known as “The World
by Sir George FrankenG.C.V.O., and Otto Erich Deutsch. Each
volume is printed and published with consummate taste. The illustrations are in black
and white as well as color, and are done by
of Music,”

edited

stein,

high distinction.
“Chamber Music,” like others in the series,

artists of

give the highlights in the story of this

de’

lightful art of the intimate

Notwithstanding

its

“music of friends.

brevity, the text is

not

shorn of those things which contribute general interest and charm. The entire series of
“treasure” books w ill add greatly to the
library of music lovers of distinction.
f

home

tian
their

and Babylonian civilizations, men had
work and play songs; Hebrews and

Greeks used music to lighten their labors.
Down through the centuries, much of our muhas come from the working class.
As early as the 16th century, a writer commented that there was no more “honorable or
praiseworthy leisure than music as a rest from

sic

and a medicine for sick souls. (Baldas“The Courier, 1514-1518.)
During the next two centuries, music became
a social fabric which held together all cultural
do tolife, being one thing all people could
gether. Almost everyone knew and practiced
music, and the leisure time of all classes was
’

toil

sare Castiglione,

taken up with music and dancing.
Gradually, with the coming of the Industrial
Revolution, music drifted from the ordinary
activities of the

workers and was relegated into

CORRECTION

It

In the

September

ETUDE

a typographical

error occurred in the review of “This

Was

America,” by Oscar Handlin. The publisher
is the Harvard
University Press, not the
Howard University Press.

ETUDE-OCTOBER

still

flourishing today, present splendid

examples of the interest of the working man
placed
in music and the emphasis industry has

upon recreation.
With the development of America, music
became a fundamental part of the workers
The railroad workers, lumberjacks,
lives.
sailors, cowboys and Negro slaves provided a
wealth of folk songs, testifying to the fact that
music was a favorite recreation among all
types of workers.

As America became

some of
began organizing

industrialized,

the large eastern industries

musical units, of which many were a credit to
our musical heritage. During the first two decades of the 20th century, the use of music in
industry went through a stage of enthusiastic
acceptance. Glee clubs, bands and orchestras
and group singing were started in most industrial sections of the

country.

among 14,650 workers

A survey

listed

in

1929

489 musical

or-

hands of the professionals. Men of one
class no longer cared about those of another,
and how they lived and amused themselves.

ganizations in industries, with 267 bands, 182
orchestras and the other groups being divided

In the early 19th century, however, music
once more became the voice of the working
people. In England, brass bands were organ-

bands,

the

Listener,”

ETUDE

,

bands,

and became so popular
that festivals were held and championships
awarded. (See ETUDE, August, 1948.) These
ized within industries

1949
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among
choirs.

M. Whitlow, director

doubtedly can provide the finest kind of music
and be a joy to the community, but in this
and performing muplayers not
sical works must be denied those

case, the joy of creating

measure for their employees and families.
Frequently, men and women who enjoyed
their music while in school completely lose
touch with any phase of it when going to work
in an office or factory. Company-sponsored

Kansas
Music Department Topeka Public Schools, Topeka,

Music has been used as a recreation from
labor since the earliest times. In ancient Egyp-

The Music of Friends

C.

of professional caliber.
In the Midwest, several large industries have
revived the use of music as a recreational

ideal.

is

Taylor.

rendering the general public a distinct service

Industry Pays Dividends
By ROBERT A. RUE

Boult, Stokowski, Fiedler, Duke Ellington, Sir
Thomas Beechaxn, Mitropoulos and Stravinsky. As a gift book for the symphony lover,

Pages, 70. Price, $2.50. Publisher, Chanti-

and Schuster.
For many years Deems Taylor has been

in

Barbirolli,

cleer Press.

“MUSIC TO

Music

of conductors and composers are Munch,
Bernstein, Walter, Milhaud, Sevitzky, Reiner,

“CHAMBER MUSIC.” By

Comment

The Santa Fe Band, Topeka, Kansas,

crayon

than by the mechanical candid camera.
Other conductors included in the sketches

compilation of biographies of composers

who have

December As

gallery of the church

first told

replied:

Contemporary American
Composers

incident.

it.

he

Jimmy

Hits” your reviewer has seen.

May?

about which Gene Fowler
Jimmy was martells this
ried for the first time in 1912 at St. Joseph’s
Church, New York. He was characteristically
two hours late. The organist, Edward McGoldrick, played every kind of wedding music
he knew, many times, over and over. The
priest. Monsignor Edwards, was irate. On the
way to pick up the bridegroom, there had
been a fire, and Jimmy’s best man had taken
in

amazing

The

When

greatly flattered.”

that people

ten

rocket-like

his

the best sketch of Broadway’s “Boulevard of

Walker

1946, but there are
still think of him

New York who

Hall

abuse.

is

the personification of eternal youth.

tune, but they

Tammany

“I flatter
I

Ring

Damon Runyon has known the
Broadway so well, and none has
them in more intimate terms. This

Lardner, and
jungles of

upon

start

his appointment,

inimitably engaging style, his publishers know
that they are sure of a large audience awaiting

reflected

his

of

political career, with a seat in the State Sen-

“I

its

Jimmy

gave

own

Murphy

Boss Charles F.

Fowler. Pages,

359. Price, $4.00. Publisher,

the friend. “It’s Jimmy’s
are playin’ it in Latin.”

Martha Burn108 (8%"xll").
H. M. Teich & Co.—

Pages,

ham Humphrey.

mandolin or harmonica
drum corps, sax quartettes and violin
Other companies inaugurated sing-fests

ukulele, banjo,

during the rest periods.
Often, companies supported symphonies and
bands by employing professional musicians. A

group of professional players so sponsored un-

not
it band, orchestra or chorus,
lift the
fill a need for these workers, but
morale of the plant and improve employeemanagement relations. Even those employees

groups, be
only

who

are not part of the unit feel pride in the
company sponsors the group
it possible for them to hear the

fact that their

and makes
concerts.

An

excellent example of the

this recreational

music

is

outgrowth of

be found in or-

to

ganizations promoted by such companies as
the Santa Fe Railroad, John Morrell and Com-

pany,

U.

S.

Steel

Corporation

and

many

others.

Topeka, Kanemployees of the

The Santa Fe Band, located
sas, is

made up

entirely of

at

railroad and their sons. In operation for
than 25 years, this 65-piece band not

more
only

provides for the recreation of the employees,
but serves as an outlet for many of the young

people trained in the schools and who perform
music as a hobby. Under the direction of C.
M. Whitlow, the band holds a weekly rehearsal

and plays about forty engagements during the
year, consisting of park concerts, formal band
concerts, parades and other civic functions.
to other cities along the Santa Fe route
by the company, with use of priPullman cars for the members.
The band owns a (Continued on page 50)

Tours

are financed
vate
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ENCORE

n the Decline
by

PAGE

Treat them seriously when it
seems the right moment, but seldom severely.
Don’t crack down on them. Let your sense of
humor work overtime. Smile, laugh, joke, even
enamel!
if your face feels sheathed in
You are their last court of appeal. Many of
these youngsters are hostile, cold, bullheaded
your pupils.

home, where they feel that their families
do not try to understand them. This goes also
many
for their school teachers, who have so
students to keep in line that the individual
hoy’s or girl’s problems cannot be considered.

at

There

is

simply no time or energy

left

for the

pupil as a personality.

With music study the picture is changed;^
feel
the dynamism, speed, color, shape, and
that a
of the music afford release and uplift
young person can receive in almost no other
way. The concentration required by good muthey
sical training offers a drill and challenge
can find in no other activity.
the
of
attitude
sympathetic
warm,
the
But
music teacher-friend tops this. The emotional
of the music stimulates the release of
pent-up frustration, inhibitions, resentments.
With the right kind of music teacher it is often
flow

easy for the pupil to loosen up, to become a
more rational, malleable, and amenable human
being. I know many music teachers who are,

you

will be able to insinu-

at

technique

to present

and reasonably.
music teachers

logically,
It’s

you know how

if

right there that

on the

job.

Many

of

fall

down. Never forget for a moment why the
for fun, stimulation,
is studying music
for emotional outlet, for sociability, for future
as well as present pleasure. If, by your attitude
you drive him away from the piano during
these critical years, you have committed a

—

crime. Try to ease

him

over the adolescent

still loving music and the piano, and you
have done a job to be proud of.
Don’t care a hoot if much or any actual
“progress” is made during these years; just
keep him going, and let him enjoy the music

stage

IS

you are

a clever as well as an

re-

the cause of this?

By a

return to

How

can

it

be

the physiology

and
and without any comprehension

of the breath, of solfeggio

ough study

of voice registers.

A

tenor possesses the most delicate type
it demands a very earnest and careprepared course of study. But most
tenors in Germany sing with the emission
of voice :

fully

of a baritone because they then believe themselves to be Wagnerian tenors. They force

middle voice and do not realize that the

the

part of the lay-world says that there
are no longer real voices, and the other that

the fresh voice of a

practice?

there

talent. Neither is right.
and talent too, but the
things which have changed are the study of

in

Just as the lack of

One

write

The teen age marks the beginning
scious thinking in a

young

person’s mind. His

cast her out. Since the reasoning processes of
these adolescents function very urgently, they

know

the projects

means

that

whys and wherefores
on which they embark. This

you must be able

for everything

you require

to tell the

of them.

reasons

They

will

—

Let us give these youngsters their full op-

portunity to love music. Let us zealously light

up

their path. That, I believe, is our chief
reason for being teachers; everything else is

incidental.

A

Sight Reading Plan

the exact

to

all

still

exist,

of

vocalization

and

of

classic

Again teachers are asking me to suggest
procedures for elementary and early intermediate grade sight reading. Here’s one for
you to try out in your studio. Master each step
thoroughly before experimenting on your pupils.

With modification and shortening you

can use

as a basis for

it

home

sight-reading

requisite is to

fill

the student with

the utmost confidence.

once with

drills in the

Establish the key at
location of key-tone and

dominant tone, sharps, flats, and so on, tonic
and dominant chords (have the pupil also play
these “brokenly” over the keyboard). All of
this

is to be done by finding the notes blindly;
never once permit even a glance at the keyboard. Student does not close his eyes, but simply looks relaxedly away from the keyboard.

He

feels

the location

before he plays

it.

(

of every note secure'y

1860

at

—

Wagner, Meyerbeer, Verdi,

cally

sopranos

first

I permitted to make his debut
Genoa, has been singing the last

whom

Stagno,

thirty-two years. “Cavalleria Rusticana” was
he has sung the whole reperwritten for him

good actor.” On the contrary, when Verdi
talked to the Congress at Naples on the decadence of music, he said that it was absoof

former times.
But in Germany it is not only the true
who have almost disappeared but

also the tenors, because a

German

tenor

who

cannot sing Wagner cannot obtain an engagement or position of importance Therefore
the singers strain their voices: they force
themselves

in

ordei

to

sing

the

Wagner

It

would be much

of

yet he

still

better, if

tenors

who

did

not possess the vocal resources for Wagnerian operas would refrain completely from
singing that repertory. The Wagnerian operas

demand powerful tenors who can sing the
recitative with pompous voice; nevertheless,
who possess only pretty, fresh, agree-

tenors

et

al;

maintains his fresh voice, as do

others such as Negri, Campanini
Why are the voices of Patti

and Tamagno.
and Madame

Sembrich so well preserved?
Because they sing only the repertory which
In 1885
Sembrich
“Lucia.”
like

to

I

at

in Paris in order to assist
her debut in “Traviata” and
she told me that she would

was

One day
sing

“Faust.”

and advised her

of her repertory. (She

I

protested energeti-

to sing only the operas

would have ruined her

voice in “Faust” and in a short time would
have become like thousands of other singers.)

This period is swayed by a prejudice:
everyone says the music of Verdi and Wagner
spoils the voice. That is not true of perfected
voices. And here we have the one cause of
the deterioration of singing, which no one will
grasp and which nevertheless

The

is

so simple.

which posnor the art of the

insufficiently cultivated voice,

sesses neither the flexibility

breath-supported

repertory.

He still had
young man. The tenor,

age sang the Oteilo of Rossini.

legato,

naturally

quickly

wears itself out.
Let us make a comparison: is a person who
is strongy drawn to the piano necessarily a
virtuoso? No, to the desire must be added
serious study, in order to completely develop
into artistry.

Therefore,

how ( Continued on

next page)

Giovanni Batlista Lamperti, son

of the great singing teacher Francesco
Lamperti and himself the teacher of Sembrich and Schumann-IIeink, was asked to
write a book, he laughed and said:
“All that can be said about singing can
be written on the palm of my hand
focus, or vibration ; resonance, or the continuity of tone; and breath energy or compressed breathing.”
This, of course, was a deliberate oversimplification. Lainpcrli scorned anatomical books on singing, insisting that they
did more harm than good.

But to

my

late teacher,

William Earl

Brown (author of “Lamperti’s Vocal
Wisdom”), he was more communicative.
Mr. Brown was Lamperti’s assistant. In a
little

his

an artist, and attempts the most difficult feats.
Neither Verdi nor Wagner has ever said to
singers, “In order to sing our music it is not
necessary to study the art of singing; it is
sufficient to have a strong voice and to be a

lutely necessary to return to the serious study

with time, become old

will,

tired.

remember having heard a tenor named
Pardini in Italy who at seventy-two years of
I

suits their voices.

assignments

The

and

tory

Take any short piece or section of it, sixteen
measures at most; always, of course, easier
than the student’s own grade. Hymns make
ideal material for early intermediates.

maltreated voice

as cultivated by the singers of
former times. They used to study for four
or five years before they dared to be seen
publicly in a small role.
Nowadays, after maltreating the larynx for
a few months, a student considers himself
repertory,

the teacher is competent, the thinking can
be grooved in clear-cut channels. If she is not
a thinker, woe to her, for the youngster will
If

of

no longer any

breath,

the

function.

want

is

Voices

of con-

reasoning processes are often muddled or unsound and that’s just where the_ teacher must

will

of his grade. If

ner.

this without a previous thor-

even take the trouble to

How many

study?

which will finish you. They will not only hold
no further regard for you, but will lose interest in the piano and in music. I’ll wager that
the great majority of teen-agers who drop
piano do so because they lose respect for their
teacher’s knowledge and competence. Tragedies of this kind occur daily, as we all know.
It is just one more crime to lay at the door of
the unthinking music teacher.

pupil

period which

of singing.

concerning the technical and

forthcoming, try not to bear

is

this

on singing Wag-

voices, insist

vocalization,

is precisely

is

weak
They do

down exact assignments (what to do,
how many times to do it, and so on) for home

itatively explicit

immediate, practical objectives, their reply is
that final, baChig blank wall, “So ivhat?”,

preparation

it

prevented?

musical principles they profess? How many
can show the student how to practice, how to

By Lillian Strongin

able but

good dramatic singers
who can sing Semiramis or Norma becomes
apparent, to a like degree do we find a lack
of good singers who can sing Donna Anna
or Oberon.

In dealing with adolescents, do not lose your
no practice or very little home

light touch. If

What

down

reasoning, analytical processes in
their teaching. How many teachers are author-

applying

expert psychologists, and who ought
be paid additional sums for assisting in
bringing balance, stability, and happiness to
the lives of young people.
to

enthusi-

veals the deterioration of this divine art and
the almost complete disappearance of genuine
singers and worse, of good singing teachers.

it

no longer be put off with “Do this,” or “Don’t
do that” you must have a dozen bull’s-eye
“becauses” to shoot back at them.
They won’t stand for conjecture. If you cannot tell them the whys, wherefores, and the

in fact,

much

asm for the singing art, nor have there
been so many students and teachers as

And

are incapable of

them

has never been so

Lamperti’s Notebook

From
When

HERE

of late years.

great
ate not only quantities of music, but a
this
deal of technique into the student during
gladly
work
will
girls
period. Most boys and

Singing

of Timely Significance Today

Is

T
intelligent teacher,

of

GIOVANNI BATTISTA LAMPERTI

This Article, First Published in 1893,

Doc.
by GUY MAIEK, Mus.
Educator
Noted Pianist and Music

Stay close to your teen-agers and adolesand uncents, for they need your sympathy
derstanding more than any other age group of

Art

of the

black notebook he kept a record of
the years
The notebook, fillled with vocal
in Lamperti’s exact words, was

lessons with Lamperti in

1891-93.

wisdom

among manuscripts
Brown’s death.
The notebook
for publication.
things Lamperti
of song:

willed to

me

at

Mr.

is now being prepared
Here are some of the
had to say about the art

“Finish the tone but not the expiraThe breath continues as if it w'ere
in suspense, a sensation similar

tion.

held

to listening intensely; that is to say, the
lips remain parted and one exhales and
inhales only with the diaphragm. The
higher one sings, the lower one breathes.
Breathing continues as a spring flows.
The voice should come to the exhalation.

VOICE. When one
one has the sensation of drink-

NEVER PUSH THE
sings well,

“Sing exercises with ‘la,’ starting the
tone without a ‘shock,’ or violent attack.
If you throw a stone into the water, the
water will splash into the

air; if

you

let it

fall gently, it will not disturb the water
create only regular undulations.
it will
a train starts, it does not leave with

When

a jerk, but so gently that
feel the movement.”
*

*

one does not

*

“As a real gentleman never flaunts his
wealth, a real voice must not display all
its power. Many rich people display all
their wealth, as do many singers. Keep in
reserve all the extremes of your voice.”

*

*

*

“Never say anything to pupils that will
confuse or discourage them (especially to
women, who are naturally pessimistic). A
doctor does not explain the malady to his
patient.”
*

*

*

“The soprano voice is like a tree. The
upper voice may be pleasant and strong,
but that is not essential, for it is on the
middle voice that you develop the high
voice. You do not water a tree at the top,
but at the roots; and it spreads and
blooms as a natural consequence. It is the
proper training of the middle voice that
brings the beautiful head voice.”

Continued on Page 59)
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one expect that the voice
(which is the most beautiful, but
at the same time the finest and
most delicate instrument) will reveal all the passions of the soul
without thorough study of its
technique?
It

studying

are

diately sing songs
ally

young

a pity that

is

who

singers,

imme-

voice,

and

know how to open
mouths, instead of earnestly
mechanism

the

studying
breath

(the

voice),

in

of

the

support of the
order to develop the

voice and to

real

make

smooth and

it

The

my

opinion,

it

is

not abso-

necessary for a singer to
have a big voice, nor even a pretty
one: if one simply acquires seculutely

breath, purity of enuncia-

and legato, any voice will
sound agreeable to the ear. Never
more than of late have the gymtion

nastics of the breath

of tone

and smooth-

(legato)

been neg-

by teachers of singing.
Without this study the art of
good singing would in a short time
become a chimera. Not until a
lected

singer

to

is

the voice,

to use

knows how

to control the

breath and unite his tones

is

he

equipped easily to convey every
variety of expression which is demanded of the new composers; to
hold the tone longer (as one can
with a violin or violoncello) and

all

and

to carry over his

in order to

it

use of the voice and

the

absolutely
it

is

begin

a phrase well; one can easily in
lime develop a harmful or fatal
inflammation of the larynx.

pupils

in

branches

its

all

to his

knowledge

and

details.

desirable for a student to

Of course it is not necessary for
the teacher to possess a splendid
voice, but to the highest degree he

follow certain hygienic principles.

must understand the art of impart-

It

is

Among
talk

little

other things he should

and not

loudly, not sing

immediately after meals, deny himself rich foods, practice with full
voice, but reasonably and with

lift

ness

advise,

on

be
aids of the breath. He must
absolute master of the legato, and
be able to demonstrate it in order

(vio-

rest periods.

Breath Control

rity of

state.

which many singing

lent attack)

harmful

wrong

collapsed

a

He should study before a mirror, in order to acquire
a pleasant expression and never

flexible.

In

in

stroke of the glottis

teachers

arias, liter-

before they

their

lungs

the

can

ing technical details to his pupils.

In addition there must be a reciprocal magnetic attraction between
pupil and teacher, which helps to

convey
pupil.

and

ism,

the shoulders, etc.

from teacher to
ideas
The teacher must have a

profound knowledge of the aids
to a properly cultivated mechanimpart

to

ability

pupils.

this

The

If the pupil has the weakness of
holding his tongue high or keeping his teeth closed, the mirror is
the only way to overcome it. I

knowledge

strongly advise refraining from the

art

use of

buffa and “semi-seria”

(romantic

“Don

Pasquale,”

artificial

devices,

placing

objects in the mouth, on the
tongue or between the teeth, etc.
These are playthings whose uselessness
has
been
sufficiently
proved by experience. In singing,
one should not “cock an ear” to
listen any more than one does in

speech.

Through such

efforts

come

with

A

rigid.

Beginners also often make the
mistake of “letting themselves go”
while singing because they believe
it
achieves good results; that is

his

knowledge.

the disappearance of opera-

as,

“The Marriage of Figaro,” or
“Linda di Chamounix,” etc. In
former
artists

days

we developed

true

with such repertory.

Thorough Preparation
Those who were endowed with
a

robust voice

and a

truly dra-

matic talent discovered the truth
of this after singing for several

renascence

that

belief

all this, it is

we

my

should not

gress further. It

is

firm

retro-

only necessary

young composers to realize that they are not Wagners or
Verdis who can write a “Tannhauser” or “Aida” as a first creation.
For their own good and the good
for the

they should write operas
of modest proportions. The sucof Mascagni’s “Cavalleria
cess
Rusticana” has proven this.
the

studying

Italian

method

of

singing (the only method of good
singing) it is impossible to interpret

and sing dramatic music.

Were

not Malibran, Pasta, Grisi,

and Cattalani
and technically

Cruvelli

Sonntag,

dramatic

great

means

going

equally

in

If these

as they

were of

Bellini

and Ros-

they would have been tech-

complete and at the same
time truly dramatic singers, who
could have sung “Norma” and
“Die
Walkiire,”
“Aida”
and
nically

“Semiramis” equally well.
One must not confuse the term

it.

time,

Unfortunately this

who do

is

often

not consider them-

dramatic singers.
Richard Wagner says in his
writings on Madame SchroderDevrient, “She had no ‘voice,’ but

selves

she

knew how

so perfectly

womanly

to control her breath

and

spirit

to

permit a truly

to issue forth

so

in

wonderfully, that one thought nei-

order to leave the vocal apparatus
completely independent. (The dia-

ther of singing nor of voice, as

a muscle on which the

lungs rest

Only he who understands correct
singing can obtain real power and

sable to

expression

phragm

is

as

one

pleases,

one listened.”

and which is indispensinging.) Once one be-

of legato.

Legato means the carrying of
voice or the imperceptible

the

merging of one tone into another.
Between one tone and the next
the breath may not be interrupted,
but must be held as though the
tones were one. But in passing
from low to high tones, the breath
must take the opposite direction
from the voice.
It is possible to end phrases and
cadenzas so that there will be a
residue of air in the lungs.
great mistake to

20

It is

a

end a phrase with

in

song,

whether

he

French or German
music. There are only seven tones
in the scale, and it is equally difsings Italian,

comes master of the organs of
breathing, one can begin the study
untrue.

The head must always be
warm.

cool, only the heart

The language

best suited for the

study of singing is Italian, because
it
is the only one without aspirates. The music which I prefer
for vocalists is that of the masters
Rossini, Mozart, Bellini, Weber,

and

Donizetti.

It is

pupil

absolutely necessary for a

who

wishes to devote himself

to the study of singing, to choose

a

teacher from the very

begin-

ning who has made certain studies

through everything from the beginning thoroughly and practi-

Not

cally.)

offer

their

services

the voice.

dramatic

(provetti)

and

thorough

(profundi) artists of their medium.
The public tires of the “Barber,”

“Cosi Fan Tutte” or “Fra Diavolo”
only if it is poorly done.

Now

I ask,

why do

the

modem

composers not write good comic
or romantic operas instead of imitating

to sing them in any language, so that they will be agreeable to the listener,

operas. These singers were then
ripe

ficult

until then could they

in

Wagner or Verdi? That

In

these

young

element in music to which

student’s attention is rarely
the element of silence. At his

directed is
lesson, the pupil begins to learn his notes,
recand, through practice, develops facility in
ognizing them and finding the corresponding
note-conscious
becomes
He
piano.
keys on the
and learns to read music; or, to be more exrepresent muact, he learns the symbols that
first

sent silences, called rests.
Sound has significance only in contrast to

Otello,

temporaries of Verdi and Wagner,

pany

the

Semi-

Norma,

ramis, and similar roles?

sini,

AN ESSENTIAL

singers had been con-

excelled

seen even in artists of the present

control the breath as

economically

—

4

sounds and to produce those sounds by
means of his hands and the keyboard. Equally
important are the signs or symbols that repre-

who

singers,

gerates the gestures which accom-

(Tirocinio

W,U51C

By EVELINE MONICO

W'rong to believe that after

It is

operas, going through the “tirocinio.”

SILENCE ^

art,

of

“dramatic interpretation” with a
vulgar demonstration or exaltation
which forces the voice and exag-

songs the nuance and
color which dramatic art permits.
The technical development of
the voice is brought out by the
double functioning of the lungs,
which consists of: first, inhaling
the breath noiselessly; and secondly, making use of the diato

In spite of

years in the comic or romantic

to give to

phragm

to the

of the art of singing.

sublime

great loss to the melodramatic

is

opera), such

the

muscles of the throat easily be-

his

to

teacher should hypnotize the pupil

would be a help

times,

and conserve

when the

de-

mands

of the singing art are growing vague, let us return to a study
of physiology and the older Italian
method
These remarks are, of course,
not a “method.” They simply ex-

plain the causes of the decadence
of singing as I have observed them
in an experience of many years.
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he didn’t put the rests in merely
purpose of tripping up the pupil
them; he had a
through
musical reason for doing so which will be un-

it

like this,

the

for

his fai.ure to observe

little comparative, or experimental, study. First, the passage should be
played as written, giving exactly the value of

derstood by a

one beat to each bass note. Then,

it

should he

he is introduced to rests, and the usual
procedure is for him to be told to raise his
hand from the keys when one occurs. Unfor-

well,

tunately, this

method arouses in the child

the

the air,

it

will

repay the

effect. The well-known Victory Symalso
is a striking example. Silence can
be used to help create a humorous mood, as
in Haydn’s Surprise Symphony.

advanced stuIt is not unusual for quite
dents to be afraid of the absence of sound in
of music as
think
to
seem
They
playing.
their

grow

when asked if he minds its being turned off,
though
replies, “I didn’t know it was still on,”
within earshot.
familiar
become
has
beginner
When the
with notes and can read simple pieces fairly

symphonies over

student to listen attentively to them, watching
great
for the silences which are used with

phony

sound were constant, the ear would

so accustomed to it that it would cease
is
To he conscious of it. A familiar instance
and,
the person who leaves the radio running

his

dramatic

sical

silence. If

of Beethoven’s masterly use of silence,
both partial and total, may be found in the
sonatas, the adequate interpretation of which
of this
calls for a w’ell-developed appreciation
element. With so many opportunities to hear

ples

played disregarding the rests and releasing
time
the C in the first three measures only in

each repetition, as is usually done. By
several
it in each of these two ways
the siit will be realized how, when

for

playing
times,

are

lences

brightly

the

observed,

and

clearly,

theme stands out

and the

bass

notes,

played with a vital, positive accent, emphasize
the silences are
it and point it up; but when
not observed, it becomes dull and ponderous,
of its clarity is lost, and the effect of
the bass notes’ reappearances is lessened.
An instance of the eloquence of total silence

idea that rests are put there only for the purpose of giving him something else to bother
about. This is quite understandable because

much

such an approach makes no appeal to the
pupil’s musical sense through the ear. Since
notes represent sounds, and rests, silence, the

is

in

found in the Largo from the Sonata
E-flat, Opus 7, by Ludwig van Beethoven

to be

an unbroken flow of notes, and to feel that
something is wrong when nothing is happening, even for a brief second.
beginner
It is often difficult to make the
understand that rests are just as much a part

rhythm as notes. In my teaching, I find
way to overcome this is to develop
in the child a strong sense of the beat through
sounds (notes), building up to a feeling for

of the

the best

four-beat

the

metre by playing

march-like

pieces to him, exaggerating the accent on the
march
first and third beats and having him
or clap his hands. When his response to this
pattern is demonstrated by a firm, steady step

or clap, the same pieces should continue to be
played, but now occasionally substituting rests
for the notes in the weaker parts of the measure; that is, the second and fourth beats, the
pupil marching or beating time as before.

ear must be the criterion of their relative significance. By merely raising his hand from the

Correlation of the beat to the left-right, leftright of the feet in marching, helps to simplify

keys, the pupil is only obeying outwardly the
printed sign as he has been told to do, but

the matter,

total

;

that

is, it

-"V

t

1

D j=g
i

more often partial than
may occur in one voice or part
is

while sound occurs in another; or, as the
mechanically-taught pupil would say, he has
a rest in the left or right hand, as the case may
simple, familiar example of the efbe.
fectiveness of partial silence, let us take the

As a

opening bars of the Clementi Sonatina in C,
that little gem of elementary music literature.
Here, the trumpet-like theme is played in the
treble voice by the right hand, while the bass
note of the value of one beat is, in each measure, follow'ed by silence. When Clementi wrote

ETUDE-OCTOBER

may be extended

to

f’

who was master

of the use of this factor in

music. In the opening theme the pathos of the
musical content is immeasurably enhanced in
the first three measures by the silences which
give to the sounds the effect of sighs, and

make

all

the

more

beautiful the continuous,

flowing legato passage which follows. It is important that the exact duration of these silences be

on

obsen

ed,

and any tendency to hurry
shape and
Many more exam-

to the sounds, checked, or the

meaning

The rhythm band for young pupils is, permost effective way of teaching the
as an integral part of the rhythm for,
quite obviously, playing together becomes

haps, the
rest

rf¥=

silence is obtained.

Silence in music

this idea

a table or other surface.

the rest involves the early cultivation of a
sensitive appreciation of silence in contrast to
sound, the raising of the hand being the

means by which

and

beating time with the hands, by having him
use alternate hands—left-right, left-right— on

not clear

the musical reason for doing so
arto him; therefore, such teaching becomes
bitrary and meaningless. The true teaching of
is

will

be destroyed.

impossible unless strict attention is given to
the rests as well as the notes. Duets serve the
same purpose for the somewhat more advanced pupil, and the church choir affords
excellent training for those who
ears and passably good voices.

have musical

So, by stressing the contrasting elements

sound and silence, music study is lifted
from the mechanical to the aesthetic plane,
through the listening ear, an appreciation of the significance of silence in music
is inculcated. As Leopold Stokowski put it,
“Silence is the canvas upon which musical

of

and,

masterpieces are painted.”
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U'Cl etc3 OF RECORDIN
VIOLINIST’S

FORUM

LAWRENCE

by

A.

In collaboration with

Conducted by

RUDDELL

Gunnar Asklund

HAROLD BERKLEY
I’d like to see you comment on
.
.
harmonics and how to play them. This
modern violinists seem to be lame
on. I have never seen a modern violinist play
harmonics right. It seems to be a lost feature
in violin playing
What’s the matter with
modern violinists that they can’t play even one
measure in harmonics? . .
.

.

.

violin

is

a subject

.

.

.

F. F. D., Illinois.

The technique necessary for playing haris not at all difficult to acquire, and
thousands of violinists can play them extrememonics

The

ly well.

string, then
ficial

placed firmly on the

first finger is

—

in the most usual

harmonics

—the fourth

form of

The

result is a

the

harmonic

will

can’t agree with

cessfully.

The

chief reason one does not hear

more harmonics these days is that most of the
compositions which contain extended passages
them have gone out of

of

all,

style.

They are dated.

a long passage of harmonics is rather

monotonous and is certainly lacking in any
real form of artistic expression. But anyone
who has heard Heifetz or Milstein or Menu-

not a lost art.

“Some time ago you answered a question
me in ETUDE in which you explained the
proper position the thumb must take in a
descending scale passage
However, I am
.

.

.

not certain whether the thumb should move
simultaneously with the hand or whether the
thumb should move in advance of the hand.

major third above with the third
finger. The resulting harmonics are: (a) an
octave above the fourth finger note, and (b)

Would you advise me how I might go
about working up more speed in three-octave
scales when playing them in two bow strokes ?

the fourth
lightly

lightly a perfect fifth

finger;

and

(b),

a

thumb must go down

\ide support for the fingers

made. This

(2)

two octaves above the third finger note. Examples: (a) Ex. 2 (b) Ex. 3

it

better to

is

move thumb and hand

belong to this group,

I

bow

made, the harmonic

stroke

is

allows the finger grip to be

accurately the

will

is

made

at

some

the

the

through the third, to the

first

position

A

major scale, for example. In such a case,
thumb maintains its sixth position shaping

you go to the third position, then, immediately that position is reached,
it flicks back
beneath the neck in preparation for the com-

as

position.

first

modern fingering for

the

I

A

am assuming
major

and on

scale;

G

to the

first

sharp. But the

for any fingering and

descends to the

(2)

When

first

or

sec-

it

taking a three-octave scale in
is

well to change

bow on

the

(fifth note) of the
second octave,
both ascending and
descending. This divi les

gineering

—the

development of the tape-re-

corder. This grows out of the finding of the
Danish inventor, Vladimir Poulsen, who in
1897 perfected a system of recording sound

by means

of a magnetic wire.

This wire-recorder was exhibited at the
Paris Exposition of 1901 with some success,
but subsequent attempts to merchandise it
proved unavailing and the idea seemed forIn

World War

then, the

II,

quality), and a

1949

can be used in any posiis
tion and also in motion; it is smaller; it
is
easier to operate; and, last but not least, it
It is

portable;

it

of a good discrecording installation is from $2,000 upward;
whereas a good tape-recorder costs around

less

expensive.

The

initial cost

new

start

was made

leges

and conservatories

magnetic-recorders

to

are

take

making use

dowm

of

evening

broadcasts of speeches, forums, public events,
and then play them back during class sessions

ETVDE-OCTOBER

tell

whether they are hearing a

by means

frequently check on this
call the

“AB”

test:

We

get a

of

number

them to listen
of listeners into a room and ask
simply for the liveness and fidelity of the
we are about to give them. Just outbroadcast

side that

room, we

station an

engineer

who

switches several times from a live broadcast
to a recorded version of the same show.
As the hearers concentrate on listening, they

irst, it makes possible the corany slips that occur in the live
any air show. On New A ear s
of
performance
Day, January 1, 1949, the regular Saturday
broadcast of the Metropolitan Opera was omitcould
ted so that the Sugar Bowl football game

prodigious, f
rection of

be aired. In order not

to

disappoint the miland the net-

lions of opera-lovers, the client
work decided to tape-record the

arranged for

its

program and

broadcast to take place the

following afternoon.

The opera was Lucia and it so happened
prima donna broke rather

that the title-role

badly on a certain E-flat in the great mad
on
scene. Naturally, there was consternation
break was bad
all hands; the unmistakable
enough in the opera house but the prospect
of sending it out over the airwaves was nearly

is

opportunities which can revolutionize

We

corded program.
The advantages of the recorded program are

coated with magnetic material. Next, the electrical waves are re-converted into sound waves,

result

to

“live” or a “recorded” show.

reare switched back and forth from live to
corded transmission. And in only a few into
stances has any of the listeners been able
differentiate between the two. That is v\hy
rethe
of
use
make
radio can conscientiously

the sound waves are transformed into electrical waves, or impulses. These electrical impulses are then recorded on a plastic tape

education as well as entertainment.
Regarding these magnetic-recorders simply

even further-reaching uses. And let me preface
my remarks by saying that the performance
is so
of a really good recording, tape or disc,
perfected that it is almost impossible for the

what we

in this

recorder

others;

which the recordings are made, can be wiped
off and re-used many times.
In ever-increasing number, schools, col-

which, in turn, led to magnetic tape-recording.
The magnetic-recorder is essentially a simple device, requiring a microphone, amplifier,
magnetic heads for recording, playback and
eraser, and a speaker. The sounds to be recorded are directed into the microphone where

the

and hearing exactly how they sound to
as a check-up on technical strengths
and weaknesses.
has
In professional radio, the tape-recorder

ances

listeners

Before anything could come out of it,
though, we conquered the Germans, and,
among the German equipment, our occupying
forces found a magneta-phone which grew
directly out of the Poulsen invention and

—and

music
for discussion; to take down eminent
performances ; to check up in immediate use,
on the speech, voice, and diction habits of the
students; to give music students the inestimaperformble advantage of recording their own

$700, and a wire recorder about $150.
Further, the upkeep of the magnetic-recorder is less, since the magnetised tape or wire on

direction.

The operation of the recorder is very simple
and is accomplished by the mere pressing of
buttons. And from such button-pressing there

ETVDE-OCTOBER

think a tape- or wire-recorder is preferable
on a number of counts.

to a disc-recorder

for recording intelligence (that is to
say, tacts themselves, regardless of acoustical

through the speaker
ready to play back.
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I

ratus

ami. o

course, at taking only
one bow each
tor the ascending
and descending scales.
S re ar ^ s
the rhythmic grouping of the
i?
.
<a es, it is always
well, when practicing them
a a mo erately
rapid tempo, to group them
t
rees and also
in ( Continued on page 54)

having no
as a means of communication and
whatever in their marketability, I have
no hesitation in saying that every school and
music studio ought to have one. Its cost is far
outweighed by its advantages. For school use,

interest

Armed

the scale almost
evenly,

and gives one an easily
remembered point of change.
But you must

has been concertizing since she was eleven years of
age.

been “recorded” or “transcribed.” Behind that
brief announcement lies a near-miracle of en-

Something different happens if you are playing a rapid scale from the sixth or fifth position,

ond position.

ETUDE. Miss Kailsam

ords represents only one aspect of the field;
.and the records themselves, but one small
phase of the manifold uses to which mechanical sound transmission can be put. Everyone
has heard radio programs which begin with
broadcast has
-the brief announcement that the

Forces found themselves in need of an appa-

two bows,
ominant

Olive Kailsam, violinist from India, traveled 12,000 miles to study with Harold
Berkley, of whom she learned through

been made (and are being made) in this remarkable branch of sound transmission.
Today, the turning out of purchasable rec-

gotten.

principle holds good
for any scale that

not properly

left

to the bridge. If the stroke

more evenly main-

descending with the fourth finger from A
to G sharp, going
to the third position with

be a failure no matter
hand may be doing its
job. The bow must be steadily and firmly (not
lightly) drawn, and it must be drawn close

how

of the

i. e.,

So far as the left hand is concerned, the
two essentials for effective performance are a
first finger grip and an exact placing
of the fourth or third finger. That is one reason why harmonics are good practice: they
promote good intonation.
But the right hand is as vitally concerned in
the successful playing of harmonics as the left
the

simul-

is pref-

To the average layman, recording means
simply the process by which discs are made.
He likes a tune, or a voice, he buys himself a
record of it, and there the matter ends. Few
people realize the enormous strides that have

tained.

ing shift to the

strong

If

it

thumb, bringing the latter into its normal
shape as soon as the fingers are set in the new
position. This latter method, it seems to me,

on

is.

feel that

down ahead

the third finger on C
sharp,
"ith the second finger

hand

when the shift is
good shifting

a basic rule of

is

taneously to the third position shaping; others,

the
Ex. 3

be-

which cannot be ignored.
There is difference of opinion regarding the
best means of shifting from the sixth or fifth
position to the third. Some teachers hold that

erable to take the fingers

harmonics

above with
by touching it

it

tion to the first, the

fore the hand. That is to say. it must drop
backwards beneath the neck in order to pro-

knows quite well that the playing

for

Harmonics can also be produced (a) by
stopping the string with the first finger and

are shifting from the third posi-

When you

and

Ex. 1

touching

scales

hin play one of the Airs Varies of Paganini
of

I

and should the pulse be in
6 or some other grouping when playing
F. C. 11., Ohio.
rapidly?”

4, or

is

result

On

stroke,

you that modern violinists
are ‘"lame on” harmonics or that they are unable to play “even one measure” of them. As
I said, thousands of our present-day violinists
can play passages of single-note harmonics
beautifully, and hundreds can play the much
more difficult double harmonics just as sucI

After

above the
harmonic sounding
two octaves above the note stopped by the first
finger. For example:
finger.

from the bridge,

certainly break or fail to sound.

arti-

finger touches the

string very lightly a perfect fourth
first

distance

change the
groups of 3,

what note of the scale should

LAWRENCE

A.

RUDDELL,

too

Director of

Recording for American Broadcasting
Company. He was formerly with Western Union and later joined NBC, where
he explored the then unfamiliar field
of radio recording.

much

to face.

Well, our engineers got busy. Playing back
we were able not only to detect

the recording,

out,
it

—
—

bad spot, but to cut it out literally cut it
and to replace
with a pair of scissors
with another E-flat ( Continued on page 52)

the
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ANSWERS

and

CARL W. GEHRKENS, Mus.

Conducted by

Doc.,

Music Editor, Webster’s New International
Professor Robert A.
Dictionary, and
Melcher, Oberlin College.

Questions about the Pathetique
Sonata
Q. Y/ill you please answer the following questions
about the first movement of Beethoven’s “Sonata

unusual sonatas where the
movement is fast instead of slow?
What is the tempo of the first page, which is

first

2.

one

this

have.

I

Requiem

defined as the parts of the

is

Requiem used in the Catholic Church, but no outline
Requiem is given. I know, of course, the story
like to
of this Requiem by Mozart, but I would
understand the title. Any information you can give
H. B. W.
be sincerely appreciated.

—

will

Pathetique?”:
1. Is

which
of the

of

the

marked Grave?
3. Except for the Grave parts, the tempo marks
mostly Allegro. Should they be played really
Allegro?
4. How much pedal should be used?
stale the time required to play this
5. Please
M. H.
movement.

are

—

A. The assistant editor of this department,
Professor Robert Melcher, who is himself a
choir director in a Catholic church, has given
following information: The word
not a musical term, and has nothing
to do with the story of Mozart’s composing
this Requiem. It is the first word of the second

me

R „ i9i „ g

the

Hostias

part of the Offertory

from

the

THE

Mass for the
’

Nearly all sonatas do begin with a
fast movement. In a few sonatas and symphonies the first movement is preceded by a
slow introduction, which usually has little or
no relation to the main body of the movement.
Beethoven obviously considered this Grave
introduction to be an integral part of the
movement, however, since he refers back to it
A.

1.

twice in the couise of the Allegro portion.

would recommend J=66.
They should indeed be played Allegro.

2. I
3.

As a matter of fact, Beethoven marked these
passages Molto allegro e con brio. A good
tempo would be d=152-160.
4 The pedal must be used with great discrimination. In no case should it be allowed
to blur the harmonies. In the Grave passages
the pedal may be employed rather freely to
obtain a depth of tone

But since the Allegro

passages must be crisp and clear,

it

must be

employed very sparingly except in such places
as Measures 79-103 after the first Allegro,
where the harmonies change more slowly and
require feeling of breadth and expansiveness.
5. Since no two artists ever play any composition at the
is little

same

rate of speed,

I feel

position as this

down

to a certain

number

of

minutes and seconds. If you will play it
through at the metronome markings I have

you

have a good idea of the approximate amount of time needed to play this
movement. R. M.

given,

Dead, and means “offerings” or “sacrifices.
The requiem Mass for the dead consists of
the following musical parts, the Introit, Kyrie,

Agnus Dei, and Communion.
The Offertory consists of two parts, the second known as the verse, although in performance there is no pause between these sections.
The Latin words for this second part are

will

—

About a Latin Word in the

Requiem Mass
Q. Please explain the musical term Hostias. In a
Mozart collection in my musical library is the Hostias
from his “Requiem.” I cannot find the definition in
my musical dictionary nor in any musical works

Karl

Benedictus,

“Hostias

preces tibi Domine laudis offeri-

et

mus; tu suscipe pro animabus illis, quarum
hodie memoriam facimus: fac eas, Domine,
de morte transire ad vitam: quam olim Abrahae promisisti, et semini ejus.” In translation
they might read: “Offerings and prayers of
praise we bring to Thee, 0 Lord: may You receive them for the souls of those whose memory we commemorate today: grant them, 0
Lord, to pass from death to that life which
You did once promise to Abraham and his

—K. G

descendants.”

W.

where she hears and feels the beauty of a
chord just as she now hears and likes the
beauty of a melody. There is no reason why
even a small child should not be taught how
to construct at least the common chords, and
I

you begin

suggest that

how

chord

a

is

made

show her

to

out of the

at once

first,

third,

and fifth tones of the scale. Let her have the
fun of figuring these out in all the keys she
knows,

first at

the keyboard

—

listening to the

she plays the keys; then on paper
writing the chord, then playing what she has
written and listening to its sound.
effect as

In the second place,

you might get her

hymn book or some book
that has in it a number of

of

a

community songs

easy songs in hymn-

her that this sign means that the chord is to
be held without regard to its rhythmic value.

have a talented pupil six years old who reads
the music of a piece until she has caught the melody,

Now teach her to look and play, holding each
chord for a long enough time so as to be able

then

to

1

the

leaves

everything
I

know

all

that

soon as she

notation,

plays

by

ear,

and gets

mixed up. I do not play for her, and
she actually reads the notes, but as

knows

the

melody she wants

to stop the

She played tunes for a year before beginning
lessons, and her mother tells me that even now she
opens her music books and plays the tunes on different pages, but making them sound different each
time. What shall I do?
Mrs. J. A. A.

—

A.

I

have several ideas, none of which

be of any use to you, but

me

all

of

may

which I ask
it seems to

to consider. In the first place,

your pupil ought to learn the fundamentals of harmony and come to the point
that

mm.

listen

to

its

sound. Have her strike the
if necessary, but in-

same chord several times
sist

that

she

actually

hear the chord

as

(Second of Two Articles)

organ building of our time.
The organ case was widened lo feet on each
of pipes
side in 1916 when 10 additional sets
were added. When the organ was renovated in
the
During
added.
were
sets
more
22
1926,
rebuilding in 1940, six additional sets were
100

sets of

pipes.

M.rmou

a building like ,hi..”

Tabernacle wa. .be re.ul.,

child

I

suggest that

whose great ambition is to play
ought to be encouraged to

a flute or a violin

o so

LAKE CITY

SALT

ALEXANDER McCURDY

after getting a start

on the piano.
K. G.

—

pipes with an actual count of 6,978
rebuilt six times to
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artistic

the church.

There

is

not a single stop that sticks out

thumb as in so many organs, such
an immense tuba mirabilis en chatnade. The

like a sore

as

ensemble

is

welded

into a cohesive whole.

instruIn addition we find, as we hear the
ment and study the specifications, that there
each manual or diis a complete ensemble on
vision.

There is an ensemble at o', with all of the
upper harmonics, 4', 2%', 2' and mixtures

1.

An

2.

An

increased color palette through the
many solo reed stops.
increased quantity of tone both in

4.

monics,

8',

5//,

4'

and

still

another at 4' end-

an
ing in a mixture which Mr. Harrison calls

ACUTA. There is no compromise. Each division is complete in itself and is an end in itto the
self. Yet each one is a complement
other.

The pedal organ is a delight, and the organSalt Lake City revel in it. There is a
completely independent pedal, so much so that
they even considered not having a great to
pedal at all, but for reasons of balances in
some combinations they did include it. There

ists in

in all four types of tone. One could certainly
say that in addition to the complete ensembles
in the other division, the pedal is just as

addition of

3.

on the positiv, choir, swell, solo-bombarde
and antiphonal. On the great it is interesting
8' series, there
to note that in addition to the
upper haiis another at 16’ with all of the

are five 32' stops and a five-rank mixture
which gives the result of a 32' in combination.
There is an array of 16s, 8s, 2s and mixtures

for:

work and reed work.
Improving the design of the organ acto a plan conceived by the build-

flute

complete.

cording

one can find anything that he wants. Here
again is another example of the perfectly
placed instrument. Every note comes through

An

The

G. Donald Harrison.

increased range of tonal power both
and individual solo

as to the total organ

on

voices.

all

lovely solo stops are so

of these solo stops.

numerous

Some

that

of the solo

which are sublimely beautiful are the
Cromorn, Trompette, Dulzian, Hautbois, English Horn, French Horn, Orchestral Oboe and
stops

Mr. Harrison, the president of the AeolianSkinner Organ Company, in carrying out the
ideas for which he is famous, has completed
an instrument for which all organists who play
the instrument and also the authorities of the
Church of Jesus Christ of the Latter Day
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they are adSaints are most grateful, because
of the
justed to the sympathetic consideration
services of
the
of
values
problems and

The organ has been

er,

Finally, in the third
place,

A

IN

meet the advancing conditions of organ playneed
ing. The recent rebuilding was due to a

a

vou confer with your pupil’s parents about the
possibility of starting her
on some “melody
instrument” very soon.
Perhaps they might
promise her an instrument of her own if she
practices faithfully on the
piano for another

which then gave the organ an even

installed,

chord.

year.

ORGAN

TAEERNAGLE

The organ at the Mormon Tabernacle in
enlarged
Salt Lake City has been rebuilt and
first
several times since the Tabernacle was
redesigned more than 80 years ago. Its most
American
in
milestone
was
a
overhauling
cent

lesson.

you

>„hl .he archi.ee.: “I

Gelirkens

tune style. Select one that she does not know
and write a fermata over each chord, telling

She Likes Only the Melody—
What Shall I do?
0-

Brigham Young

By

Gradual, Tract, Sequence, Offertory, Sanctus,

there

value in trying to pin any such com-

hi. umbrella,

is

A view of the solo portion of the Mormon Tabernacle organ, showing the
variety of stops which are
included in this part of the instrument.

number and

Flauto

Mirabilis.

A

transcription

Wagner number can be more
organ

than

one

(

of

some

on this
page 56)

effective

Continued on

25
1949

The Chopin Centennial

NOVELETTE
Schumann'.

a pathological shadow. He
39 years were spent under
many overworked child
was frail in his boyhood, as are
moderate circumstances,
prodigies. His parents were in very

paying special homage to the
memory of Fryderyk Franciszek Chopin, known to us by the
French form of his name, Frederic Francois Chopin. Chopin

his

passed on to eternity very early in the morning of October
17 in a little room on an upper story of an apartment house

and

This month the world

at

is

12 Place Vendome, Paris. The previous night his faithful

and

Ludvika,

sister,

life in

His precocity, while not that of a

He was

vigil at his bed-

not

he was

uncommon

I

have

to

may

my body

indications of the dread disease

opened that

a

it

needle

today,

been

driven

interred

might

have

more

more productive

years.

life

widely

conceded

that

in
to

is

those

friends.

Chopin was

best

lived

14 years, from 1835
1849, Chopin’s genius rose

It

similar request to several of his

un-

little

the

had

by many

his

extended

than 14

made a

through his heart. He

so

by

even

derstood

physicians. If Chopin

that after his

was

then

tuberculosis,

and once begged your

Editor to see to

not

he was 25, that he began to show

not be buried alive.”

obsession,

was

it

1835, when

until the winter of

(Gustav Mahler had the same

passing,

from

and happy

physically powerful,

then wrote

upon a piece of paper, “As this
earth will smother me, I adjure
you

reports

Although he was never

youth.

with the

filled

He

many

are

friends of his bright

longer able

fear that he might

be buried alive.

journal

games and

pin enjoyed playing
there

to speak,

one time issued an

named Shajarnia Courier. Cho-

side.

When he was no

at

adolescent hand-written

and Solange Clesinger,

had kept tragic

he

talents,

friends, Princess Marceline Czar-

toryska

Mozart, was extraordinary.

incessantly busy as a youth. Gifted with literary

close

his

not one of extravagance.

home was

the Chopin

the

to

Pere-Lachaise Cemetery. Follow-

many of its greatest flights.
By 1848 Chopin’s energies

ing his wishes, no doleful thren-

had been greatly depleted. He

ody was said

Upon

at

at the graveside.

still

the x'equest of Chopin, his

Wilhelmina

Sterling,

procured

at

compose, teach

Some

years

Chopin’s pupil, George Mathias,

soil from Warwas poured upon the casket

as

it

was lowered

to its last resting place.

The house

to

recitals.

ago M. Isidor Philipp, pupil of

an urn of Polish
saw, and this

continued

and give

devoted pupil and friend, Jane

found among some old files in
copy of the program and some

the establishment of Pleyel a

newspaper clippings

Place Veiidome 12 remains very

much

as

Paris,

of Chopin’s last concert

appearance

in

February 16, 1848.

was when Poland’s greatest musician went on to a new
life. The last time we visited the spot a typical gay Parisian

The program consisted of eight groups, of which four
weie oiiginal compositions. These included a nocturne, the

throng passed through the busy plaza and around the col-

Barcarolle, a scherzo, the

umn Vendome. Opposite was the Ritz-Carlton Hotel garmented with bright summer awnings the center of the

(Franchomme played

it

—

sophisticated life of the City of Light.

Kodak around

to catch the scene,

We

and

whisked our Cine-

just at that

moment

a funeral cortege, halted

by traffic, stopped in front of the
Chopin house. The connotation was hard to forget.
Yet we have never liked to think of the Chopin of years of

disappointment and

affliction,

but rather the Chopin of amaz-

ing power, brilliance, joy and happiness.

By no means

all of

Adagio from

the ’cello part)

his ’Cello

Sonata

preludes, mazurkas,

;

and finally the waltz in D Flat Major,
Opus 64. The other
numbers consisted of vocal solos sung by
Antonia di Mandi
and Gustave-Hippolyte Roger, and a
performance of a Mozart Trio with Chopin at the
piano, Jean-Delphin Alard at
the violin,

and Franchomme at the ’cello. The audience in
was made up of keen Chopin enthusiasts who

the small hall

had paid 20 francs for

seats,

about twice the price for the

best seats in the opera at that
time.

( Continued

on Page 64)
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PRELUDE IN E MINOR*

loveliest. sh
the piano transcription of one of Bachs
ra e
tone,
imperative. That is, there should be no forcing of the

To produce the organ-like sonority required
cribed as“controlled relaxation” is

in

.

I

Sustained, and -with organ-like sonority, about ^=70

p

,

what Leschetizky

des-

Edited

by Maurice Dumesnil

D’ALBUM
PAGE
ALBUM LEAF

CLAUDE DEBUSSY

JOHANN SEBASTIAN BACH
Concert version for piano by
Gilbert Beard

Copyright 1933 by Theodore Presser Co.
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International Copyright

seemed
31

HARLEQUIN REVELS
A merry
tricks.

piece depicting- the party-colored buffoon of the classic ballet,
seriously, but play it lightly. Grade 4.

with his fantastic
who prances about amusing the audience

Study the piece

CHARLES

L.

JOHNSON

Moderato(J = 69)

IN
This

is

a third grade recital piece, which

tinually vary
1

—

fczt

J

rn

y

3

* #

IS

—r

m

» 3 •

M.

?L-

m
UJ

From here go back

1

1

to the sign

!

^ and

Copyright 1049 by Theodore Presser Co.
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3

play to Fr«e;then play TRIO.
British Copyright secured.

ETUDE- OCTOBER 2949

with

the

A CHATEAU GARDEN
is

a fine study in dynamics. Like the changing shadows*on

marks of expression. Grade

3.

autumn

ELMER

leaves, the tonal shades con-

C.

GATTERMEYER

VISIONS OF VIENNA
time

shool.l not bo p.ayrf like

This composition i»
performed with subdued control. Grade 3 5

ordinary -.It. but rather like . rororie.

.

if

Allegro moderato( J.=56)

British Copyright secured

Copyright 1949 by Theodore Presser Co.
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35
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e

precision

amTdh

BLUE HAZE

me

nf c ^ ordal treatment in sevenths
‘

||"
(

J'

Andante sostenuto(J=66)

Copyright

MCMXLIX

and ninths.

In the

D.C.alCoda senza repot izionc

performance of this piece the pedals must be handled

_

°UVE

wit).

DUNGAN

by Oliver Ditson
Company
International Copyright secured
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19i9

BELIEVING

Fred Jay and

Irvmg Reid

denes

Andante con moto

J poco

nt.

bL

J

poco

1CV

——

Copyright 1949 by
Theodore Presser Co.
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PRELUDE, in E minor

ABRAM CHASINS, Op.

12,

No. 2

for Violin and Piano
by Michael Press

Arranged

A n rln nt p

c s press

i

vo J=ro- 84

a
)

VIOLIN

PIANO
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The top note of

r
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Copyright
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all tenths
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Copy

MCMXXX
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Company
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Want

So You

(Continued from page 18)
the artist,

tell

]

“No.”

question of speculation,

promote an

afford to

cannot

I

my

artist at

own expense.

my

I tell

artists,

can

1

sell

you

town or a series of towns,
you must earn your return
engagements through your own
an artist is not
ability.” That is, if
once to a

but

the

worthwhile,

soon

public

to

Be an

Artist!

was incomparable.

If there is a

lets

manager know and all the
money invested in the artist may
the

be wasted.

I

managed her

through her career and found
that when she said “Yes” or “No,”
it was a statement and not an argument. In the twenty-five years that
she sang under my management,
we never had a contract.
She was very quick-witted and
all

extremely

clever

in

meeting the

Once she urged me to take
an engagement in Cleveland, Ohio,
at an open air performance. I ad-

...and all their lives they'll thank you!

Wise parent

.

.

providing your children with a

.

musical education.

way

is

fun

And

vised her against

it,

saying that

something would be sure to occur
wouid be an annoyance to
her. She was to sing “Carmen”
with great masses of people and
animals and all sorts of things
which were supposed to give much

in

an amazingly short time.

But a good piano

is

essential.

Mothers’ Vanity
why people

stand
to

me

can’t for the life of

will

at

Hall or

Carnegie Hall when
of

nine-tenths

fooled

spend $1,000

Town

give a concert at

$1500

under-

by others

them
or by

are

fully

being

themselves.

The chances of success are rarely
worth the expenditure. I am fully
convinced

that

people are

doing

misguided

these

this either as the

expression of a natural exhibition-

ism or for vanity purposes alone,

in their

always been asses in grand opera.”

Scholer,

were pianists

(both his parhis mother a

—

Busoni), he himself was
trained by Ignaz Friedman and
Artur Schnabel. He then graduated as an M.D. from the University of Copenhagen. He escaped
from Copenhagen to Stockholm
pupil of

during the

war and became

ated with a

Swedish hospital. Durin Sweden he

affili-

residence

gave 150 concerts.

With such a
background the critics gave him
some of the finest reviews in years
when he appeared in New York.
Dr. Scholer w as a great popular
success with the Chicago, Cincinnati, and Detroit
orchestras. Audiences greeted

him with

cheers and
mention his case merely

because he represents
a splendidlyjHoulded career earned
by hard,
on g, close
application, intense
study,

and mature development,
will endure beyond
a hundred

ymy-night juvenile sensations.
to me, Mary

Garden was

the

greatest singing
artist of all time.
er v °i c e

was sometimes consid-

not

01ces ’

Apart

from music,

artists

in

their private lives are almost always

musical traditions

er e

A

scream.
newspaper reporter
asked her to comment on this after
the performance because it created

on their

Denmark’s foremost musician, to come to America
last season. Brought up with high

e

donkey answered the love call of
its mate, the Habanera became a

out

it

It is always a real satisfaction to
manager to secure a mature artist
with a well-rounded career. It was
my good fortune to induce Dr.

bravos. I

started to

a lot of sensation. Miss Garden
replied, “Young man, there have

a

ing his

donkey
bray, and when a male

among

the

greatest

of

kut her art of expression

Et UDE-OCTOBER
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immensely

interesting people.

exceedingly

are

—such a piano

and speeds

The Acrosonic,
in the

built

small piano

magnificently, a

in youth

vanity of their

children.

ents

it

repressed

and are taking

Victor

doing

who have been
own ambitions

or perhaps for the

mothers

color to the performance. As she
was singing the Habanera, and

Some

Rudolf

witty.

children’s effort

all

action

eases the path

the pace.

by Baldwin, has long been famous

field, for its

superb response,

and glowing tone.

sprightly action

And

good piano with

resonant

that’s full, rich,

to learning,

A

response that's inspiring, tone

that's positive,

that

I

modern

learning to play the

Simple pieces can be mastered

!

public.

— and reward

will inspire your

It

it!

their lives they’ll thank you.

You’ll enjoy reading our booklet, "Planning

Your Child’s Future!” Ask your
dealer for your copy; or write directly
to

The Baldwin Piano Company,

Cincinnati 2, Ohio.

Ganz, for instance, is famous as
one of the best toastmasters of his
time. Once, on a visit with him to
the home of Ossip Gabrilowitsch,

famous

the

Russian

-

American

pianist-conductor, he played Cho-

pin for over an hour.

remarked that we
wanted to hear his

also

Then he
probably

wife, formerly

Clara Clemens, daughter of Mark
sing. The highly intelligent lady could never have been
regarded as a top-flight singer,
and the experience was not in-

Twain,

spiring.

During the last song Rudy
turned to me and whispered, “I
always heard that love was blind,
but I never knew it was also deaf.
’

Composers’ Comments
“Maestro,” a bore asked Ros-

“do you remember

sini,

that din-

ner given for you at Milan when
they served a gigantic macaroni
pie? Well, I was seated next to
you.

99

“Indeed?”

said

the composer.
’

“I recall the macaroni perfectly.
#
*
*

Tills

Prince Nicholas Esterhazv, a
very poor cellist, asked Haydn s
opinion of his playing.

“Your Highness,”
plied

blandly,

Haydn

“you play

like

re-

a

Baldwin
Hamilton and

•

Acrosonic

Howard

Pianos

Baldwin Electronic Organs

f

EXQUISITE

crosomc
BY

B A. Z B

WZ

1ST

prince
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grades
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publications

,20c a copy.

SHURA DVORINE

{Continued from page 17)
complete sound system, cathedral
chimes, set of percussion instruments, sousaphones, recording
basses and other instruments not

3634

At Church

3937

Dopo the Donkey
Lonely Shore

3938

Another

3939

Song of the Prairie

3940

Yellow Butterfly

ECKHARDT

G.

Beethoven for the Young

Pianist

3960

Brahms for the Young Pianist
Chopin for the Young Pianist
Mozart for the Young Pianist

3961

Schubert for the Young Pianist

3958
3959

Schumann for the Young

3962

companies in

Tschaikowsky for the Young Pianist

3964

Wagner

Young

Pianist

WILLIAM KREVIT
3942

The Clowns

3941

Little Lost

Falls, South Dakota; and Topeka,
Kansas.
The Topeka Chorus, for which I

Bear

Picnic Party

3943

Trapeze Waltz

3944

OUR NATION"

"STATES OF

Additions to this popular 2nd

grade

folk

California

Louisiana

*3953

Minnesota

*3954

North Carolina

*3955

Ohio

*3956

Pennsylvania

have words for singing if deOur graded and classified or our com-

sired.

pieces

plete catalogue listing over 3900 numbers
free at your dealers or on request from us.

is

CENTURY MUSIC PUBLISHING CO.
New

47 West 43rd St.

York 23. N. Y.

Ca»h enclosed, please send me:
Standard Franx Electric Metronome...
With Perfect Flash Baton
Book, Metronome Techniques

Name

A

$ 15.95

$ 1.00

Address

FRANZ MFG.
New

CO., INC.

keeping morale at its highest peak.
Some of them, including the Boeing Aircraft Corporation at Wichita,

Kansas, maintained staff

bers to organize

mem-

and promote mu-

groups for recreation. Many
more experimented with canned

completely overlooked the value of

music as a hobby, a morale buildgood will advertising and as

er, as

relations.

Basically,
is

recreational.

In every paper today,
strikes, labor

we

DAGINCOURT, The Windmill
DAQUIN, The Swallow, D-4
RAMEAU, The Hen, Gm-4

The
The

Butterflies

Fickle

Dm-2

Grades

3899
3909
3910
3898
3902
3843
3901

3944
3947
3948
3949
3950
3913
3914
3915

been said that music

is

an

oil

D-4

'

thus:

3,

BACH,

3912
3849

Prelude and Fugue in C Minor
in the Country 2-3'

Music), -3
HANDEL, Air

(Wafer Music), F-3
Andante A Hornpipe (Water

SCHUBERT, Moment

3908

SCHYTTE, Witches

Star of the East,

Sound

classified

or our

over 3900 numbers

complete
free at

us.

CENTURY MUSIC PUBLISHING
New

47 West 43rd St.

A.
book,

greater degree of happiness.

derived in loyalty, morale and
a common bond of friendship be-

of superior new metal, made by
electro -mechanical process. Impossible to overblow or crack a
note
greater

tween management and labor.

Gives amazingly
flexibility, richertone quality, easier response. Exclusive on Conn
trumpets, comets and trombones.
Most important development in
ear
s.
Preferred by leading arty
Ists - See your Conn dealer or write
ns. Please mention instrument.
Conn Band Instrument Division,
C. G. Conn Ltd., 1013 Conn
Building, Elkhart, Indiana.
!
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D’ANGELO MUSIC

P. 0.

—
PUBLISHING

COMPANY

Box 7054, Station G, Los Angeles

37, Calif.

PIANO BREAKS
Our Monthly Break Bulletin enables you
up and glamourize the Bongs on

the Hit Parade with clever breaks, novel
figures afld tricky boogie effects.
Send 20 cents for latest copy or $2 for a
year. Mention If teacher.

a debutante soprano had
suim
the role of Micaela very badly. Her singing of Micaela’s
aria in Act III
was a disaster. The nervous soprano finished with an excruciating
hmh
note. Then came the rifle-shot offstage fired by the
sentry on seeing
Escamillo approaching. Micaela fled into the wings.
‘’Oh, nuts,” said a weary voice from the balcony,
“he missed

THE AXEL CHRISTENSEN METHOD
Studio

E.

P.

O. Box

185,

Wheaton.

III.

The poet and novelist George Sand once supplied a
youn- Ger
man composer with an opera libretto. Considering every
word written
by the celebrated Mme. Sand as sacred, and having
a shaky knowledge
of french, the composer set every word of
the libretto to
directions as well as

words,

Raymond

music— stage

Act II ended with a brilliant
finale
followed by his retainers.”

to

carefully.

of tuners

U*LE

and

.'

UNCROWDED

My range

in

which

I

have been singing,

throat. Also, I
have been using my
3 Se
31 cor ^ s as well as my true
on es. t'l'
This

my
rea

manner

of production

made

tones sound much
fuller than they
y were, and in the past

year

the

NILES BRYANT SCHOOL
ITl
^JBryant Bldg., Washington 16. D^v

al-

to ease the tension in

my

When

throat?

my head sometimes shakes.
improper breathing or a tight
throat cause this? My low tones are so
weak they can scarcely be heard. Will
you please tell me how to develop these
low tones. Is it harmful to sing while in
sing high,

Does

a sitting position?

—E.

M.

your voice
seems to suggest that you have a
Mezzo-soprano voice and not a
lyric soprano at all. If this is so,
you have been singing too high,
which would account for some of

The

A.

your

range

of

consult

Please

difficulties.

with your new teacher. 2. Forcing
your tone will not give you resonance.

It will

only strain the mus-

cles of the throat, stiffen the tongue,

jaw,

and

palatal

and

muscles,

eventually injure the vocal bands.
you can begin again

3. Certainly,

after a short period of rest. It will

do you good, particularly

if

you

learn to sing more easily and comfortably during the period of rest.

you want

to

keep your voice,

never sing too loudly.

It

tends to

and makes voice
Resonance is produced when the vibrating air which
we call tone, in Is progress through
the mouth to the open air, causes
strain the cords

i

bones and caviaes of the
mouth, head and nose to vibrate
sympathetically with it. Howling,
screaming, yelling, and forcing do
not improve it. Rather, they tend
to interfere with the proper resonance, and impair the beauty and

my

so ” nt* e d stronger.
I am afraid
tk'T-t
a 1 t
I continue to
sing in this manner,

6.

pia\

!

Organ

You can play the
in

You play and a simple tune becomes a fresh and beautiful melody.
Strings, reeds, woodwinds, brasses,
and scores of other marvelous effects
add new color and depth to everything you play.

the

low tones
It is

will

usually

done

room without

living

stallations. Just
tric outlet

and

But why

doesn't take long to learn

how

plug

it's

it

special in-

into

an

elec-

ready to play.

just read about it?

Mail the coupon today!

and play the Hammond
Organ yourself at your dealer's. For
more information and the name of

If you can play’ the piano,
you can quickly learn to play’ the

See, hear,

Hammond Organ
If

Organ costs

than you think!

is the only organ in the world
that can’t get out of tune. It fits into

any

swells to lull

it

Hammond

This

speaks in whispers. Then
volume. No other instrument enables you to play with
such feeling and freedom.
rious voice,

And

a
less

Priced no higher
than most fine pianos!

Your fingertips command and the
Hammond Organ, music’s most gloit

before.

And
much

the dealer nearest you, just mail the

little experience on the
can read simple music, you

vou have a

piano, or

coupon.

To

teacher on this point, also. 7. Certainly. 8. Learn how to sing better,
naturally. 9.

Hammond

vour own home!

Hammond Ohgan

ease the tension in the throat, do

and

can quickly and easily learn to play
the Hammond Organ. A few lessons
won't make you a finished performer,
but thev will help you to express
yourself in music as you never have

You don't have to nr an armchair
musician who listens while others

the

not contract it at all. Just see that
the vibrating column of air issues
through it, without any interference. Consult your new singing

have been studying voice for one
is from G below MiddleC to G below High-C. 1. 1 have been
told that I should
not sing for two or
t ree
weeks, in order to forget the
I

my

<

and

a slight vibration in
could not feel when I

I

and

year of study. I
have not been using my
natural voice, but
have been trying to
01 ce for
resonance, therefore straining

a scientific teaching-tuni

trument that simplifies learning a
ures accuracy with or without
®
:e of music.
Action Model and t0
nished.
Diploma granted.
•rtage
makes this a PR ur

ee- oo- ob-ab-,

feel

carrying power of the voice.

and then begin all
over again. My prouction has been
incorrect during my

is

Hungcan

Nine Difficult Questions
Q- I am a lyric-soprano of eighteen

manner

text.

exits,

your tongue freely, without
stiffness
whatsoever, you
should have no trouble in forming
both of them. However, a stiff and
unwieldy tongue causes many unpleasant vowel and consonant mal-

year.

her!”

to build

is

I

forcing. Is there anything I can do

tire quickly. 5.

•

PIANO TUNING PAYS

was

and he describes the tongue action
in each of them. If you are able to

it

is

true

gradually increase as my volume increases? The new exercise for reso-

4. If

Watch

it

that a singer should never sing tones as
loud as he possibly can? Will resonance

two different varieties of r,
which he designates “The Backward R” and “The Perfect R,”

formations.

At a performance of “Carmen,”

Passion Lamentation 50c; The Groom and Hi 3
Bride 40c; Celeste Bride (A Yiolin Duet)— 35c;
24th Psalm (Italian Lyrics)— 50c; New Hymns for
the Glory of God (Italian Lvrics)
50c.

suggests that there

any

Learn this Independent Profession

HEW COMPANY PRESENTS NEW SACRED MUSIC

in

use

PLAYING

efits

Haven, Conn.

his

are

YOUR

well-planned music
program. The cost of organizing
and maintaining a musical unit is
small in comparison with the ben-

Samuel Arthur King, in
“Graduated Exercises

Articulation,”

between the emand employee, and can
bring a wider friendship and a

Many

—

CO.

ployer

realized the po-

in
of

I

York 23. N. Y.

link of interest

as a recreational measure.

“R”

have been told to relax more
trying to roll the r at the beginning
a word. Thank you in advance.
Mrs. A. G.

same?
is

the

Singing?

voice and do not

seem to be able, as yet, to roll my r’s.
Could you give me a suggestion or possibly refer me to some book regarding

Medium

your dealers or on request from

When

am studying

Q. I

Elegie, Easy
Coronation March, Medium
Evening Star, Medium

listing

(G

yet the notes as sung, really
,
sound one octave lower.

Medium

Our graded and

both tenor

How Does One Roll

it

Do you think
me to begin again,

will be possible for

alter a short period of rest? Is

al-

Am-3

The
common bond of music can form a

more have not yet

though

of

notes

the

that,

•
Revel,

lubricates industrial relations.

tentialities of a

remember

Please

C-4

that

The examples cited are only a
few of the industries using music

written out before each
so that there can be no mis-

are

II,

part,

clef)

Musical, Op. 94

The Palms (Les Rameoux) Medium

catalogue

Each tenor part has its own staff,
and the words. Tenor I and Tenor

parts are written in the treble

NEVIN, Narcissus, Ab-3

Arioso,

I

take.

KABALEVSKY, Sonatina. Am-2-3
LIADOV, Prelude In Bb Minor, -3

I,

it

I

the
A. This method of indicating
obsolete now.
tenor parts is almost

'

3900

3927
3928
3929
3930

— M. H. S.

-5

BARTOK, Evening

No.

voice will be ruined, although

far from that at present.

the nose, which

BEETHOVEN, Bagatelle Op. 33 No. 6 D -3
BEETHOVEN, Polonaise, Op. 89, C-5*
BRAHMS, Rhapsody Op. 119 No. 4, Eb -4
CHOPIN, Polonaise in A Flat, Op. 53 5 .J
CHOPIN, Three Etudes {Posthumous) -4
COWELL. All Dressed Up, D-3
COWELL, The Good Old Days, Dm -3
COWELL. Homesick Lilt, F-3
COWELL. Pa Jigs Them All Down G-3
COWELL, Pegleg Dance, Am-4
HANDEL, Adagio & Baurree, {Water

HANDEL,

my

nance
ready

4 and 5

Music), F-3
3911

3931

among workers. While organ-

there is the
by Palestrina,
parts: treble, alto,
arrangement of voice
two basses. Why does
two tenors and
have two treble clefs,
part
tenor
the

4

Countrymaid

PIANO SOLOS
in

3932

pany cannot settle the problem,
they certainly should help in finding a way toward a solution. It has

Last winter the women employees of the Topeka plant asked permission to organize a chorus and
be gan rehearsals in February under the direction of Janus Rue. In
June, the choruses combined to

COUPERIN,
COUPERIN,

3905
3904
3907

read of

finance the group, provide rehears-

towns.

following

3903
3904

troubles and discon-

ized musical units within the com-

solely

by

management

the function of music in industry

to

rooms, music and a director.

Masterfully Edited

ORGAN SOLOS

He

al

.

.

ISIDOR PHILIPP

Arranged by Kenneth Walton

tent

A Letter About the
Palestrina
in a Mass by
“Missa Papae Marcelli”
Q. In the

EARLY FRENCH KEYBOARD MUSIC
.

NICHOLAS DOUTY

20c a

Voice Parts

a method of improving employee-

company

the

Answered by DR.

,

copy.

sical

relations.

for

it necessary to disband, but
reorganized again in 1946. As the
organization grew, it was constantly in demand for programs. No
charge was made for an appearance. During the Christmas season

Q $15.00
Q
Q

Although none are
performance of
is the method of

worker.

standard literature

arranged

found

C.

the regular

ment and employee

and the first six months of 1949,
the group sang for more than 5,000
people in Topeka and surrounding
110 Volt, 60 Cycle
At your dealer or Send Direct

office to

professionals, their

splendid oppor-

tunity for promoting good manage-

for the purpose of recreation for
the men. During the war, the men

For perfect control of rhythm,
use a good metronome.

management

music as a means of increasing

The chorus was organized

MUSICIANS!

joyment and personal satisfaction
they
in the enthusiasm with which
sing and work together. The group
presents a cross section of the employees from the personnel and
line

something for every
taste in Century Edition at'
IS

this

production. In this case, they have

A

first to realize the

These

an annual affair.
and
In working with these men
women, we have found a great en-

make

have served as director for the past
group of men, interested in singing, asked permission
to form a chorus and use company
facilities for rehearsals. Robert M.
Outhwaite, vice-president of Morrell and Company and manager of
the Topeka plant, was one of the

BERNARD WHITEFIELD
*3951

successful
to

several years, was organized nine

years ago.

song series by

*3952

the Midwest. Realiz-

ing the value of musical organizations in the industry, Morrell has
organized glee clubs and choruses
in plants at Ottumwa, Iowa; Sioux

Pianist

3963

for the

opportunity

excellent

ganized vocal groups. An example
of what has been done along this
line is to be found in the choruses
sponsored by John Morrell and
Company, one of the large packing

Very easy arrangements
3957

individuals.

for mass participation in recreational music is to be found in or-

MEETING THE MASTERS

FANNY

owned by

usually

perpresent a concert for the plant
proved so
sonnel and friends. This
that the company plans

VOICE QUESTIONS

there

igggg

latest

and

I

Pays Dividends

Industry

in

TBtiag

«W/r.;

MUSIC'S

MOST GLORIOUS VOICE

COMPLETE LINE OF 2-manual-and-pedal
from

$1285* up,
*f. o.b.

including tone

HAMMOND ORGANS

equipment and bench.

Chicago; includes Federal Tax which

is

rebated to churches

improve

more

dif-

ficult to sing in a sitting position.

Stand upright, but do not hold
stiff as a ramrod. Just
be comfortable and natural. Your
new teacher will have a lot of ex-

Hammond
42 10W.

Instrument Company
Diversey Ave., Chicago 39,

Without obligation, send
of the Hammond Organ.

me

Illinois

full details

about

all

models

yourself as

plaining to do to you, but neithei
he nor you should yield to despair.

Name
Street

City

P. O. Zone

State

50

ETUDE-OCTOBER

1949

DE-OCTOBER

1949

51

Miracles of Recording

ORGAN QUESTIONS

John Thompsons
Continued from Page 23)

(i

COURSE FOR PIANO

beautifully.

had
The “good

managed
E-flat

was

spliced into the tape in place of the

way

the

aria

different

from an entirely
which the singer

“bad” one

—and the Sunday broadwas

cast of Lucia

sent out quite

free from blemish.

may be used

The story has an amusing aftermath! A gentleman who was present in the opera house and heard
the break, thought it would be

separately or interchangeably

The Musical Examples

are all new, each based on a famtune
carefully chosen, adapted and blended
into a graded and progressive Course of Piano Study
.
hence the title, “MELODY ALL THE WAY.” Pedagogically, the new books follow EXACTLY the same order
which has proven so successful in the MODERN COURSE
iliar

.

.

.

.

FOR THE

.

These

two

books
range

same

the

1-a

AND

Piano.”

All

BOOK
BOOK
Price,

fo-49

What

BOOKS

cover
pianism as

from

Modern

on familiar

Course
fo,r
the
examples are based

airs.

2-a

AND

2-b

These two books (together) cover
the same degree of pianism and
musicianship
as
THE SECOND
GRADE BOOK from “The Modern
Course for the Piano.” All examples are taken from well-known

BOOK
BOOK

1.

iy2

75

the host sat

.

cents, each

Price,

75

Company,

inadver-

co. Carpenter realized his mistake

7Ae
124

IS!

WILLIS MUSIC CO.
FOURTH

EAST

STREET,

CINCINNATI

OHIO

1,

li7T

vnnp RACH BOOK

Selected, Fingered and
Edited with Study Notes by

24 compositions of

J.

S.

time he returned, our engineers
had deleted the erroneous 5!
Other advantages of recording
air shows are that all programs

GUY MflIER

Bach,

chosen

from

Suites,

Partitas,

Three-Voiced

Two- and

Inventions,
Well-Tempered Clavichord, and "Goldberg"
Representative selections students and amateurs will
enjoy
reading and playing .
a compact, balanced course for intermediate
grade . . . prolific informative notes in Maier’s informal
style.
Price 1.50

Variations.

YOUR CHOPIN BOOK

THINKING FINGERS

Selected and Edited by GUY MAIER
23 Chopin compositions including Preludes,
Mazurkas, Nocturnes, Waltzes,

development

Polonaises, etc.

facility.

Price

1.00

by GUY MAIER & HERBERT BRADSHAW
Essential, effective finger exercises for
the
of
pianistic
control
and

Price

HANDEL’S MESSIAH
&uut*vti&eei frvt PIANO SOLO
by ROBERT SHELDON

GUY MAIER

'enthusiastically

recommends these new arrangements

and

for piano
studio, these selections

i

40
40
.40
-

~

—

40
50

...-

-

—once

at their

PIANO

Page Piano Catalog! Write Dept. F-JO

MILLS MUSIC, INC.
1619 Broadway, New York

19, N. Y.
Los

Angeles 14

mistakes, any soft spots, any bits
of routine that fail to come over
forty minutes

down

minutes

the

at 8:30 and again at
11:30. By recording such shows,
only one performance is required,

performance

broadcast to

all

can

be

listeners at the (for

them) same time.
In

this

tell

us

how much

of

clock-time

—

on-the-spot coverage,

of

which to plug our tape-recordand we would be ready to start

into

FCC

Since the

requires

—

word

the spoken
al

carries inflection-

meanings not evident

in any

better they

like getting the

performance at a
normal opera time than having
to
listen to the broadcast at
an early
hour of Saturday morning
Again, only a short time
ago,

the

have their representative
confer with you, and suggest suitclad to

able specifications for

your

partic-

we

should

ular needs. Personally,

two manual instrument
would be ample for a church of
your size. Without knowing just
about what you would expect to
spend, and without some knowlfeel

that a

edge of the acoustics of the build-

and the location of the organ,
it would be rather difficult to suggest definite stops, but the following,

ing

is

— Diapason

flute

8',

Har-

monique (or Melodia) 8', Gemshorn 8', Octave 4', Flute 4',
Dulcana

8'.

—Rohr Bourdon

SWELL

Dia-

16',

Rohr Gedeckt
Salicional 8', Rohr Flute
Flautino 2', Oboe 8'.

pason

8',

8',

PEDAL— Diapason

16',

4',

Bourdon

Gedeckt 16' (or 8') , Flute

16',

For

a

8'.

book containing much

nical

and much of

able

to

the

it

understand-

layman we suggest

“Contemporary American Organ”
by Barnes. This may be had from
the publishers of this magazine.
•

good

tape-recorders

fun.

make

Some waggish

for

hosts

hide the mechanism under a sofa
pillow at parties
later, then, when

—

up by playing back the ranconversations of earlier in the
evening!
But the earnest use of the reis by far the best. That is

corder

why

I

think

teachers

what
field.

is

it is

and

good thing

students

going on

The

a

to

for

know

in the recording
mirror of a

faithful

sound-recorder can save years of
insecure groping.

pattern

E. P.

the ordinary worship
whether liturgical or inorgan recital of from
15 to 30 minutes should be included
in order to bring out the effects of
of

a Sensational

service,

An

the instrument, and the numbers

should be selected with this in
mind, but churchly rather than

by Wurlitzer

concert in type.

The choir should
tive

able

sing any fesanthems, a specifically suitnumber being one of the

several settings of the 150th Psalm.

The sermon

or talk

is

usually on

This
latest

— an

to sit

down and have fun!

organ that invites you

almost like leading an orAt a touch of your finyou hear the piccolo, the

It’s

the subject of the place of music

chestra

prayer of dedication, consecrating
the organ to purposes of worship.

ger,

•

Wurlitzer’s newest and

is

in worship, and there should be a

Q. I am enclosing the specifications
of a pipe organ soon to be installed in

our church, with chimes to be added
at the time of installation. I would appreciate your looking over this and
advising me of some books suitable for
use in church for any and all occasions,
that would be suitable for this size and
type of organ preludes, postludes, offertories, weddings, funerals, and so on.
Also music that would include the
chimes. We have no proficient organist
at this time, and shall have to depend
on pianists of ordinary musical ability.
I see you recommend “The Organ,”

—

!

clarinet,

the

fife

brilliant

and

beautiful orches-

.

.

the other

.

that round out the

majestic

organ ensemble of

full

remarkable new instrument.
Rasy to play. So nimble in
action, so fast in response, and
so convenient in arrangement
that any piano player can play
Easy to install, too. Takes
it.
up no more space than a small
this

piano, plugs in like a radio.

Features formerly found only in higher-priced organs
And make a special note of this.
Two standard 61-note manuals, a
Like all Wurlitzer Organs, this fine
25-note pedal keyboard and an
built to keep its per-

amazing new rocker-type stop tablet

instrument

mechanism are just a tew of the out-

fect tuning indefinitely.

is

Not appre-

this in-

ciably affected even by sub-zero or

strument so wonderful to hear and

excessively high temperatures.
Stays in tune regardless of voltage
or frequency changes. Wurlitzer,
and only Wurlitzer, makes a com-

standing features that

make

so exciting to play.

plete line of electronic organs.
prices are as

And

low as $1095* (model

illustrated, $1895*).

Stainer-Kraft for beginners in the organ.
N. D. M.

—

A. With an organ of these specifications you should be able to
attain

good

tonal results

fective combinations.

empty?
or

Could milk bottles be
would tumblers be better?

—M.

used
E. P.

A. Thin glass tumblers are best
for

They must be
by adding water
to lower the
pitch and letting water
out to raise the
pitch. They may be
this

purpose.

tuned to the scale,

played by tapping lightly with a
pencil or similar
piece of wood,
y rubbing the fingers (moistened)
tghtly
°r °
y
a

over the edge of the glass,
using rosin on the fingers

rubbing

the

,

edges

glasses lightly.

of

the

By

and efmeans

all

use the Stainer Organ Method for
the basis of organ studies. The

Kraft edition
Q. Can you give me any information
on playing tunes on tumblers? What
type is used, thin or thick; filled or

the gaiety begins to wear thin, they
disclose the recorder and wake the

dom

-M.

A. A service dedicating an organ
should to a large extent follow the

information of value, partly tech-

Even for sheer entertainment,
little

be conducted?

tral voices

offered as a suggestion:

GREAT

radio

keep a record of every

of

some

ufacturers,

business!

show, whether or not it plays from
script, recordings are made
and
an excellent record they are, since

names
the leading organ manany of whom will be

We are sending you

A.

I

Normandie fire, some years ago.
For such work today (not necessarily a disaster!), all we should
need would be an electrical outlet

Q. Please suggest program for dedicaWe have a choir
How should such a service

tion of church organ.

of 27 voices.

formal.

we went

turmoil

through transporting trucks of
equipment to the scene of the 5-5.

stations to

Will

installed?

names

the

appreciate

organ builders. Is there a
of leading
ways and methods of
book suggesting
an nrcran

entertainment.

and dramatic shows will be recordin two years, the consensus of
trade opinion is that an even
higher percentage will prevail.

er,

org an

about 29
audience gets

that within the next year 50 per
cent of all big-time network variety

the

What stops
like some advice.
we have? Would a three manual
chimes be
be too large? Could

Should

to

and edited broadcasting are bringabout a trend toward allrecorded programs. The Milton
Berle show, the Kay Kyser, the
Groucho Marx, and the Meredith
Willson shows either are recorded
or are soon to be. It is anticipated

As for
remember

l,:„h

•

edit the

ing

ed

,hirty-four

party

way, recordings of Me-

Opera are now sent out
to our western areas on
Sunday
afternoons, and listeners write
in
to

perfected

The advantages

script

that

—and

tested,

these

perform

and

We

as well as anticipated.

reach the listeners there at a comparable hour. Artists would
have

tropolitan

“Sool* £ax Ote

should

the

record forty minutes’ worth. Then
we play back, editing any chance

regular time at the point of origin,
and later, for the West (or East)
Coast, at a time when they
would

40

—

Chicago 4

(re-

time), that

Let us look at these singly. Only
a short time ago, many coast-tocoast programs Bad to be broad-

.50

A T
USIC 75
RHYTHM WITH RHYME AND REASON .75
r«T.M/«M^.
GETTING IrACQUAINTED
WITH THE KEYBOARD
Volumes
each .75
PRA CTICE_PATTERNS • SCALE PATTE RNS
_FREf.1 32

of regional

they can he edited, and that onthe-spot
broadcasts
of
public
events can be made without transporting heavy equipment.

to

AND WITH HIS STRIPES WE ARE HEALED (Chorusl
U All EMM .U CHORUS
PUnn, — ...
HALLELUJAH
(Simplified Arrangement)
HE SHALL FEED HIS FLOCK LIKE A SHEPHERD (Aria)
HE WAS DESPISED (Aria)
HOW BEAUTIFUL ARE THE FEET OF THEM (Aria)
RECITATIVE AND ARIA
SURELY HE HATH BORNE OUR GRIEFS (Chorus)
THUS SAITH THE LORD (Recitative)

HAZEL COBB

1.00

can be sent out on clocktime
gardless

cast at least twice

Selection* from

study! Enduring music for every church, home
are also, indeed, wonderful recital materials.

had made it and said
he would come back and correct it
as soon as he had finished another
assignment (it was a recorded
broadcast to start with). By the
as soon as he

We

0

feet long,

Bing Crosby show, for example,
we

(And after the whole job is over
we wipe the tape and use it for

tently said Philcos instead of Phil-

have a church sixty

wide, eighteen feet
feet
which seats about 250. We are
pipe organ and
punning to install a

another show.)

he heard was a perfect and

for the Philco

over

Scene

somewhat similar thing happened when the veteran announcer,
Ken Carpenter, in doing a program

each

cents,

came

in his

A

is

it

Mad

against him.

in Grade 2.
is in Grade 2%.

2-a
2-b

out, so

forward

The fun started,
sure enough, but it boomeranged

airs.
is in Grade
is in Grade

1-a
1-b

and
The

show went

the

FREDERICK PHILLIPS

Answered by

As

the air, for better or worse!
Now
in preparing a program like

chair, waiting for the fun to start.

75 cents

1-b

(together)

of

E-flat.

notable rendition!

THE FIRST GRADE BOOK
“The

ground as
Course for

Material throughout.
Price,

— and

•

book covers

thls

same
TEACHING LITTLE FINGERS TO PLAY from “Thethe
Modern
the Piano

BOOKS

the cracked

at

friends came, the broadcast began,

alrs >

New

the following afternoon

friends to his

the time came for the

THE PREPARATORY BOOK
.

funny

home
laugh

PIANO.

some

to invite

radio was about the only
medium
of popular entertainment that
admitted of no editing or cutting.

is

for the

moment

out of print, but the Rogers edition
be had
is equally good, and may
from the publishers of this magazine. For church use we suggest
the following books: Presser ‘Two
Staff Organ Book,” “Chapel Organist,”

“Organ

These prices are
F.O.B. North Tonaanda y New York.
your
*

1*

Prices in
vicinity

may

be

slightly higher
to freight

due

or

delivery costs.

Vistas,” “Chancel

“18

Echoes,” “Organ Repertoire,”
Organ Compositions, Elmore, and

“Popular Church Organ Pieces.”
In these books you will find music
for all purposes. The publishers of
ETUDE will gladly send most of
them for examination. For chime

numbers, the same publishers will
be glad to select individual organ
compositions with chime effects
and send them on approval.

The Rudolph

Wurlitzer

Company

Organ Division Dept. E-1049
North Tonawanda, New York
Please send address of nearest dealer
and complete information about
Wurlitzer Organs.

Why do more

Name

people buy Wurlitzer Pianos

than those of any other name? Because
Wurlitzer is famous for giving buyers a
lot

more piano

for a lot less

money.

Address
I

City_

Zone

State
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The

PIANO METHODS!

IN

MICHAEL

(i

AARON

doing

playing

course that combines student and
sustain students' interest and enthusiasm.

teacher

Devised

appeal.

to

Smooth step-by-step advance-

ment, combining the elements of piano technic with melody.

—

PIANO

PRIMER
Development of rhythmic patthrough handclapping
Easy-to-understand diagrams
Attractive
rhymes and melodies plus Large Notes. Illustrations
60

—

GRADE ONE —
play.

Simple,

very

the

In

Direct,

Modern

lesson

first

Approach

—

the

a

to

student actually begins
solid

Playing

GRADE
Material

—

TWO

—

Pedal

GRADE THREE

Easy

Music

of

—

—

Diminished
Recital Material

piano,

the

—

—

—

rapidly

and

through

—

basic

sations.

00

,

qq

The adult approach
principles

to

material in logical, step-wise manner.

melodic
1

“.

Do you

.

believe there

value in practicing scales in
ent rhythms?

A

who

New York

studied in

that his teacher

Concerning

J±J

any

is

differ-

friend of mine
told

made him do

me

this,

but he could not explain to
he had to do it. I should
know what you think about

me

why

like

to

it.”

TWO BOOKS

—

Original
technic.

.

qq

and melodic

Designed

control of tone

to

—

75

knows how hard it is to play this
rhythm accurately at a rapid tempo. However, in his efforts to keep
a strict rhythm the player must not

J.

R. G., Oregon.

sixteenth

notes;

he

etudes covering

develop the

fingers,

vital

arms and

early grade problems of
wrists as well as to attain

and touch.

goal of

all violinists.

The rhythm

C is one of
Many play-

ers find extreme difficulty in mainan exact proportion between the dotted eighth, the six-

1619 Broadway, New York

19, N. Y.

careful study,

This

sort

of

practice can benefit the player in

MILLS MUSIC, INC.
Chicago 4

teenth,

scales.

many

los Angeles

14

ways;

among

others,

it

de-

velops evenness of fingering and
evenness of bowing, it cements in
the player’s automatic technique
the fingering he is using, and it

helps to develop a rapid vibrato.
Take the following three rhythms
as examples:

4

Ex.

and the eighth. It needs
and the scale is prob-

ably the best material to use. Here
again is a tendency to neglect the
finger grip
the

and

sixteenth

tempo these

tonal equality on

will find a complete an-

you

hope it will help you.
no doubt about it, no one

There is
can be considered a

is

to

make

Another

tend-

the sixteenths and

the eighths almost equal in length.

Careful attention, however, will enable the player to avoid these pitfalls.

Many

good musician

A Cheaply Made
Instrument
Mrs. E. S. G., California. FriedAugust Glass was a member of

rich

makers working
Germany, during
Most of his

of violin

in

Klingenthal,

the

nineteenth century.

made between
The violins pro-

were

instruments

1840 and 1855.

a violinist

who can

play

to enable

me

must be able

to play

difficult solos

with equal accuracy
he is determined to

and

finish. If

much more

be a

violinist, he should study with
a really fine teacher for a couple

of years, and at the end of that
time let himself be guided into the

But
he should not prepare for a professional career unless he is absolutely certain that it is the one
thing in life he wants to do. If he
does not feel this certainty, he
should take up some other life
work and be content with being a
good amateur violinist. If one is
fond of the violin, there is no better hobby.

duced by this family are not well

nowadays as they are cheaply
made and generally covered with
an inferior resin varnish. Prices
run from about fifty dollars to, at
most, one hundred and fifty dol-

What’s In a Label?

liked

lars.

New

Miss H. B.,
little
\

can

I

\ ork. There is
you about your

tell

The

iolin.

printed label

in quite inferior violins.

enough evidence of technical

that

is

of Joseph Guarnerius del Gesu, but
copies of this label often appear
the

Advice on a Career
Mrs. F. M., Iowa. The records
you sent to me of your son’s playing show that he is well-schooled
and accurate, and that he has a
nice musical sense. But they do not
offer

form an

to

opinion on his possible future as a
professional violinist. To make a
success in professional life, he

field best suited to his talents.

who cannot sightread well.

notes are likely

little

to fall out of sight.

ency

At a rapid

notes.

On

of that

swer to your question about sight-

a family

in Ex.

the trickiest in music.

Au-

the

appeared.

Forum page

reading." I

techfirst

ETUDE

the Violinist’s

he gives to the dotted eighths. This

makes for that smoothness of
nique which should be the

practice

of

gust issue of

issue

Your card was

some time before

written

must give them the same volume of
tone and the same finger grip that

do believe in the value of using varied rhythms in the
I certainly

G. G., Louisiana.

.

maintain the exact rhythm. Any.
one who has played the Finale of
Faure’s Piano Quartet in C minor

the

mastery

Sightreading

taining
in

HAROLD BERKLEY

Answered by

triplet

As the tempo is increased it b e
comes more and more difficult to

neglect
Chromatic

—

PIANO COURSE

confidently,

as being in one

it

a

you

fast

really

scale

group without rhythmic pulsation.
This promotes both evenness and
fluency. Of course, if such a scale
occurs in a solo it must be played
in time, even though you may not
be conscious of the individual pul-

Melodic

Original

Minor and

j

Michael Aaron ADULT

were based on

Ex. 5

to

piano
1.00

in

Original Descriptive Pieces which "sound difficult" but
Original Etudes
Sight Reading, etc
1.00
Forms of Compositions
Special Study of Sonata Form
Seventh and Dominant Seventh Chords and Aroeaaios

GRADE FOUR —

to

Classics

Construction

foundation
_

i

—

keeping with third grade

in

Arrangements

—

Studies

—

Scales

a

should conceive

The

Michael Aaron

it

TO FIND A LIGHTER, MORE MODERN PIANO

can

passage

scale

a

in

HOW

as

(Ex. 5) instead of on a
quadruplet

a required change of

this,

often adversely affect the fluency of
the fingering. But when you are

PIANO COURSE
terns

though

not in the habit of

fours. If one is

VIOLIN QUESTIONS

too easy to play this rhythm

Continued from Page 22)

rhythm

Forum

Violinist's

his

that a

fact

enough

However,

repairer

thought

of the instrument to insert

own

when he repaired

label

it

1883 might indicate the violin is
I suggest that you take
or send it to Rembert Wurlitzer,
120 West 42nd Street, New York
in

of value.

City, for expert appraisal.

scales fluently

and well when the
notes are of even length finds that
his cherished fingering pattern deserts

him when he

rhythms. This

m

the fingering is not as solidly ac-

SYSTEMATIC STEPS TO PROGRESS
Very

First

Piano Book with keyboard

chart

Grade Piano Book
Happy Hour Book
First

Advanced
ftcez
SEND FOR YOUR COPY
New

in

1.00
1.25

Grade

1.25

Second Grade Book

1.00

Graded Sight Reading, 4 books. Each

1

Major Scales, 2 books

comprehensive catalog

of Music

First

First

Book

for the Adult

All Classifications.

Helpful suggestions for
teachers and students.

.00

Each .75
1.25

If Ex.

A

played through three
octaves, ascending and descending,
each finger falls at least twice on
is

an eighth note, promoting equality
of finger grip. When playing
this
rhythm, most players, if they are
conscientious, will discover a tendency to slight the sixteenths,
to
play them rather too fast and
with
not enough finger grip. There
can-

not be too

much care taken to get
rid of this tendency, for the
dacrhythm is one of the basic
rhythms of music, particularly in
the works of the classic
composers,
and it must be played with absolute

dill
f
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Music of Jill Publishers

BOyLSTON STREET

BOSTON

16.

MASS.

exactness.

The most obvious
Ex.

B

is

difficulty

again rhythmic.

in

It is all

Three
just as

-

octave

SSJfi

°

make rota
“hot” break*, choruses, obbligato*,
whole tones. •«.

figuration*. b)u* notaa.

MODERN DANCE ARRANGING

Strictly hand-mede. Powerful singing
Send for Fo.aer.

—

<* u,rte ,teB ,n(l ensemble*
special chorutM
.
n *.t0 olh.* r key*— •u«pen»lont— anticipation*
i inU
"_l
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—

S35E«*t 18th

St.

8rooktyg

M,

Repairing,

Revoicing,

R, Y.

—

Mote'- CHURCH ORGANISTS
ORGAN HYMN TUNE TRANSCRIPTIONS
hymn

MUSIC SCHOOL
Profession 0 Is*

scales in the

<

Non- Professionals* Children

Choice collection of 19 popular
registrations for pipe and electric
tones
SI. 2.*
Perma-plastic binding
organs.
Write for complete choir catalog.

Class and Individual Instruction
Artist Teachers
cnolarships for Orchestral
Instruments

;

.

,
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I
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EOPOLD MANNES.
-
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33, 157

East 74th St.,

buy a piano, be sure to have your dealer show you 011c of
new spinets equipped with an Alcoa Aluminum Plate.
Look inside the piano aud see its light metal “backbone”. Why aluminum? Because it’s just as strong and at least 80 pounds lighter than a
and feel the differcast-iron plate. Lift or move one end of the piano
ence! Think how much easier it will he to change your room arrangement. Then listen to the full, rich tone of the piano. When you can get
such fine musical performance in a lighter piano, why look further?
Aluminum Company of America, 652K Gulf Bldg., Pittsburgh 19, Pa.
Before von

the beautiful,

M.V.M.

Saainaw. Michiqan

C+nrlr

building of a fluent technique, they
too should be practiced with va-

tone.

Refinishing

CHELSEA FRASER.

MANNESi

THE

being

arpeggios

fundamental as

SUPERB VIOLINS!

to pl.v.ri of all

•m
h»nT?w
•tnballlahrnent*.

quired as he had imagined, and
that some intensive practice on
rhythmic scales is indicated.

tylic

Jhe BOSTON MUSIC

plays in varied

a sure sign that

is

LEARN "SWING" MUSIC
Instrument*—

Directors
New York 21. N. Y.

Available

religions

at

book

stores

ried
in

rhythms. The shifts are wider
arpeggios and often have to be

made from a short

note. It is im-

portant

note

that

this

be

DILLER-9UAILE

sounded before the shift is made;
without, however, distorting the
rhythm. Both scale and arpeggios
should be practiced with detached

“
*

bowing, as well as with the legato

bowing indicated

in the examples.

Combinations of slurred and detached bowings can easily be invented to suit the various rhythms
that are available to the ambitious

student

for

purposes

of

Pictures of Composers 8Vjxll an <U<i.OO
7 Pictures of Old Instruments
$1.00
45 Songs end Special Bird Cells
Pieces for Reading or
fc5 Rote Picno
.SI. 00
Rote
Book, Special for
Myself
Play
I
•

School of Music

well

*
*

Teacher Training and General
Musicianship Courses

I

East 80 St.

\J
VW 103

New York 21.N.Y.
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New

S50 up. Send For
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Reeding

EFFA ELLIS PERFIELD
New York

East 86 th St. (Pork Ave.)

IDM/iasn
30 E.

C.ty

c£eunA and Son

Adams St.—Chicago

Specialists in

Violins,

Bows.

3, III.

Repairs, etc.
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VIOLINISTS"
Publishers of "VIOLINS and
$2.50 per

year— Specimen Copy

35c.
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pason pipes for harmonics. The
small mixture and many of the “off
pitch” stops are flutes. There isn't
a “squeal” anywhere. I have a

Completing the Tabernacle Organ
(Continued from page 25)
would ever believe. The delicious
stops such as the orchestral

soft

strings are as

ever

want,

warm

as one would

the flute

zahler celestes

celestes,

er-

and Vox Humana

leave nothing to be desired.
find that the real

“wallop” to
the organ comes from the unenclosed section of the solo which
they have named the bombarde, a
tremendous ensemble in the 8'
I

There are 18 mixtures on the
organ. There are an unusual numof piquant stops and small

friend

mixtures such

as the Tierce

on the

that

positiv which is particularly useful, and the little Larigot, l /}'.
There is a little mixture which Mr.
Harrison says is the invention of
Mr. Schreiner. Called a Septerz, it
is made up of a flat 21st and a

One

There

is

a proper use

it!

interesting thing about
Cou
in this organ.
Th
instrument is so complete i

n
organ that super couplers
not needed. Also it has been

mixtures, “I

The breaks

could use the mixtures with

piers.

if

use. After

instance, swell to
swell
swell to great super

only work on strings,
and certain reeds.

certain

console

I

LITTLE RED

.

WILUAM

BI..U

snowflakes

.the PONY RIDE

u t es

g-ToSt!:

fi ve

VANNORT, ,SABE pla y|NG IN THE RAIN
WHITE
DROWSY EYES— RAIN AT NIGHT

of

as comfortable as
any
have ever played. Instead

:

STILLWELL, LE

is

|

"Choice

I

Numbers

on

t

National

he

List
|

BOOKS

1904 they were given
to 1916

From 1904

there were recitals given daily except Sundays during the summer

months. Since 1916 the recitals
have been given six days a week,
throughout the year and since 1947
seven days a week, with additional

FOR AVERAGE BEGINNERS

late

OTOOLE, WILLJAM^

T echNIC

p|AN0

I

FOR ADULT BEGINNERS
PLEASURr

^J^nowfedae

(greater

to

NOTE KEY PLAY
U
BURGES
|lACK KEy 1 TO NOTE READING
NELSON,
TUNE s FOR FRIDAY

FOR TOTS

Sr acceM

F rom 1900

semi-weekly.

PHIPPENY. HAZEL

to

Tabernacle is
used constantly and has been for
many, many years. Prior to 1900
recitals were given occasionally.
in the

'

'

Uoar

located

simple they are to find and
all, practically every or-

The organ

w ALTZ |ng leaves

...

|Jj pplNG W TH MOTHER

The console, although
manuals,

fl

THUSN ELD
INEZ

h0VVELL
kues.er, edith DANCIN g

will

that in the classic tradition of or-

couplers

gan in England is arranged this
"ay. They just don’t use tilting
tablets and “dominos” as couplers.

FIRST GRADE
PIANO solos
BIRCSAK,

For

super,

gan building the compass is 54
notes. Then there is a final break
back to actual 8' pitch for the last

of dia-

ing

are

p re

arranged in the building 0
f the
organ that certain stops won’t
even
work on the sub and super
cou-

in

carefully done.

are

how

the

full

must say

I

the

above the top manual, they are
located on the stop jambs in the
form of stop knobs. It is surpris-

An

he wished to, but
it is not necessary and should not
be done. The secret seems to be

notes only, not in an ensemble.

series with several fiery reeds.

cannot see

super couplers

used, of course, in single

It is

I

the mixtures

1

24th.

who says about

love ’em to squeal.”

ber

having

of

seven notes.
piers appears

PIANO FOR
WRITE FOR FREE CATALOGUE

GIOVANNI, MILO

afternoon recitals to take care

numbers of tourists
during the summer. It should be
of the large

made

clear here that the Taber-

nacle has no congregation as such.

SPENSIBLE
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TA Teacher s Diploma T\

Al

EARN:A Bachelor s Degree 1IN
\

Time

at

which the busy teacher who wants
to be up-to-the-minute efficient, will keep
constantly on hand. Selected from 10,000
pieces and 900 books it presents an unique
classification of 1599 Solos 497 Ensembles,
%
566 collections and a review of 71 textbooks, with suggestions for modern teaching procedures.

A book

MUSIC

1

1

In'Vbur Spare

THE NEWLY REVISED FIVE YEAR
GUIDE TO PIANO TEACHING
by WILLIAM O'TOOLE

J

CREATIVE MUSIC PUBLISHERS

Home

160 West Seventy-Third Street

New York

23, N.Y.
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A Game
A

University Extension Conservatory
1903.

Degree of Bachelor of Music
Diplomas through extension
courses by noted teachers.

—

Method—Prepares

you for better positions through
at your convenience.

study

Previous

Work

vanced credits
using

Evaluated— Adeasily earned

your spare time.

CHORAL CONDUCTING:
oil the
broadcasting.

—

Brand

new course

modern techniques

radio

NORMAL PIANO:

— even

—

Especially designed
for
teachers or future teachers. Treats and solves
every problem of the progressive teacher.

ARRANGING:— All

the tricks of modern arranging drawn from the experiences of the biggest
name arrangers in the country.

TRAINING:
ability, to

transcribe.

— Designed

to give you the
read at sight, to transpose and to
Invaluable training for vocal or in-

strumental work.
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in

the
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country.
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Let
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How
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—Catalog
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lumbia Broadcasting System network have been given constantly
for 20 years. The organ is used
with great effect for church conferences when more than 10,000
people sing hymns. When the

sort

of

program

ILL.

Public School Mus.

Dance Band Arranging

—Supervisor's

Guitar

MU-

—

mended by thoughtful music

Banjo

Name

with

Musical Bin'ro is a truly educational
game that teaches the notes in the treble
and bass clef, and trains the eye to
recognize whole, half, quarter, eighth
and sixteenth notes. It is now being used
in many public
schools and is recom-

Mandolin
Saxophone
Double Counterpoint

Cornet— Trumpet

ic

Basy to p'ay and lots of fun Musical
Bingo stimu’ates an interest in learning
the mus e staff and music notes.
Originally designed as a home game.

Violin

—Trumpet

(and grown-ups,

mu
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OF HAMMOND
ORGAN PLAYING

at

to go,
is

re-

newed. Tuning goes on constantly.

The famous choir of the Taberis a wonderful organization.
are 375 enrolled with a

nacle

There

per

ninety-five

attendance.

cent

They have three rehearsals each
week. The conductor of the choir
Spencer Cornwall.

is J.

amazing to me how
It seems
proud everyone in Salt Lake City
seems to be of the choir and of the
organ. I made a point of asking

An introductory book

such as taxi drivers and
maids about the organ. They
knew all about the recent rebuilding. They are extremely proud of
the instrument and of their organists. It is something quite out of
people

Ethel Smith's

hotel

the ordinary that

known organist

guest

that

the

as recitalists.

play

many

recitals

guest organists
in

the

Perhaps the most encouraging
thing for organists about the peo-

the music, the more response. I always enjoy the wav the

ple in Salt

miliar

Melody

misfit

he

Annie

Laurie or Old Black Joe.
Both organists have been play-

The MUSIC READINESS

Lake City

is their

gen-

They

love

.

sure that

Any

organ-

going 'vest should be
he has Salt Lake City on

is

his itinerary.

.

. .

.
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5,
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TUNING

7

their great organ.

music

.75
Music Picture Book.
.75
Music Color Book.
.75
Music Letter Book..
Book.
.75
Music Note
Music and Guide Book. 1.00

show you their city. The organists at the Tabernacle love to show

who

PROGRAM

early

My
My
My
My

to

ist

of

1501 So. Layton Blvd., Milwaukee

uine cordial hospitality.

you

19, N. Y.

teaching into pleasure for the teacher,
and affords happiness to the child
while he is acquiring the skills necessary for playing and reading music.

Taber-

Carl Weinrich.

and the Familiar Melody. Each one
arranges them himself. The Fa-

NEW YORK

By Sister M. Xaveria, O.S.F., Mus.M.

They have included in former years such men as the late
Clarence Eddy, Joseph Bonnet,
Lynnwood Farnam and recently
E. Power Biggs, Marcel Dupre,
Virgil Fox, David Craighead and

the classics both on the daily programs and on the broadcasts. The

Mormon Hymn

ST.,

transforms the task

nacle.

most popular works they play are
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Professional
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work in the school room. Our model lessons
develop originality and give you an excellent
guide
for teaching others.

Extension

times

Scherzo
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UNIVERSITY EXTENSION CONSERVATORY, Dept. A-679
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Bt^TORY:
modern course including all types
of music from ancient origins to 20th
Century.
Interesting and analytical
not a dull collection
of facts.
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The highest type of Musical Training by Extension Methods,
as developed and perfected by the University Extension Conservatory
,s not an experiment,
not a make-shift, but has proven its value
and
soundness in the careers of thousands of musicians and teachers
who owe their success entirely to the
personalized and painstaking coaching of this great
Conservatory. Partial listing of courses below;

includes

Teach the

to

THE WORLD'S FINEST HOME STUDY CONSERVATORY OF
MUSIC
CONSIDER THESE ADVANTAGES

Our Extension

The Mormon world

The
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like a

care of the whole diocese.

Philadelphia Orchestra played in
the Tabernacle, Stokowski used it.

Conservatory-trained Musicians Command Better Incomes
SINCE

much

It is

lakes

ing at the Tabernacle for 25 years.
They are Alexander Schreiner and
Frank Asper. They have a very
fine young assistant, who plays at
least once a week, in Roy M.
Darley. The organ playing is always on an extremely high plane.

-

conductor who liked immense masses
late Alfred Hertz was a
tympanist could not play loudly enough to
of tone At one rehearsal the
Thats
efforts, Hertz would say,
best
satisfy him. After the player’s
me a fortissimo.' Exasperated, the
a nice mezzo- forte- now give
and, at the proper time, gave a
hands
both
in
stick
his
drummer seized
his stick
audible plink
swing. The result was a scarcely

The

tremendous
had gone clear through the head of

!-

the drum.

PIANO TEACHERS
New Technical Exercise for strengthening
the fingers that eliminates the. necessity of
all others. One complimentary sample to
all

piano teachers.
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tember. 29 with the

first

perform-

ance of “The Olympians,” by ArBliss,

with a libretto by

J.

B.

The event had the distinction of being the first opera to
have a Covent Garden premiere
Priestley.

since the war, and the first new
English opera to be presented by
the Covent Garden Opera Trust.

uled for October are: October
11.
Warsaw; revival of Chopin’s farewell concert in that city,
October
1830;

finals

of

October

Chopin

15,

Warsaw,

International

Competition; October 17, Warsaw,
centennial of Chopin’s death;
Oc-

tober 17, London, recital
by Robert Cassadesus; October

New

York, Memorial concert in
Carnegie Hall; October
30, Warsaw
centennial

of Chopin’s funeral’
performances of Mozart’s
“Requiem” and Chopin’s Funeral

with

March.

today to:

M.

E.

NICHOLS

CURTIS CIRCULATION CO.
Independence Square,

Phila.
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accompaniment

study the

shapes;

discover various intervals
pattern;
hand and finger
skips; feel the

and

week.

Three distinguished

artists,

Ar-

tur Rubinstein, Jascha Heifetz
and Gregor Piatigorsky, have
received
honorary
Doctor of
Music degrees. Northwestern University conferred the degrees at
a
special convocation in August.

on

silently

spans

Top honors

in

the

Jacques

Thibaud violin

contest

cently

were shared by

three

neth

Paris

in

held

re-

young American artists. KenGordon of Brooklyn and Al-

bert Brusilow of Philadelphia each
receiving 30,000 francs, and Stanley Weiner, of Washington, D. C.,

was given a

lesser

three

violinists

York

recitals
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keyboard.
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in tempo while lie
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coming Met season
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be a revival of Puccini’s “Manon
Lescaut,” last seen there in 1930.

To

Arts Coun-

of Vancouver, B. C., will sponsor the first Symposium of Contemporary Canadian Music, to be
cil

held

Vancouver on February
12, 13 and 14, 1950. The Vancouver Symphony Society will be
at

joint sponsors of the event Canadian composers are invited to sub-
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don’t count aloud yourself!
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December 14,

ing
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Degrees: Bachelor of Music, Bachelor

politan,

was one of Moussorgsky’s
creations remaining unfinished at
his death. It was completed by

CONSERVATORY

read the entire piece “as
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branches
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in

artist teachers.

standard of admission. Special train-

slowly. Never insist on the
student’s counting aloud after he
feels

under
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present

to

Thorough instruction
of music

out with your hand.
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Moussorgsky’s
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turn
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to this school for professional

briefly,

pianist,

something of a record when,
on August 25, he played his first
recital in South Africa, the fifth
continent to hear him. Other continents on which Arrau has toured
are Europe,
North and South
America, and Australia.

and

town lends quiet

attractive college

charm
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read,
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count

first
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hand; if six-eight, play only first
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count)
of each
(first
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next measure as soon as first count
is played. Counting goes on inexorably; it must never falter.
again as before,
(2) Play piece

dent
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third counts be played in the right

measure.

on that first count.

This
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if

four,

ginning

but

of

two-four or three-four meter,

in

count aloud. Pupil reads piece
only the first note or

hand
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(3) Play again, this time reading
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by playing

chord of the left

practice you can very ex-

little

pertly

stands

point out the

ahead to the next

season opened in London on Sep-

17,

eD

Berkshire Music Center and
conduct the first and third

The Covent Garden opera

11,

Teacher of Aron Copland, Elie Siegmeister
and many artists and teachers.
BEGINNING TO ARTISTIC FINISH
Specialist in Technical Development and the
Art of Interpretation. Coaching for Recitals.
Hotel Ansonia. B'way at 73rd St.. New York City

to

the

awards in

The events in the year-long
commemoration of the centennial of Chopin’s death sched-
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LEOPOLD WOLFSOHN
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as

of

lights

York City

ROY CAMPBELL

Lwow, was

Karl Rankl was the conductor.

New York
Tel.

in

a pupil of Karol Szymanowski.

— Teacher

Radio, Screen, Stage,
Concert, Opera.
Write for Circular

— Opera — Teaching

Teacher of Successful Singers of

_

15.

(hull)

Diction, Expression, Style.
In preparation for

BARITONE

....
1401

City

August

Voice Building, Breathing,

Music Studios Palm Beach,
Inquiries to
.
Steinway Bldg., New

to

CRYSTAL WATERS

Tel. Sc 4-8385

who was born

sern,

thur

JACK EPSTEIN
Concerts

New York
15

Dramatic Soprano
Teacher of Singing— "Bel Canto"
Experienced European trained Artist
Coaching Opera, Concert and Radio
Correct voice production, defective singinq
corrected.
Beginners accepted
Phone: Trafalgar 7-8230 Mon., Tues., Wed. Thurs
608 West End Ave.
New York City

Concert Pianist

Many
W. 72nd

Columbus 5-4357
Summer Master Class— June

MME. GIOVANNA VIOLA

York. N. Y.

ANDERSON

Interesting course
166

57th St. at 7th Ave.

Tel.

CONCERT- PI AN 1ST— COMPOSER
1st Prize of the Conservatory of
Paris
Former pupil of Cortot and Ravel
Coaching concert-pianists for recitals
Courses for piano teachers and advanced
pupils
Private lessons Resigster now for Summer classes
Special class for beginners

HELEN

end of the war, has
been granted a $1,000 commission
from the Koussevitzky Music
Foundation to write an opera.
During the past summer he was
working on the project at the
try since the

—

Concert Pianist Artist-Teacher
Recommended by Emil Von Sauer, Mortiz Mosz-

of the

slow

Tadeusz Kassern, Polish composer, who has been in this coun-

TREUMANN

kowski and Joseph Hofmann.
Studio, Carnegie Hall, Suite 837,

Telephone At. 9-0436

Molson Stadium, Montreal,
on August 4.
tival in

Berkshire Music Center. Mr. Kas-

Private lessons, class lessons
801

OF MUSIC

Detroit, Mich.

Private

Atwater 9-7470

RICHARD McCLANAHAN

Advance Piano Interpretation and the Theory
work required for the degrees of Mus. Bach.,
and Mus. Mas. Special Chopin interpretation.

DETROIT CONSERVATORY

Tel.

YORK

L.

— Piano

those who have studied with Mr. La
Forge are: Marian Anderson, Lawrence Tibbett, Richard Crooks, and Mme. Matzenauer
MOO Park Ave., Corner 89th St., New York

Samoiloff.

DR.

(ERNESTO)

LA FORGE-BERUMEN STUDIOS

SAROYA.

Now

—

SPEAKING Voice huskiness, nasality,
throatiness. Also stammering corrected.
35 West 57th Street, New York
EL. 5-2367
and

Los Angeles. Calif.

CANTO STUDIOS & OPERA ACADEMY

others.

Rose Bampton, Metropolitan
made her debut in the

soprano,

is the author of
The Secret " Daily Vocal Exercises.
Expert in solving all problems of the SINGING

The only place where you can learn the original
Samoiloff Bel Canto Method which developed
such outstanding voices as NELSON EDDY

many

well.

role of Tosca at the Montreal Fes-

Mr Lagourgue

FE. 2597

BEL

Y.

position
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Continued from

Now, stop
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conducting duties at the
Berkshire
Music Center in the summer
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retain

was Philip Max-
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VOICE PRODUCTION-SINGING
COMPLETE MUSICAL EDUCATION

THE SAMOILOFF

BIANCA

N

will also

fall,

Melchior, Wagnerian tenor. The
Festival Director

STUDIOS

To. 5-8413

EDNA GUNNAR PETERSON
Concert Pianist

Another highlight of the
evening was the singing of Lauritz

CHARLES LAGOURGUE

TEACHER OF SINGING
Opera— Operetta— Oratorio— Concert.
Elmhurst Av.. Detroit
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I

SChuyler 4-0261
IN WASHINGTON, D. C.

Tel.

MONTHLY

EVANGELINE LEHMAN

comprising 30 musical events and
spectacles. Included in the program were numbers by competitions.

PERFORMANCE AND FOR UNIVERSITY.
COLLEGE AND CONSERVATORY
TEACHING POSITIONS
WINTER TEACHING SEASON: SEPTEMBER

Conducting

Field on

tion winners in various classifica-

EDWIN HUGHES

HUTCHESON

ISABEL

Teacher for Piano Teachers
Modern Piano Technic: Group work for Teach-

Soldiers’

people,
I

Philadelphia, Pa.

.

at

Fes-

August 20 attracted nearly 100,000
who enjoyed a program

Violinist Teacher
Pupil of Schradieck

EVELYN HERBERT. ROBERT HALLIDAY...LOIS LEE and other Stars of Opera,
Stage and Radio
Hollywood, Calif.

tival held

WESTCHESTER CONCERT BUREAU

Soprano Metropolitan Opera
N.Y. City Center & Havana

Operas

Address:

The Chicagoland Music

—

Concert
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York City)
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PARIS— NEW YORK— HOLLYWOOD
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HENRY CORDY,

i

Private Teachers (New

(Western)

WORLD OF MUSIC

THE

STUDY?

1619 Broadway
York 19, N. Y.
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Junior Etude

Great Composers and the Harmonica

unior

by

Elsie

Junior

Etude

attractive

prizes

The
three

Duncan Yale

the neatest
and for

Contest

Edited by

ELIZABETH

HILE

GEST

A.

ing his harmonica.

you

game? The leader remains behind
a screen or in an adjacent room
and taps on various objects (with

drum stick or pencil without an eraser), such as a vase, a
a small

window pane,
water,

a

a

table,

bell,

a

a glass

of

newspaper,

a

makes

a

It

certainly did

on

sound when tapped. The

who can not

besides, did

(

—

in fact anything that

see the ob-

ject tapped) write the nr.me of
the object as the leader ca Is its

number. The winner
with the longest

is

of

list

The more
more fun it is

momca O
•

objects tapped,
to

“i.Iozart, for

“For

guess them.

Betty.

you about it, but you
must realize that what we call a
harmonica today is not the same
instrument that was called a harmonica in Mozart’s time.”
“What is the difference? You
“I’ll

October Birthdays and Anniversaries
TT

no

seems

well-known

posers were born the

first

comweek

hundred years ago. His centenary is being celebrated in many

October.

in

October 9

places this year.

the birthday of Saint-

is

French

the

Saens,

(1835).
October 10

October 22

composer

is

the birthday of Verdi

(1813), the Italian composer of

Aida and many other

is

own

Johann

outstanding present-day composers.
October 12 is also the anniversary

land in America,

San Salvador. This

day is a holiday in many States.
October 17 was the day on which
Chopin died (1849) just one

Kitty Koncerto

Busy Year for

They

like atonal

dissonance

And make some

every day.

With

naturals, sharps,

and

With

r

sympho-

entire

string

operas, one three act opera, five large

dramatic pieces, and one hundred fortysix songs, and, believe it or not, he
flats

they

was

at

father’s
kitties, so

w ere two

the

same time teaching

school!

It

in his

seems almost

im-

possible

you see

classics they’re quite bored.

There
Betty.

month of October. (Altogether he
composed about six hundred fifty

the

songs.)

when

same

year,

three-act

1815,

opera

he

which,

came to a tragic end.
Ilis servant used the paper, on which
the last two acts were written, to light
the

finished,

fire!

is

a

And you

lot

of

will

know

difference,

a lot of

things, too, some day. Our harmonicas, sometimes called mouthorgans, are played, as you probably know, by drawing the breath

in

and

holes.

that neighbor of

Instrument Puzzle

And

if

sizes,

out

across

little

They are made

I

Sort

things,

out

the

scrambled cards

Do not

Honorable Mention

in

Lindsay Jackson,

Blanche Lasseigne, Mona
Vivian Bross, Jacquelyn Vader, Robert
Dunnavant, Nancy Fogle, Helen Eisenman,
Joyce Martensen, Jean Marie Collins,
Marilyn Winterfeldt, Annelle Lyle, Maurine Tamisiea, Joan Barton, Lynn Griffith,
Elena Harap, George Fey, Dorothy Kelsey,
Ellena Steinman, Mary Lou McCormick,
Constance J. Kiem, Eva Jean Jeffries,
Hennina Meyer, John Wragge, Peggy Hutchison, Marvin Von Deck, Ann Hattery,
Mary Ellen Kopp.

to
a

But

constructing a spindle, turned
by a
foot pedal, and to this he
fastened
the discs. The rims of the
discs
revolved in water and produced
a
clear tone.”

“Trust Franklin to invent
something!” remarked Betty.

“F ve

of-

old and

now major on French
new symphony

am

five

listen,

Mother,

Ping, ping,

ball,

interested in

horn.

(Dv)

POW!

Ping, ping, pow!
time to practice

Michigan Ave„ Chicago

5,

Illinois.

MEMBER OF NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF SCHOOLS OF MUSIC

SHERWOOD

"““1*'™“

I

Orchestra.

I

would

li.ee

to

isicion-

•

«•»

pianist. I have also been giving lessons.

I

dancI also sing and do ballet and tap
ing. which is fun. I would like to hear
from Junior Etude readers.
Patsy Ruth Long (Age 14),

have found in Etude and Junior
Etude. I play the piano and am in the
church and school choirs and am also
sextette, I
in a vocal trio and a vocal
would like to hear from others interest-

I

,

letters

the

W

ma( ;c award

**

seats

tskwv-’.i’r

P,ay

h.

?'_! y 80

"

cut

S-ll

JaH

Bach

S-K

Actual

Order from your dealer
ior

AWARD

Wright-Way

SEALS

write to

MILO WRIGHT

2346 ALOMA, WICHITA

f.

KANSAS

OF MUSIC
CINCINNATI CONSERVATORY
Dean of Faculty
Dr. Luther A. Richman,

auspices

Established 1867, Operated under
affiliated with University of Cincinnati.
international

reputation.

Cincinnati

of

of

Fine

C. M. BENJAMIN. Registrar

Arts

music— Faculty

Certificates— dormitories,

campus. Address.
E. T..

Institute

Complete school

Degrees, Diplomas,

CINCINNATI

19.

10

of

acre

^ 111 _
OHIO

(Age 13),
Michigan.

the school
I study piano, sing in
school band
chorus, play bells in the
church.
and play the electric organ in
who
would like to hear from others

gjhp QL^bHandJnfiltlutr uf (I)hbu
Degree, Artist Diploma
Bachelor of Music Degree, Master of Music

BERYL RUBINSTEIN,

in common with me.
Bauman (Age 14), Indiana.

C' -rt r

have anything
Janet

1

I .-

Mus.

ember

D., Director

of the National

3411 Euclid Ave., Cleveland, O.

Association of Schools of Music

AMERICAN CONSERVATORY
OF MUSIC — CHICAGO

dramatic art
Offers courses in all branches of music and
62nd year. Faculty of 135 artist teachers
Member of National Association of Schools of Music
John R. Hattstaedt, Pres., 582 Kimball Bldg- Chicago
Sent for a free catalog— Address :

(Lu)D(wig). The
give

75c

hown

Box

ed in music.
Johnston

series

'

f
,

Mexico.

Tilings I have never heard of in music

Jill

•

ttw
u present

I have been taking piano lessons seven years and plan to become a concert

answer,

harpsichord.
now

„

Prize
ass

POW!

A,

C1 ® ss c,

But listen. Mother, don’t you know
That little pitchers have to grow?

Founded

60

1867

by Dr.

F.

Ziegfeld

RUDOLPH GANZ,

President

B.MUS., B.MUS.ED., M.MUS., M.MUS.ED.
and National Association of Schools of Music
Special Instruction for Children and Non-Professionals
All Branches of Music.
Address Registrar, 60 E. Van Buren St., Chicago 5, Illinois

CONFERS DEGREES OF

(Age

Carolyn Park (Age 10),

lennessee

POW!

CHICAGO MUSICAL COLLEGE

Winners for Puzzle:
Mary Eckenroth (Age

16), Pennsylvania
ass B, Mary
Eileen Fogarty
13) , Ohio

Ping, ping, pow!
It’s time to practice now!

Ping, ping,

OR(ak)

capital

But listen, Mother, can’t you see
That Johnny’s hit got bases three?
Ping, ping,

of Rights.

For free illustrated catalog,

Arthur Wildman, Musical Director, 1014 South

orches-

A ",S W e to Musical Spelling Puzzle:
r
f
HA(ndel), (Wagne)R, (Ste)P
(h en), (Charle)S,
(R)ICH(ard),

can’t you hear
so loud and clear.

It’s

Bill

write

years

.

The bat and

and being of an inventive mind, he improved
it by

was

I

by Dorothy Winch
Ping, ping, pow!
It’s time to practice now!

the glass harmonica
ited London,

a high-school graduate and have

I

Results of Musical
Spelling Puzzle in June

Music vs. Baseball

instrument that he
wrote. Benjamin Franklin
heard
vis-

am

music since

for Puzzle:

The next best include Juanita Bedenbaugh, Carol Fauth, Sylvia Ann Liles.

strument

when he

1

studied

New

While many correct answers were received, the prize winners were selected
because their papers were the best gotten

instance, in 1761 the

in different

this

Dear Junior Etude:

any card twice.

according to their range, and

was for

ac-

Dormitory

Courses for Veterans under G.l.

a bov 5

square

they sound very well, indeed. But
was an inmade of glass discs, and

location.

commodations at moderate cost.

California.

Goldsmith’s Vicar of
Wakefield ‘would talk of nothing
but pictures, Shakespeare and the

in Mozart’s time there

front

Courses lead to degrees, diplomas and certificates in Piano,
Voice, Violin, Organ, Cello,
Wind Instruments, Public School
Music, Conducting, Theory,
Composition.
Students enjoy the cultural

write some-

musical glasses.’ Gluck is said
have performed upon them at

advantages of Chicago. Lake-

hear from serious music students.
Rogers E. Newman (Age 17),

use

For

trained for

by a faculty

Musical talent

(Send replies to letters on this page
in care of JUNIOR ETUDE and they
will he forwarded to tile writers.)

Symphony

for

he were

go out of fashion and other

for television.

is

professional success

of distinguished Artist Teachers.

and opera music. In
case any horn players happen to road
this, I am a member of the Sacramento

believe.”

perhaps

SHERWOOD Students

tras, service bands,

and find six instruments.

when played by good performers

it

These songs included the very famous
Erlkonig. Thirty songs were composed
in August of that year, and twenty in

During that
wiote another

if

had not been playing his modharmonica this morning I nevhave heard all those
would
er
interesting thi ngs about the harmonica. Thank you for telling me.”

wonder why
harmonicas are not used now.”
“Well, times change you know,”
replied Miss Brown. “Some things

ladies

quartette, these piano
two Masses, a Stabat Mater
chorus and solos, several small

for

polytonal chord;

They’re modern

these

orchestra

up.

sonatas,

make

A

a

I

now he would

century.

Schubert lived only thirty-one years,
but oh, how he worked!

nies,

in Vienna,

first
of November.
March. No essay this
month. Puzzle appears below.

the

in

Teach

Artists

ern

“I would, indeed, Betty. But
Mozart was not the only great comwho wrote for the harmonica. Beethoven also wrote a short
piece for it, which was intended
to be used in a play. This was in
1814 and the manuscript is in a

“Imagine Beethoven writing
Brown!”

before

Renowned

it.”

“Miss Brown,

hear it?”

poser

museum

play

to

ours
like to

or

learned
and the Princess. Louise,

intrigued and wrote a piece
Adagio and Rondo, for her in
1791.

“Wouldn’t you

court

the

in

included

very

much

“Perhaps,” chuckled Betty, “or

Schubert

Among

He was

her.

have anyone copy your work for you.
Essay must contain not over one
hundred and fifty words and must
be received at the Junior Etude
Office. Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania, on

England, and in DarnGermany, a harmonica was

stadt,

sometimes better things, come to
take their places. But the}7 were
quite popular in the eighteenth

In the year 1815 alone, when he was
only in his nineteenth year, lie wrote
nearly
two hundred compositions.

These tiny kittens on the keys
Are learning how to play;

concert in

as
Beethoven, 1770. She
toured as a concert performer and

maybe

times.

A

thirty next best

enter on upper left corner of your paper and put your address on upper right corner of your
paper.
Write on one side of paper only.
Do not use typewriters and do not

class in
Put your name, age and

year

living

day on which Columbus

sighted

the Island of

ap-

thing for the radio.”

com-

(1825),

will

a future issue

Contest

which you

Results
mention.

“Yes.

is the birthday of Paganini (17821, one of the world’s
greatest
violinists
of
former

of England’s

of the

Strauss

in

the harmonica. Miss

birthday of Bizet

is the

page

ETUDE. The

of the

woman named Marienna Kirchgaessner, who was born the same

Miss

things,

October 27

Vaughan Williams (1872), one

first

many

so

poser of the Blue Danube Waltz.

birthday, 1901.

the birthday of Ralph

know

(1838), French composer of the
opera Carmen.
October 25 is the birthday of

operas. Verdi also died on Octo-

ber 10, his

the birthday of Liszt

tell

Brown.”

October 22

the opera

October 12

is

(1811).

of the early performers

winners

of prize

Names

instrument was a Marianne
Davies; another was a blind young

Now,

Brown!” exclaimed

Miss

really,

one.”

harmonica?

the

girls

this

Mozart heard
Miss

instance,

for

Brown?”

correct

objects.

that great

??

“Who,

the player

the

you know

composers wrote music for the har-

One

boys and

Class C,

pear on this

in

use.

I

all

open to

years of age.
under eighteen
to eighteen years
Class A, fifteen
Class B. twelve to fifteen;
age;
of
under twelve years.

heard about his lightning
kite
I never heard of this
before ”
“I do not believe this
invention
is very well known, Betty,
because
glass harmonicas are no longer
ten

but

can understand that,
Betty. It must have been very annoying. But at least he was trying
to make music, too, you know. And
“Yes,

china plate
players

this

bother me!”
by Margaret Thorne

sharp are your ears? Have
ever played the listening

was practicing

I

Mozart Sonata,” complained
Betty to her teacher, “the boy next
uoor was sitting on his porch play-

Sharp Ears, (Game)

How

and best stories or
answers to puzzles.

"says

is

will award
each month

Member

(ages 11 and
arv and Ivan Harber
Their
resnectively), of Tennessee.

of North Central Association
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DITSON ALBUM OF ORGAN
AND PIANO DUETS
Arranged by Roy S. Stoughton
Both

pianists

come

this

and organists will wel-

new

collection of duets to

the limited repertory for these two
instruments. Mr. Stoughton has done

an outstanding job of arranging ten
classics of medium difficulty which
should be very
purposes.

useful

Included

are

for

recital

Tschaikov-

from the “Sixth Symphony”; Bach-Gounod’s Ave Maria;
Ravel’s Pavane; Debussy’s Reverie
and others. As two copies are resky’s Andante

Monthly

Bulletin

for
All

October,

1949

by Mary

Cash Prices apply only to single copy orders
placed prior to publication. Delivery ( postpaid ) will be made as soon as the books are
printed. Send order to

teach children to enjoy good music

by playing and singing it, and to
develop good musical tastes. The
pieces included are most rewarding
as they are arranged so that the

THEODORE PRESSER CO.

Assembly Band Book
Bands

Gordon

High

— Med.

Ditson

.60

Duets

Stoughton

.70

Mason

.50

Carleton

.30

and Songs.

Grab-Bag

.

High School Harmonies

Second

King

Finke

.70

Melodious Studies. Lemont

.40

it

and

standard

.

Miniature Studies

Volume

Schubert; Song

Heigh-Ho!,

Schumann;

March,

Symphony No.
and

Rolfe,

others

of

equal interest.

The

set

by

on

early

L’esperto

songs

fifteen

composers

Italian

nocchiero,

Bononcini

Come

del core and

are

raggio di

Caldara; Dell, contantevi, Carissimi; Ah! quanto e vero and E
dove T’aggiri, Casti; Danza, danza
sol,

instruments
ductor’s

—also

B-flat
E-flat

A

C

Cornet A;

clef)

Alto Horn
;

Trombone
;

B-flat

E-flat

(Optional)

B;

C

:

Flute;

B-flat Clarinet

;

B

Cornet B;

Alto Saxophone; B-flat Tenor

Saxophone;
E-flat

a Two-Staff Con-

(Piano)

Score

B-flat Clarinet

B

;

Alto
E-flat

Horn A;
Alto Horn

Trombones
C;

Baritone

Baritone
(treble

A

and
(bass

costume, “Legrenzi

Advance of Publication Cash Price,
Parts, 20 cents each, postpaid
Cond. Score, 40 cents, postpaid

;

Rosa;

Provenzale;

Non

fiero

Presto, presto io

m’innamoro, Mazzaferrata
detemi,

bellis-

Che

simi capelli, Falconieri;

vogl’io se

Deh,

;

Star

re-

vicino,

non vederti and
Col mio

Sento nel core, Scarlatti;

sahgue comprerei, Stradella.

clef)

Basses; Drums.

O

fanciulla gentile. Durante;

tinctive

newcomer to
SERIES.

the

A

dis-

DITSON

ART SONG

Advance of Publication Cash Price,
60 cents, postpaid.

Third

and fourth
it

space of the
together”

pieces

“hands

beats,
and four

are presented. A few
compound time
are to be
flats occur and
sharps and

and purple respective-

colored blue

Many more
make
added to

contributions

ly

first

well-planned

this

ORGAN COMPOSITIONS

compositions

be too long and not too

ranged with

difficult.

This

of

collection

tains

numbers for

services

and occasions where the use
is appropriate. Hammond

chimes

Advance of Publication

Circus

as

Stunts, Stunts in a Plane, Stunts at

PARTNERS AT

A

THE KEYBOARD

Price,

Most people enjoy the thrill of taksome time. Lotteries
and raffles offer the element of
chance, the opportunity to get somefor nothing

—or

the anticipation of a possible suc-

cess.

Here is a grab-bag with every
purchaser a winner! No one could
possibly lose

by ordering a book
by the well-known composer and
arranger, Bruce Carleton, whose easy
grade versions of the Marine’s Hymn

and The Stars and Stripes Forever
are widely used. Countless young

Merry

know Mellow Moon and
Majorette,

two of

his

aspects

good

of

tive pieces as well.

Advance of Publication Cash Price,
25 cents, postpaid.

MOTHER GOOSE
A

most

popular original compositions.

Advance of Publication Cash Price
30 cents, postpaid.

IN

NOTELAND

“Colorful” Music Reader for the

Rather Young
by Josephine Hovey Perry

Of course, since not every

one can win the really valuable prize,
all most people get for their money

players

staccato,

under, staccato

technic, but will be learning attrac-

ing a risk at

is

wrist

thumb

fundamental

the

little!

passages,

and legato attack and many other
technical problems. In using this
book the pupil will not only build

Oliver Ditson Co. announces a

W

establish

concepts of the

fully

and bass section of keys and
notes and their correlation one to
the other. In Part One a few maketreble

believe

stories

introduce

the

clef

which the child colors. The
Middle C approach is used, and one
note at a time is added in both bass
(to be colored red) and treble (to
signs

be

colored

Perry’s

plan

green)
of

octaves.

having

make quarter notes by

the

by Stanford King

Teen age piano pupils demand ma-

child

a long

Mrs.

list

of successful piano

and recreation material.
Partners At The Keyboard, is somewhat more advanced and is suitable
for adolescents
and grown-ups as
well as for younger students. A student assigned to the

Secondo part

have no reason to complain of
monotony, as both parts are decidedwill

and melodious.

A

partial listing of the contents includes the descriptive little number,

The Grandfather’s Clock; the catchy
Pickaninny; a very legato number.

on

the

Lake;

a

sprightly

Tarantella; a

rhythmic Little Tango;
The Enchanting Mermaid;
and a
martial number,
The Conqueror.
Alert teachers
will

want a

first-off-

Ae-press copy of this worthy addition to
t

piano teaching materials by

e

Pianos 125

CONDITION AGENTS WANTED

FINE

Delivered To Your Door
Write for details

written.

gifted Miss Ketterer.
Advance of Publication
Cash Price,
ce nts, postpaid.

The

PHILA. 44, PENNA.

Price,

For the Piano
by Cedric W. Lemont

Veteran Approved
Chromatic Stroboscope Instruction

Phone MArlcef 7-6674

note-conscious

and

develdefinite purpose in technical
book presents practice

WM.

passages,

left

left

hand

hand

STERLING SILVER

sixths, legato

a

such
Mr. Lemont has achieved
melody and
happy combination of

Boston

will

look

forward

to

1120

003,

Latona

ORGANS FOR SALE:

Guaranteed

OBOE REEDS. Hand

Made. Tuned

pipe organs, reed organs and pianos.
Cannarsa Organ Company, Hollidaysburg, Pa.
__

and Tested.

$1.50 each; $15.00 dozen.
W. 41st St., Marion,
_
SHEET MUSIC to

Robison, 216

C.

lnd.

1850. Ballads, Pagtime, Everything.
List 10^. Classics exchanged for PopuFore’s, 103151 High, Denver 5, Colo.
lar.

MASON -HAMLIN GRAND,

G'-2",

ebonized finish, reasonable. Joseph C.
Holstad, 337 Oak Grove, Minneapolis,

Minn.

TIONERY. Beautifully printed with
YOUR name and Photocut of ANY In-

—

—

strument 100 Letterheads 75 EnveBoth $2.00 Postpaid. WONDERBirthday GIFTS.
Christmas
TERMINAL, 4 818^ Kimball, Chicago

—

FOR SALE: Fine Lyon & Healy
Harp; write Nels Remlin, Red Wing,
Minn.

TRUE MUSIC UNDERSTANDING

through correspondence course (Harmony, Counterpoint, Analysis). ManuMusic
revised.
discussed,
scripts
Reading by mail. Write for information. Goldner, 85 Barrow, New York,
N. Y.

MELODEONS EOR SALE. Beautiful
reconditioned instruments. C Sharp
Hobby Shop, 415 S. Diamond, Grand
Rapids. Mich.
Player piano rolls, SSnote, classical only; and Deagan catalogs showing big marimbas with Ushaped tubes, other pictures and information about same. Who has such
a marimba? Write F. K. MacCallura,
1815 E, Rio Grande, El Paso, Texas.

WANTED —

FOR SALE: C

Mass.

diana.

COURSE — “10

yr .

Certificate

Ml Instruments,
writing. Full-time,

& Diploma

courses. Voice,

Hammond

Organ, Song-

Part-time courses, Private

appearances. PlacementServCatalog sent on request. Veteran Ap-

Lessons. Public
ice.

lbs. off in 10

days” or

Stomach Shrinking SelfTreatment. No Pills, Diet, Exercise.
Send $2.00. DR. JOHN GRANGER,
Mineral Wells, A4, Texas.
C.

HARRY WILSON SCHOOL OF MUSIC
l_ 4

Melody Saxophone,

gold plated, in good condition. $1.00
Case included. Mrs. C. M. Hutchins,
239 N. Lafayette Ave., Griffith, In-

$2.00 back.

15,

of grade twotechnic that the student
ability
and-a-half to three-and-a-half

MEISEL,

New York

INC., 4 St.
3, N. Y.

Marks Place,
Mas-

City
Sottnek
Tuner Tailpiece for Violin together with Cathedral Chromespun
Strings Set Complete $10.00.

ter

PIANISTS-TEACHERS. Something

new in piano solos. Book of
Favorite Standard Melodies arranged
in entertaining style by professional
pianist and teacher. Attractive harmony changes and arpeggios. Price
entirely

$1.25.

Harold Han ft,

Jacksonville

practicing.

2,

40

W. Ashley

Inquiries

to

New York

City

DLERY,

(Jerry

TONEPOST,

fitting $15.00. 150 “Old/New”
$35.00 up. Guaranteed.

baritone

steln.ey Bid,.,

St.,

Fla.

METROPOLITAN MUSIC CO.

Juzek) endorses VIOLIN

JACK EPSTEIN

Cash Price,
Advance of Publication
40 cents, postpaid*

Masters,

PATMOR FlD-

Zion,

111.

VIOLINS FOR SALE: Disposing

THEODORE PRESSER COMPANY

2nd EDITION.

S°e

etc de-october

1949

COMPLETE TREATISE ON

transposition
Crsverina
C V

Bryn Matvr , Pa.
1949

Avenue.

Massachusetts

108

1401

conscious.

ETUDE-OCTOBER

— GOLD — PLATINUM

Catalog on request

for

and stacbroken
cato playing, the mordent,
arpegdiminished seventh chords,
the hands, unibetween
divided
gios
new hook
son playing, etc. In this
right

Flutes of Distinction

hand

melody

groups
passages, speed in small

HAYNES COMPANY

S.

opment. The
scale

Dept.

Street, Phila. 47, Pa.

—

has a
most part eight measures long,

rest-

62

Philadelphia. Pa.

763-765 S. 8th St.

the
of these brief studies, for

opportunity for right and

—

25.

UNCROWDED PROFESSION

the largest school in the country
Enroll Any Time

PHILADELPHIA SCHOOL
OF PIAHO TUNING
AHD REPAIR, IRC.

STUDIES

Technician.

FUL
ENTER an

TWENTY-FOUR MINIATURE

Each

——

LEARY PI A XO TUNING$4.00SimpliLitauthentic instruction
erature free. Prof. Ross, 456 Beecher
St., Elmira, N. Y.
fied,

lopes.

melodious

and happy practice.
Advance of Publication Cash
40 cents, postpaid.

coin.)

MUSICAL PERSONALIZED STA-

CUNNINGHAM PIANO CO.

child

notes and whisper “rest” at
each rest sign he encounters, makes

the

is a generous supand tuneful music in
book by an experienced
Miss Ketterer has to her

are

teaching

Swans

ar-

peggios divided between the hands,

they

(

BACK POPULAR

"

coloring the

half

HIGH SCHOOL HARMONIES

credit

scale passages, sustained mel-

music appeals to the universal love
faithful
of a tune and encourages

ly interesting

new

music reader by the author of A
Musical Mother Goose for Two, Busy
ork for Beginners, etc. Its aim is
to

teacher.
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